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FOREWORD
By Peter Yu

The referendum on a constitutionally enshrined First Nation Voice has brought 
national attention to the failure of Australia’s government system in addressing the 
appalling economic and social conditions experienced by First Nations people. The 
annual reports to Parliament on Closing the Gap serve as a testament to this fact.

A central argument from the Yes side is that the current system of service delivery 
and policy making inadequately incorporates the perspectives of First Nations 
people. Conversely, the opposing No side suggests that the Voice will only add 
another layer to an already cumbersome and dysfunctional bureaucracy.

There is a nearly unanimous acknowledgment that the formal relationship 
between the Australian nation state and its First Nations people is faltering. In 
“Voices from the Frontline,” Patrick Sullivan delves deep into the points of contact 
in the Kimberley region, capturing the experiences and perspectives of individuals 
working in Aboriginal Community Controlled Organisations, government agencies, 
and non-governmental organisations as they strive to deliver services to Aboriginal 
communities in remote Australia.

The title of the book aptly reflects the dramatic, chaotic, tension-filled, despairing, 
passionate, and frustrating nature of those embroiled in the Kimberley Aboriginal 
community services delivery system.
Patrick’s extensive knowledge of and experience in the Kimberley region, 
accumulated over several decades, make him exceptionally qualified to produce a 
book of this nature. His introduction provides an excellent summary of the highly 
intricate arena that is often misunderstood by those who do not live and work 
within it.

The effective use of anonymous voices identified by sector serves as a powerful 
means of describing the dysfunctional system of Aboriginal community service 
provision in the Kimberley. Patrick’s analysis and commentary skilfully guide and 
contextualise these voices, creating a comprehensive and engaging narrative.
What makes this book particularly compelling is that it does not adhere to the 
conventional academic approach of presenting a thesis supported by empirical 
evidence. Instead, its thesis is powerfully conveyed through the first hand voices of 
those who work within the failing system of Aboriginal community service delivery.
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The language used throughout the book is clear and conversational in tone, making 
it highly accessible to a broader audience, including Kimberley First Nations people 
who live with the consequences of a failing government system.

Overall, “Voices from the Frontline” offers a unique perspective that sheds light 
on the challenges and shortcomings of the current service delivery system for 
First Nations people. Through the voices of those directly involved, it presents 
a compelling case for change and serves as a call to action for all who wish to 
understand and address the pressing issues faced by First Nations communities in 
the Kimberley region and beyond.

Professor Peter Yu
Vice President, First Nations Portfolio
Australian National University
August 2023
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PREFACE
By Patrick Sullivan

This is not an academic book. Though the research that produced it was funded by 
the Australian Research Council it has a mainstream aim1, to show in the words of 
the actors themselves the complexity of Aboriginal policy in the field of practical 
service delivery. 

This volume of dialogues between Indigenous community organisation leaders, 
government managers of Aboriginal service delivery, and workers in non-
Indigenous non-governmental organisations (NGOs) began with an idea from Dr 
Kathryn Thorburn.  Kathryn was a Research Associate on the ARC-funded project 
that looked at the impact of neo-liberal forms of bureaucracy on Aboriginal 
community organisations in the Kimberley region of Western Australia. She made 
the down-to-earth observation that the major players in the drama of community 
development services in the Kimberley never directly talk to each other, and began 
to discuss with me ways that we might facilitate their coming together. 

From the beginning we realised that it would not be immediately productive to get 
them together in the same room. From our combined experience of over fifty years 
living and working in the Kimberley region we knew how such interactions would 
go. The government workers would likely feel compelled to echo the formal policy 
of their departments and to proactively divert criticism by both emphasising their 
successes and deflecting their failures onto the lack of capacity of their clients. The 
community organisation leaders, on the other hand, could be expected to adopt 
their well-worn advocacy postures and rail against government inadequacy and 
lack of adequate funding. After the process that I’m describing was underway we 
decided to also approach a relatively recent and significant sector of Aboriginal 
development service delivery, non-Indigenous NGOs. We did not think that they 
could productively contribute in the same room as people from the other two 
sectors either, since, firstly they would be looking over their shoulders to the 
government managers who provide their funding, and secondly would be tenderly 
trying to avoid any perceived criticism of Aboriginal participants, since Aboriginal 
backlash also disrupts their business model.

So, we conceived the idea of placing these critical actors in the development of 
Aboriginal communities into a simulated dialogue with each other. Firstly, we 
would give them a safe setting among their peers where they could freely talk 
about both their discontents and their success and aspirations. Then we would mix 

1 Reciprocal Accountability and Public Value in Aboriginal Organisations, Australian Research Council 
Discovery Project DP160102250
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and match their observations with those of ‘the other side’, so that they, and other 
readers, could gain some understanding of the problems of the other in the same 
context. This plan was discussed with the participants from the start, it was not 
covert, and the workshops proceeded with this outcome in mind.

The process proceeded from our standpoint that all players in the drama of 
Aboriginal service delivery act with good intent, and under severe constraints that 
are not of their choosing. Originally, Kathryn and I intended that we would bring 
all participants together in a final face-to-face forum with the views of each other 
already in hand, so that they could talk honestly to each other, having laid their 
cards on the table in their own workshops. Unfortunately, the onset of the Covid 
pandemic prevented this, but we decided to go ahead with the material that had 
already been contributed.

The participants at each of the three meetings, or forums, represented diverse 
sectors, including family and child support, implementing the outcomes of native 
title determinations, housing tenancy support, employment services, policing, 
community development, cultural support, policy advocacy, and more. They were 
invited because of our personal knowledge of their valuable contributions to their 
field of work, or by recommendation by other trusted sources.

This sub-project of our major research project on Aboriginal organisations 
received approval from the University of Notre Dame Australia’s Human Research 
Ethics Committee and each participant gave their informed consent under those 
procedures. We guaranteed anonymity and the opportunity to review successive 
drafts. The first forum took place with senior managers and workers in the Aboriginal 
community-controlled services sector on May 10th 2018 with eight participants; 
the second, involving both state and Commonwealth mid-level/senior managers 
on June the 11th with seven participants; the third, with mostly senior managers 
and some field workers among non-Indigenous NGO development agencies was 
held on March 25th 2019 with six participants.

The research team participated in each of the meetings – myself, Dr Julie Lahn, Dr 
Janet Hunt, Dr Kathryn Thorburn. Janet led the discussion with the non-Indigenous 
NGOs. For the other two meetings Kathryn and I planned a running sheet of topics 
to be covered, that was not shared with the participants, and I guided them through 
these topics with a firm agenda in mind. The recordings of each session were 
professionally transcribed, resulting in a combined transcript of nearly 140,000 
words. I cut these down to about a third the size, trying to end up with only those 
that made a particularly important contribution in the context. This was difficult, as 
all contributions were pertinent and thought provoking. 
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More difficult was the next stage, in which I determined emerging topics from all 
of the contributions, grouped them under these topics, and tried as far as possible 
to have a balance of voices from each of the sectors intervening on the topic so 
as to produce the constructed dialogue that we had originally envisaged. At this 
stage, Kathryn’s successor as Research Associate on the project, Kate Golson took 
over editing. Kate used her considerable knowledge of Kimberley Aboriginal 
issues, developed over more than two decades, to re-examine the recordings and 
fill in gaps in the transcript where the transcribers had not been able to hear or 
understand the contributors, or where they had clearly got something wrong. 

I am responsible for the summary of issues raised at the start of each chapter 
and the brief linking comments that shepherd the contributions through the 
topics covered. All team members and participants reviewed and re-reviewed the 
drafts to remove and re-phrase any parts of the discussion that could identify the 
participants, to preserve their anonymity as we had promised. An external advisor, 
Dr Elizabeth Ganter2, provided invaluable editorial comments. 

I firmly acknowledge that this form of consultation is not scientific, neither in the 
selection process for participants, their numbers relative to those in their sector, 
nor in the methods of eliciting their views. This is a qualitative work. It represents 
the wisdom of key individuals. It was intended to be provocative of debate in the 
wider community by allowing those individuals free reign to express their views. 
The research team as a whole stands by that intention.

The main content of the volume is divided into four themes that emerged 
from the workshops: leadership and Aboriginal organisations; frustration with 
bureaucratic process; competition, suspicion, complaint culture, failure, and trust; 
the future, culture and self-determination, economic development, employment, 
and the Aboriginal youth. I wrote the Introduction that broadly sets the scene, 
based on the introductory comments that I made at each workshop, which were 
intended to succinctly explain how we had arrived at this juncture after fifty years 
of Commonwealth involvement in Aboriginal development. I also added a brief 
Post-script that looks to the future. The book as a whole presents the combined 
wisdom of many individuals, usually developed over decades, and so distils in a 
short volume the complexity of Aboriginal development in the Kimberley at this 
moment in time. It is offered in the hope that leaders, activists and practitioners 
can benefit from the combined views of a community of practice, often at odds, 
but with common purpose.

2 Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research (CAEPR), Australian National University
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INTRODUCTION
Since you are reading this book you are interested in services to Aboriginal people 
in remote areas. No doubt you want to see Aboriginal lives improve and you 
recognise how essential it is that Aboriginal people have good health services, 
housing, access to employment etc - all efficiently and appropriately delivered 
with recognition of their distinct cultures. So, the aim of this book is a positive one. 
It brings the main players in Aboriginal services into a dialogue with each other 
across the boundaries of their own sectors. It aims to help remove impediments to 
their cooperation, identify misunderstanding and mistrust, and, taken as a whole, 
show to the wider population how complex and frustrating the job of improving 
the lives of Aboriginal people is, viewed from the ground up.

It may be necessary, here at the start, to briefly outline what is meant by ‘Aboriginal 
service delivery’ - what kind of services, delivered by whom. Not every reader 
will be able to provide context from their own experience, unlike those people 
who have contributed. They assumed, rightly, that those they spoke with were 
knowledgeable practitioners like themselves. Service delivery is not a term much 
used for the Australian population at large. Though we all access services, we don’t 
generally pay much attention to delivery. Our rubbish bins are put out full and come 
back empty, and as long it works that’s usually good enough. Certainly, the idea 
that Aboriginal people are subjects of service delivery is loaded. They are painted 
with this terminology as an inert target with needs. The dialogues in this book will 
show how false that seemingly passive stance is. Aboriginal people, in partnership 
with non-governmental organisations and government agencies, actively provide 
their own services in diverse fields such as Aboriginal medical services, legal 
services, land restitution and heritage protection, cultural, artistic and language 
maintenance centres, domestic and family violence support, environmental 
restoration and protection, housing maintenance, tenancy support, community 
management (including sanitation, water, road maintenance and other essential 
services) and many others. A glance at the Annual Reports of the Office of the 
Registrar of Indigenous Corporations would flesh out even this long list. It is not 
the purpose of this book, nor this Introduction, to delve into the detail of service 
provision in these sectors. Instead, this Introduction aims to provide a genuinely 
global context for the evolution of Aboriginal services as a distinct and complex 
area of Australian public policy particularly since the referendum of 1967.

What the dialogues in the body of this book do not do (at least not often and not 
well) is identify why it is these particular organisations and departments that are 
sitting in the room at this point to discuss their activities, proposals, and frustrations. 
It is important to know how things are going wrong today, but it is incomplete if 
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we don’t also take a look at how things got to this perplexing intermingling of 
mainstream not-for-profit NGOs, Aboriginal community-controlled organisations, 
and government departments, both state and federal. Even these categories 
shift shape unless we understand how they came to be. The NGOs are largely 
contracted by government, so they are not strictly ‘not-for-profits’ in this context; 
the community-controlled organisations are similarly government sub-contractors 
and this sits uneasily with their history and their community aspirations; while the 
relationship between the Commonwealth and State jurisdictions is under constant 
negotiation, and the State is both a contractor and direct service provider.

It is the work of this Introduction to sort out this complex set of interrelations for the 
reader, and to do this by running through the history of how we got to where we 
are (albeit with very broad brush-strokes of a kind that an academic policy analyst 
might find a little disturbing). At the beginning of each of the workshops that were 
recorded as the dialogues in this book I gave a presentation on changes to public 
administration in Australia that particularly affected Indigenous programmes and 
led up to the present situation. This Introduction reproduces, with more detail, 
my introductory comments at each of the workshops. I have retained some of the 
spoken character of the presentation, and keep the language somewhat informal. 
It is not an academic essay. It is also very wide-ranging. I believe that Aboriginal 
people and scholars of Aboriginal life underestimate the impact on Aboriginal 
people of deep policy shifts that work themselves out slowly across mainstream 
politics, usually influenced by international trends. That is why this Introduction 
not only delves into the past, but roams overseas as well.

Following this, the reader must dive in and sink or swim. I have chosen not to 
interrupt the flow of rhetoric and conversation of these Voices from the Frontline 
by offering authorial context at every point. There is a brief summary of some, but 
not all, of the views expressed at the beginning of each chapter, and guidance 
from topic to topic in a line or two throughout the chapter. Many readers will dip 
into the conversation at any point and read backwards and forwards, it will be just 
as instructive as reading from front to back. If they find themselves at a loss, this 
Introduction, flawed as it is, is their only recourse within the confines of this book. 
Here I give a rapid overview of changes in the roll-out of Aboriginal policy over 
forty years or so, in much the same way, and using much the same conversational 
tone, that I did when introducing each of the workshops. I have divided it into two 
parts: How We Got to Where We Are, and Where We Are Today.
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How We Got to Where We Are

The definitive history of Aboriginal policy in Australia is yet to be written. Only a brief 
outline of key points is possible in this Introduction. It takes a rapid tour through 
federation in 1901 to the constitutional referendum of 1967. Stopping off briefly at 
the end of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island Commission in 2005, it then covers 
the unheralded Federal Financial Relations Act of 2008, that finally set the terms of 
engagement that hems around Aboriginal service providers, both governmental 
and NGO, today. The Postscript to this volume covers the similarly unrecognised 
contemporary Joint Council on Closing the Gap under its own National Agreement 
that seats Aboriginal community organisations at the table in equal numbers 
with government ministers, and proposes a radical return to self-determination 
principles. This Introduction occasionally takes a detour to describe how these 
changes were deeply influenced by broad-scale international movements, the 
progressive chaos of the ‘sixties and ‘seventies, and the conservative counter-
revolution from the ‘80s to the present. These chosen events are not the only ones 
of significance, of course, nor are they easily understood in simple terms, but they 
can be used as markers in a long trajectory of policy change, wider than Aboriginal 
affairs. This is the shift to neo-liberal public management since the mid-1980s. This 
policy environment is, in a sense, the water in which fish of all stripes now swim.

Stepping back to the origins of our present troubles; when the self-governing British 
colonies that occupied parts of the Australian continent came together (without 
the consent of the incumbent sovereign nations) to form the Commonwealth 
of Australia, they uniformly ceded certain powers to the new federation, and 
retained some of their sovereign powers to themselves. Among those they kept for 
themselves was the power to make laws governing Aboriginal people. The founding 
fathers did see a need for uniform laws governing ‘other races’ across the federation, 
mainly to control Chinese immigrants, but the States were jealous of their rights 
to make laws governing their Aboriginal populations. So, the Commonwealth of 
Australia Constitution Act that established the Commonwealth in 1901 gave it the 
power to make laws for ‘the people of any race, other than the Aboriginal race in 
any State’ (s51 (xxvi)). This was amended by referendum in 1967 to simply remove 
the words that excluded Aboriginal people, thus allowing the Commonwealth 
government to make laws specifically to govern Aboriginal people throughout the 
Commonwealth.

These are the bare facts simply put, though other contemporary facts and 
surrounding context would fill volumes. My purpose here is not to sketch-in a 
history lesson, but to identify the next most important impact on Aboriginal lives 
since the British invasion, when primary responsibility for Aboriginal development 
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passed into the hands of the Commonwealth government and bureaucracy in 
1967, and then to describe its unravelling since the early ‘90s. Let’s be clear, this 
was a constitutional power to make laws that affected Aboriginal people alone. 
The Commonwealth, in common with the states, already had power to make laws 
that governed the entire population, including Aboriginal people. The referendum 
had well-understood implications even at the time – it was expected that the 
Commonwealth would use its new power to improve the lives of Aboriginal people 
throughout Australia.

One of the drivers of consent to the referendum on the Commonwealth side 
was the international criticism that Australia was experiencing. Just as Australia 
was attempting to step up to the post-war international legal order, embodied 
by the United Nations in its Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the 
UN’s stewardship of the post-war tectonic shift of international decolonisation, 
Australia’s claim to enlightened international citizenship was undermined by clearly 
colonial native welfare regimes in each of the states. As early as 1949 a Minister 
in the Labor government, Kim Beazley Snr, proposed Aboriginal representation in 
the Commonwealth Parliament, and the assumption of Commonwealth control 
over Aboriginal policy, because of the criticism Australia received at international 
conferences1.  Without the constitutional change enabled by the referendum, the 
Commonwealth was almost powerless to do anything about the impoverished 
conditions of Aboriginal people that were universal throughout the land. There 
were many other drivers of the referendum, but this one remains relevant today, 
and may come back to haunt present governments. Responsible international 
citizenship is important to the Commonwealth government as it projects Australia 
on the world stage. It should not be compromised by recalcitrant, reluctant, or 
impoverished state governments, nor indeed by a Commonwealth government 
that decides to renege on its commitments.

With power comes responsibility. In Australia it is a strong convention that a 
jurisdiction that makes laws must also shoulder responsibility for funding their 
administration and their outcomes. To jump forward somewhat in this story, this is 
a responsibility the Commonwealth has increasingly intended to walk away from2, 
and it is the reason that the 2008 Federal Financial Relations Act appears as a flag 
on the route a little further down the track of this narrative. As the Commonwealth 
walks away from the implications of the 1967 referendum and hands responsibility 
for funding Aboriginal development back to the states, it must find new ways of 
asserting control over outcomes that, inevitably, the rest of the world will continue 
to hold it accountable for. It is no use telling the international community that 

1 Tatz, C 1979 Race Politics in Australia, University of New England Publishing Unit, New England:99.
2 See Quiggin, J 2021 Dismembering Government; New Public Management and Why the Government 
Can’t Do Anything Anymore, The Monthly September 2021.
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Aboriginal poverty is now a state responsibility again – that just sounds weak. 
In 1967 it shouldered this responsibility, if not always willingly, nevertheless 
comprehensively3. 

When the Commonwealth government organised itself to respond to its new 
responsibilities, about six months after the referendum, it established the Council 
for Aboriginal Affairs under the control of the architect of post-war economic 
reconstruction, HC (Nuggett) Coombs,  with the anthropologist Bill Stanner and 
the administrator Barry Dexter making up the rest of the Council, and the academic 
sociologist Charles Rowley an influential voice outside of it. Coombs and his 
colleagues enabled the establishment of the Aboriginal community-controlled 
service sector whose ragged battlements still stand today, and are still defended, 
despite many an onslaught, throughout Australia, remote, rural and urban.

Coombs was representative of an informal coalition, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, 
whose motivations were both ideological and practical. Ideologically, Aboriginal 
community-controlled organisations were to be an expression of Aboriginal self-
determination. This was, after all, an international obligation. The International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights had been adopted by the United Nations 
General Assembly in December 1966, as a first step to its ratification by nation 
states. The first sentence of its first Article stated “all peoples have the right of self-
determination”, though Australia ignored, and continues to ignore the second 
sentence “by virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and 
freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development”. Australia, then as 
now, was not ready to accept Aboriginal cultural groups as peoples with sovereign 
rights, but placing into their incorporated hands the ability to administer aspects 
of their own affairs was seen as an enlightened and practical substitute. On the 
practical side also, intentionally or by default, it undercut state governments.4  In 
their conduct of Aboriginal policies these were still largely seen as inefficient, venal 
in misappropriating Commonwealth grants intended for Aboriginal services, and 
ideologically suspect with their continuing native welfare mindset (characteristics 
that have greatly improved at the state level five decades since). The Council for 
Aboriginal Affairs encouraged a national network of Commonwealth-funded 
service outposts through which the central government could begin a multi-
pronged programme of development. The organisations included Aboriginal 
medical services, Aboriginal legal services, land councils, multi-purpose ‘resource 
agencies’, cultural and media organisations, art production and sales centres, 

3 see Coombs, HC 1978, Kulinma: Listening to Aboriginal Australians, Australian National University 
Press, Canberra: 7-8
  Ibid:1-4
4 Coombs, HC 1978, Kulinma: Listening to Aboriginal Australians, Australian National University Press, 
Canberra:21-24, 217-219; Coombs, HC 1984, The Role of National Aboriginal Conference, Australian Government 
Publishing Service, Canberra.
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language maintenance centres and, importantly, incorporated councils that 
effectively acted as local governments for the multitude of Aboriginal communities, 
villages or townships, in existence at the time and increasingly established in the 
decades following.

Nugget Coomb’s Council for Aboriginal Affairs gave way to the dedicated 
government Department of Aboriginal Affairs as the principal funder of Aboriginal 
programmes. DAA itself was made redundant by the statutory (semi-autonomous) 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC), that began operations 
in 1990. ATSIC itself was abolished in 2005, sealing Commonwealth retreat 
from primary responsibility for Aboriginal development that was tentatively 
foreshadowed as long ago as the National Commitment to Improved Outcomes in 
the Delivery of Programmes and Services for Aboriginal Peoples and Torres Strait 
Islanders (1992).5 Nothing has replaced ATSIC.

This very short description of developments from the mid-70s to 2005 encompasses 
the establishment, then the winding back, of an unprecedented period of Aboriginal 
material improvement and political empowerment.
Taking up our birds-eye view of Australian Aboriginal politics again, it is clear that 
the 1967 referendum was a small element of a world-wide movement of progressive 
politics. Some of this had a defined focus, such as anti-Vietnam war and anti-South 
African apartheid, but we should not neglect the zeitgeist element – the inchoate 
riots in France in 1968, the Chinese Cultural Revolution, the bombing campaigns 
of the Weathermen in the US and the Red Brigades in Germany,6 Black Power in 
the USA. The long period of stability following the Second World War had come to 
an end with the baby boom generation taking to the streets to demand, not the 
prosperity that they took for granted, but, more broadly, grass-roots democracy 
and social justice to round it out. Violence went beyond street protests. In many 
disparate countries politicians were assassinated and infrastructure was blown up. 
Though revolution was a fashion choice for some, it was much more than that for 
the many hard core insurrectionary groups.7 Of course, the empire struck back.

I have invoked the zeitgeist of the late 60s and 1970s, but zeitgeist needs a developed 
intellectual corpus to feed on, even if few read it in full. This is equally true of the 
counter revolution, now conventionally wrapped in the meme of Thatcher/Reagan 

5 see Sullivan, P 2011, Belonging Together: Dealing with the Politics of Disenchantment in Australian 
Indigenous Policy, Aboriginal Studies Press, Canberra:101, 103.
6 Varon, J 2004 Bringing the War Home: the Weather Underground, the Red Army Faction, and 
Revolutionary Violence in the Sixties and Seventies, University of California Press, Berkeley.
7 See eg Anderson, T H 1995 The Movement and the Sixties, Oxford University Press, Oxford; Clark, J 
2008 Aborigines and Activism: Race, Aborigines and the Coming of the Sixties to Australia, University of Western 
Australia Press, Perth.; Engle, K 2010 The Elusive Promise of Indigenous Development: Rights, Culture, Strategy, 
Duke University Press, Durham and London; Varon (ibid).
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market fundamentalism. The counter revolution of neo-liberal state policies did 
not just happen. The radical market liberalism promoted by Friedrich von Hayek at 
the time of the second world war was conveyed by him in person to a young man, 
Antony Fisher, at the London School of Economics in 1945. Fisher later used his 
considerable fortune to translate neo-liberal political philosophy into policy briefs 
churned out by the numerous think tanks that he founded. One observer of the 
times says that Thatcher 

“… .in effect privatized the policy-making process. She took a trolley 
around the CPS [Centre for Policy Studies], the IEA [Institute of Economic 

Affairs], the Adam Smith Institute, and others, and put packets in her 
basket. [She then] decided which ones to do and which ones not to do”. 8 

The Thatcher/Reagan counter-revolution is usually, and rightly, thought of as free 
market economic liberalism, de-regulation and consequent globalisation, and 
small government. For our purposes, a much less recognised, but arguably equally 
fundamental, change to normal processes of public administration and bureaucracy 
was also part of the fight back against 60s/70s radicalism. This was the introduction 
of New Public Management that now, thirty years on, and forgetting any other way 
of doing things, we call simply ‘the bureaucracy’. It is the most profound influence 
on Aboriginal community-controlled organisations since the abolition of ATSIC.

Where We Are Today

By this point in the narrative my lens has widened to encompass broader changes 
in public administration, not only in Australia but throughout the major English-
speaking economies. ATSIC took up the reins of Aboriginal development just 
as these changes, now called New Public Management or Neo-liberal Public 
Management,9 were beginning to have an impact in Australia. It is important to 
address this context because it is not widely known that ‘the way we do things’, as 
bureaucrats tend to put it, is not the way that things were always done, and not 
the way that they must be done. The way we do things now is the result of a well-
developed theory of public management based on these principles:

“… a transition from a bureaucratic to a market model. The market model 
is based on market-type mechanisms, as opposed to the bureaucratic 

model, which operates the public service on a monopoly-provider basis. 

8 Cited by Peck, J and Tickell, a 2007 Conceptualizing Neoliberalism, Thinking Thatcherism in Leitner, H, 
Peck, J, Sheppard, E S, Contesting Neo-Liberalism, Uraban Frontiers, Guildford Press, New York:41; see also 36-38.
9 See Lahn J, Strakosch E, and Sullivan P (eds) 2023, Bureaucratic Occupation: Bureaucracy and First 
Nations Peoples, Indigenous-Settler Relations in Australia and the World series, Springer, Singapore.
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The aim is to let managers manage on terms similar to their private sector 
counterparts. To promote a performance orientation, the system is subject 
to market disciplines such as competitive tendering and contracting out, 

cost recovery, and accrual accounting (including capital costs). It may even 
go so far as to result in total privatisation of the activity. In some cases 

performance standards are enforced through individual or institutional 
performance contracts which exchange operational and/or resource 

flexibility for accountability for pre-set results targets”.10 

In practical terms, for Aboriginal organisations, the relationship shifted from one 
based on government grants fostering self-determination throughout the 1980s 
and early 90s, to one based on contracts, only awarded under the terms laid out 
above, today. Of course, grants were implemented through contracts, but there 
is a fundamental difference between receiving a grant to provide a public good, 
and being bound by a contract to deliver a public service. One effect was that, at 
least on the government side, it signalled an end to Aboriginal exceptionalism and 
replaced it with mainstreaming.

These fundamental changes to the way the business of Aboriginal development is 
done are intensified by a further, complimentary, upheaval that has also occurred 
without much public recognition and consent. It is the shifting of Commonwealth 
responsibilities back on to state governments, reversing the intent of the 1967 
referendum. Early glimmering of this upheaval can be seen in the 1992 National 
Commitment that laid out, in Section Five, the roles and responsibilities of the 
three levels of Australian governments. Section Five starts with the statement: 

“the governments of Australia affirm that this National Commitment arises 
from their shared responsibility for the development of national policy, 

for planning, for funding, and for the provision of government programs 
and services for Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islanders; agree that 
this National Commitment provides the framework for a series of bilateral 

agreements between the Commonwealth and the State and Territory 
Governments; and acknowledge resource constraints in the provision of 
services and the need to ensure such constraints are managed equitably 

across the community”. 

10 MacDermott, K (2008) Whatever Happened to Frank and Fearless? : the Impact of the New Public 
Service Management on the Australian Public Service, ANU E Press, Canberra:51
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In other words, the Commonwealth wants the states to pull their weight, the states 
cry poor, and the Commonwealth will unload some of its burden while promising 
funds in a series of bilateral agreements.

Sensitivity to bureaucratic nuance is required to see in this the first tentative 
shove and shove-back of a power play that is now virtually complete, with the 
states the losers, assuming all responsibility for Aboriginal housing and municipal 
and essential services, in short everything that maintains remote and rural 
communities. The abolition of Commonwealth-funded ATSIC, some fifteen years 
after the National Commitment, removed a major stumbling block to extending this 
strategy of Commonwealth disengagement, long established in the mainstream, 
into Aboriginal development programmes. 

There had been national consultative bodies previously, the National Aboriginal 
Consultative Committee followed by the National Aboriginal Conference. But 
they only had tenuous links to the national network of Aboriginal community-
controlled service organisations that Coombs had encouraged. These were largely 
funded by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs. The NAC was abolished about five 
years before ATSIC came on stream, creating a national vacuum of the kind that we 
are currently experiencing, though of shorter duration. When ATSIC was created 
as a statutory body under its own act of Parliament it not only took over the NAC’s 
consultation and advocacy role, but the programme delivery budget and functions 
of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs, and the commercial development goals of 
the Aboriginal-controlled statutory body the Aboriginal Development Commission 
(ADC). 

So, ATSIC was something different. It was a portmanteau organisation of a kind 
never previously seen in Australia. Apart from its ‘cradle to grave’ all-encompassing 
funding role (though it soon lost the important field of health and never had much 
involvement in education), it was also innovative in that the distribution of funds 
was broadly decided by an elected Indigenous board of Commissioners, and these 
Commissioners were appointed by an electoral college arising from a nation-
wide network of Regional Councils that themselves had a substantial degree of 
control over funding for their local development programmes. Of course, the devil 
was in the detail, and ATSIC had been established with many mechanisms for 
continuing government leverage or outright intervention. But it is little wonder 
that Australia presented itself to the United Nations as having fulfilled Indigenous 
self-determination with the creation of ATSIC.11 

11 See Sullivan, P 1996 All things to all people; ATSIC and Australia’s international obligation to uphold 
Indigenous self-determination, in P Sullivan (ed.), Shooting the Banker: Essays on ATSIC and Self-determination, 
North Australia Research Unit, Australian National University, Darwin, pp. 105–29.
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The problems with ATSIC fill volumes.12 Unfairly, its overall success receives less 
attention. ATSIC itself can’t be dissected here, but its influence as a national watershed 
in Indigenous development deserves recognition. It is probably true to say that 
ATSIC’s success attracted the animosity of the conservative side of national politics. 
Not only through its own public profile, and polarising prominent figures in its later 
days, but also in maintaining the network of Aboriginal community-controlled 
service organisations encouraged by Coombs. These organisations appeared as a 
threatening independent political force, identified with, though hardly captured 
by, left-wing politics. Of all its complex history and functions its important role in 
nurturing the Aboriginal community-controlled sector to maturity is the only point 
it is necessary to make in the policy story I am outlining here. The very first press 
conference of the newly-elected Liberal Prime Minister John Howard was called in 
March 1996 to announce his first steps in undermining ATSIC.

Howard’s audit of Aboriginal organisations funded by ATSIC marks a watershed that 
goes beyond Aboriginal affairs. In a nutshell, Howard’s view of the Commonwealth 
(which he renamed The Australian Government) was as the puppet master of the 
states through controlling the funding strings. The Commonwealth would step 
back from direct service delivery in those areas under its control and force the 
states to assume responsibility.13 At the same time, it would sell off sectors such 
as telecommunications that liberal conservatives did not see as the business of 
government, or establish government owned autonomous corporations such as 
Australia Post instead of the state-run Post Office, and contract private service 
providers to stand in for government roles that could not be wholly divested. 
Direct funding of Aboriginal community organisations to deliver services that were 
usually, or desirably, delivered by state governments in the mainstream, blatantly 
challenged this long-term policy agenda.14

Three years after the abolition of ATSIC the Liberal National Party coalition lost 
power to a Labor government. It was this administration, under Kevin Rudd, that 
provided the vital tools for pushing responsibility back on to the states, with 
the rationalisation of a rambling grab bag of inter-governmental grants into the 

12 For a thorough summary of the literature see Palmer, K. 2004, ATSIC: Origins and Issues for the Future: 
a Critical Review of Public Domain Research and Other Materials, AIATSIS Discussion Paper 12, AIATSIS Canberra.
13 See Quiggin, J 2021 Dismembering Government; New Public Management and Why the Government 
Can’t Do Anything Anymore, The Monthly September 2021
14 As an aside, to bring this revolution in public policy into an area familiar to most Australians, the 
hollowing out of the Commonwealth government’s capability to directly deliver services during the Howard 
years was terrifyingly apparent in the way it blatantly and transparently took credit for state government 
successes in containing the Covid 19 pandemic, and its corresponding failures to perform its remaining 
responsibilities in rolling out vaccines, providing adequate quarantine, and preventing deaths in the age care 
sector that it regulated. It nevertheless controlled the purse strings necessary for state government’s more 
effective interventions. This story of how the Commonwealth willingly lost its capability for service delivery is 
one familiar in Aboriginal policy, but now urgently apparent in mainstream public health.
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new Intergovernmental Agreement on Financial Relations of December 2008.15 
A good example is the National Partnership Agreement on Remote Indigenous 
Housing that offered state governments considerable cash for much-needed new 
houses, but only if they stumped up a good deal of their own and brought all the 
housing under their mainstream public housing agencies. The devil in the detail 
of this National Partnership Agreement, hidden away in an apparently off-topic 
sub-clause, was the requirement that they also take over municipal services in 
Aboriginal communities – water supply, rubbish disposal, sewerage etc. Effectively, 
in 2008, the Commonwealth wiped its hands of remote Aboriginal communities at 
the stroke of a pen. Farewell 1967. 

This is the situation we find ourselves in today, accounting for the range of 
actors whose voices are raised in this volume, and their myriad grievances. State 
governments are mostly responsible for Aboriginal development programmes, 
usually through mainstream agencies such as the WA Department of Communities. 
The Commonwealth still breathes heavily down the neck of the states as it still 
controls the lion’s share of the funding. It also operates its own grant lottery, a 
pale shadow of ATSIC’s responsibilities, under a merry-go-round of shuffled and 
re-shuffled labels, such as the Indigenous Advancement Strategy. The community-
controlled organisations established largely from the mid-1970s to the mid-
1990s now operate under tightly controlled contracts, with milestones and key 
performance indicators set by government contract-managers in Perth and 
Canberra, and usually with much more limited remit than the days when they 
provided multiple services driven by direct client demand. They compete for these 
contracts against each other, against new players such as NGOs like Anglicare, 
Centacare, Save the Children, the Red Cross and other non-profit (though profit 
margin-taking) smaller outfits. They even compete against some State government 
departments who still insist on their role in the mix, for example in family support 
and child protection, or in aged and disability care.

The consequent confusion, mistrust, competition and inefficiency do not need 
elaboration here. They are roundly expressed throughout the volume. Despite 
this, also evident is an underlying willingness to try to get along, based on the 
common-sense understanding that everybody in the game is doing their best and 
aims for the same long-term outcomes. On this note of hope I commend to you 
the authentic voices of the hard-working and committed front-line protagonists in 
the struggle for Aboriginal equitable autonomous development in the pages that 
follow.

15 This morphed into the current Federal Financial Relations Act 2009. See https://apps.treasury.
act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/1464902/14fedrel.pdf; and https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/
C2018C00482.
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Chapter One: Leadership and Aboriginal 
Organisations
Managerialism is one of the odd consequences of providing Aboriginal services 
through the government-controlled marketplace. In this market for Aboriginal 
services, while NGOs and private providers are assessed largely on perceived value 
for money, Aboriginal providers need to be representative of their communities 
as an added requirement on top of this. But this raises the big question of who 
represents whom? And how would anyone know? Aboriginal leaders believe that 
their leadership lies in their long history of advocacy for Kimberley Aboriginal people 
and commentary on Aboriginal programmes. Many belong to a line of leaders in 
their families stretching back generations. They are highly self-aware about their 
status in their communities and across the region and almost universally are 
capable of recognising each other. Yet this foundational certainty that is a universal 
characteristic of Kimberley Aboriginal leaders contrasts with non-Aboriginal 
confusion over where leadership lies, who is a leader, for whom and under which 
circumstances? Aboriginal leaders, particularly those that run community service 
organisations, get angry and frustrated at newly-arrived outsiders continually re-
inventing the terms of engagement.

Stemming from their long experience of Aboriginal community services Aboriginal 
leaders today feel it is necessary to break it softly to government that Aboriginal 
organisations feel grown-up enough to cut the apron strings, since the most 
advanced thinking on the non-Aboriginal side of service delivery still envisages 
some form of tutelage. Despite asserting their economic power, and confidence 
based on their ability to make their own decisions, most Aboriginal managers 
recognise that in the larger scheme of things they are still financially dependent, 
and that co-design rather than independent design and delivery, is currently 
the achievable horizon. Looking to the future, community leaders recognise the 
structural constraints in engaging with governments and the wider community, 
but nevertheless are hopeful that recent recognition of their native title rights will 
be the springboard to a new level of autonomy that they have spent their lifetime 
working towards.

In the environment of tutelage that they are forced to accept, Aboriginal organisations 
have put forward their ideas for co-design and co-delivery of services with either 
government agencies or trusted NGOs. Historically, government departments 
have struggled in their responses to that – commonly asserting that Aboriginal 
community organisations, and the Aboriginal people themselves who staff them, 
‘lack capacity’. Consequently, they have turned to non-Indigenous NGOs to fulfill 
grass-roots community development roles, and these are unknowingly filling a 
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gap created when previous Aboriginal community-controlled organisations and 
councils have lacked support from, or been actively undermined by, a succession 
of governments. So, non-Indigenous NGOs are trying to do what Indigenous 
community-controlled NGOs used to do, during the ‘self-determination period’, but 
this ‘helping’ actually contributes to further undermining Aboriginal agency.

In this chapter these issues, and more, are put forward by those on the front line. We 
begin with the question of leadership. Aboriginal leaders come in all shapes and 
sizes. They can be the CEOs of organisations, Chairs or Directors, ordinary workers, 
or may be unemployed or employees of unrelated organisations. Their leadership 
usually lies in their long history of advocacy for Kimberley Aboriginal people 
and commentary on Aboriginal programmes. Many belong to a line of leaders 
in their families stretching back generations. They are highly self-aware about 
their status in their communities and across the region and almost universally are 
capable of recognising each other. Yet this foundational certainty that is a universal 
characteristic of Kimberley Aboriginal leaders contrasts with non-Aboriginal 
confusion over where leadership lies, who is a leader, for whom and under what 
circumstances. After decades of often voluntary work and struggle, while non-
Indigenous service providers and their schemes have come and gone, Aboriginal 
leaders find their invisibility to government frustrating.

Community Sector: If you were to cut the Kimberley at a level and then draw from 
that the…what we call the enablers, people we actually used and most of these 
people we meet and we work with across this network of people … we cross 
different issues – everything from suicide prevention through housing through 
land rights to negotiations of Native Title to maintenance of traditional law and 
custom. The enablers, the people that actually do the heavy lifting in this space, 
are few and far between and the reason this collective of people are so passionate 
and energised is because of our experience. We have lived the experience and we 
understand where the solutions are. [We are] continually frustrated that those in 
charge don’t understand or appreciate the knowledge that we bring to the table. 
The solution broking notions to this table. So those enablers, if you like, this cut 
across the Kimberley, are very well involved and as we get into our sixties and our 
seventies and we’re looking to hand that baton on to others, we find the dysfunction 
in our community has not decreased but it’s increased. And this is the frustration 
that we feel [because we have not been heeded].

Community Sector: In that space what happens is the on-the-ground architects, 
those innovators that work within the system and push the system as far as it’s 
possible that they can. And you’ve seen it time and time again, you know. It’s not 
the system that works for us it’s how we function within the system, that we make 
the available strategies particular to our case. The whole problem with trying to 
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focus on the Kimberley perspective is that each dynamic on the ground is very, very 
different. It’s different in Fitzroy and Broome and One Arm Point and Halls Creek 
and Kununurra. There’s different forces at play. But the people that actually are the 
architects, the Aboriginal architects, the [person’s name] of the world, for example, 
really drive the agenda on the basis of the living experience and the understanding 
of trying to broker the solution.

Community Sector: I think all the innovators you talked about – how do we get 
to do what we do? We walk in both worlds. We’ve acquired those skills of the 
dominant society, but we also – what makes us effective? We understand the 
cultural construct. And that’s why we do what we do. Why? Because we can talk. 
We can communicate both sides and that’s really the challenge in my view, and 
it’s always been the challenge. Rather than one side saying you be like us and 
leave that stuff behind and our mob saying, no, no, it’s just about looking after our 
country and our culture. And that’s, in my view, the disconnect. So, the challenge is 
about how do you walk in two worlds. Or you have the opposite side, which in my 
view will never happen, of the Australian people saying, okay, Aboriginal people, 
go away, live how you want to live, we’ll pay for it. 

Community Sector: But don’t forget every day there is a lesson to be 
learned and even though governments come and go we understand who 
the beast is, and we’ve always understood it. We call them colonisers, we 

call them cops, we call them native welfare officers, we call them all sorts of 
things – the AA [Aboriginal Affairs] officials, you know, the bureaucrats of 

the world. We understand what they are. We understand who they are. We 
understand how they breathe, how they think.

Community Sector: So, we looked at the landscape as we tried to define it around 
– you know, the rigours of the land rights movement at that time, citizenship prior 
to that. The examples set by our older people with very limited knowledge and 
capacity to understand the global world but understood that at Wattie Creek 
[Dagarugu] we’re going to walk off [Wave Hill pastoral station on strike]. You 
know, understood the very basic rights that they have as an individual irrespective 
of whether the rest of the world saw them as such. So, where we are now, we’ve 
got young people using these tools where in the past we used our fists and our 
boots and our blood and our sweat to stand in front of picket lines. Young people 
are using technology, so now they’re the activators. They’ve activating networks 
and systems which we built up. The reputation that we have in this community 
is built up over 30, 40 years and the spaces in which we’ve come, we’ve shown. 
[Maybe] we’ve disgraced ourselves, we’ve embarrassed ourselves, we’ve made lots 
of mistakes, but we created a momentum. And it is this momentum that younger 
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activators have now inherited, so they’ve learnt stuff. And we talk about ATSIC and 
the trials and tribulations of all of that. There was lots of lessons learnt there. But 
don’t forget every day there is a lesson to be learned and even though governments 
come and go we understand who the beast is, and we’ve always understood it. We 
call them colonisers, we call them cops, we call them native welfare officers, we 
call them all sorts of things – the AA [Aboriginal Affairs] officials, you know, the 
bureaucrats of the world. We understand what they are. We understand who they 
are. We understand how they breathe, how they think. I keep coming back to it. 
What is the task for young activators? Is it to build off the network and the history, 
the historical context of what’s been done in the past to continue the activist 
movement, to gain the advantage in terms of addressing our dysfunction in our 
communities? We’re not going to waste our time. We see them [public servants] 
sitting in the Cable Beach Club and they always turn up on a Friday and they’re 
always going to stay the weekend and, you know, and then the money goes. The 
per diems [travel allowance] that people are getting paid to come from Canberra 
to sit on their butts for a weekend. 

Aboriginal leaders of the Kimberley have a critical historical perspective on the 
development of their communities, and relations with government over service 
provision, that most non-Indigenous service providers lack. Many Aboriginal 
leaders feel that waste in Aboriginal affairs arises from remote decision making 
and lack of local involvement.

Community Sector: You know, all those policies and programs are not going to 
be always to the benefit of us. I’m a great believer of the implementation of that 
because you can get it wrong on the ground, all its best intentions are lost, and I 
honestly believe government is still losing sight of that fact. We’ve been calling for 
years to be part of , you know, the development of legislation, you might say, in 
the space – the development of the program. We’ve been calling for years, talking 
to governments about the development, you know, of the indigenous platform 
leading up to the next election. ‘Give some commitments’. ‘Give some promise’. So, 
it’s not without effort from our end and I honestly believe around the table here, 
you know, we’ve had some great ideas over the last 30 years.

Community Sector: So when they (governments) talk about supporting Aboriginal 
community control its actually quite a contradictive position that they’ve now 
taken because in actual fact they have tightened the belt on this stuff and made 
it more restrictive in terms of what that means, whereas in the past we actually 
practised – naturally practised - that stuff within our organisation, within our 
communities, within our families. There’s so much control that isn’t community 
control, it’s government control. And I’m going to make that a really broad 
statement because you look at anything from welfare through to youth services, 
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to the justice [Department], any of that, there is that interference of government 
in imposing their rules and regulations and conditions and especially with funding 
as well. So, they say ‘we’re going to give you this money’, ‘we support your cultural 
program’, but it’s got to fit this box. So, in actual fact, my own opinion is that the 
mainstreaming of these services and funding has actually contradicted Aboriginal 
community control and what that means. 

Community Sector: What’s happened is … that along came ATSIC and created all 
this hope and pride in our national Aboriginal congress that even create more 
hope. Everyone crapped themselves, the government. So, what they did was say, 
we’ll give you ATSIC and we’ll control it. This organised strategic assimilation that 
accelerated from the – from 1967. Accelerated in the principles and the processes 
that government then applied to Aboriginal self-determination, ATSIC in a sense 
was the way in which it was sold to the blackfellas. We gave you the opportunity. 
And then immediately started to undermine the capacity for [it]. The moment 
Aboriginal people started to get on homelands they started to reaffirm their 
identity. Because don’t forget what happened since that period of time was that 
we’ve got a large movement of people across the Kimberley. This energy that was 
driven by these senior men and women of our families at the time to secure the 
income, frightened the hell out of bureaucrats because this was self-determination. 
This was people determining where they – how they would grow their children 
up and the discipline that came along with it. What happened was ATSIC arrived, 
changed the paradigm, allowed the government into our lives and to control us 
and we’ve never been able to get rid of them since. And that’s what’s happened 
here. Native Title is, in fact, the mechanism to take away our interest in our land, 
you know, it’s not Land Rights and all this pretence… 

Conversely, government service providers tend to believe that waste can only be 
controlled by going to the market for providers, and involving local Aboriginal 
people can only be risked at some time in the never-present future.

Government Sector: Yeah, but it is a challenge, and I think it’s very mixed across 
the public service because again, there is that tension between accountability and 
financial viability of services and Aboriginal organisations. We had a debate last 
week in my office around, from a procurement perspective, what’s your primary 
function in procurement [contracting a service]? Is it value for money? Is it quality 
of service? Is it Aboriginality in the space? And that really changes, depending 
on what order you put those in, significantly changes the opportunities available 
for Aboriginal organisations to win work, and then develop their capability and 
capacity to then win future work. And I really do think that’s a very mixed message 
still in the public service. And it’s part of that looking short term. If you look short 
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term you’d say ‘value for money’, [then] ‘quality of service’, [then] ‘Aboriginality’. 
But in long term you might reverse that perspective. I think it’s a challenge at the 
moment.

Government Sector: [Aboriginal service providers], yeah they’re critical. 
That is the main push. I know around the table here is, you know, and I’m 
sure that it’s not lost of anyone, we’re all whitefellas from big towns, cities, 

generally, you know, [we need] Aboriginal-led, culturally appropriate 
arrangements. Working with us. Because we keep … we keep getting 

belted quite hard when we don’t adopt those standards.

Government Sector: [Aboriginal service providers], yeah they’re critical. That is 
the main push. I know around the table here is, you know, and I’m sure that it’s 
not lost of anyone, we’re all white fellas from big towns, cities, generally, you 
know, [we need] Aboriginal-led, culturally appropriate arrangements. Working 
with us. Because we keep … we keep getting belted quite hard when we don’t 
adopt those standards. So, yeah, I know, that’s my main focus “how do I get more 
Aboriginal people involved in dealing with safety and security”. And obviously the 
organisations, the [named organisation], the [named organisation], the [named 
organisation], the health sector. Particularly around a lot of these young fellas 
that are running around with FASD [Foetal Alcohol Syndrome Disorder] and neuro 
development challenges. How do we fix that? Because we’ve worked in a paradigm 
of “there’s a program, get all the kids in that”, without really understanding the kids 
and what’s going to work for them. And again, [our public service agency] is a very 
transient population. Come up for three or four years, head off, not really grasping 
the complexity of the environment. [There are] much better people available 
[locally] to do that.

Government Sector: I guess from his [the Commonwealth Minister’s] point of view, 
he’d like to see Aboriginal organisations benefit more from government money. 
So, they’ve got the special procurement policy where X amount of dollars for any 
particular business has to go to an Aboriginal organisation. And Western Australia 
has started it too. They’ve implemented it. So, it’s trying to ensure that there are 
opportunities for Indigenous organisations to enter into this business, whatever it 
is that they’re doing, and try to make the competitiveness a little bit more easier 
for them, giving them special considerations. But as far as non-Indigenous NGOs, 
we’re seeing them getting more and more involved. 

So, in the no-mans-land where government agencies know that there should be 
greater local control, and feel under pressure for not conceding it, they turn to a 
compromise solution – market contracting of non-Indigenous Non-Governmental 
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Organisations (NGOs), previously called charities. NGO personnel tend to distance 
themselves from the contracting government, elide their difference with the 
communities with an ethic of solidarity and common purpose, and tend to think 
they can do the job better than the locals.

NGO Sector: Long duration sustainable independent funding from [an NGO head 
office] gives us time. And I think there’s an authenticity around [it]. The commitment 
for [the NGO] is a minimum of 10 years, with five-year horizons. So, part of my job 
is to broker what we call cross-subsidisation. So, to say, ‘Look, I need two years, 
three years to be able to look at the design and assessment work’. So, it’s the old 
community development language. It’s a soft landing, and it’s actually an authentic 
landing. Because it takes time for communities to want to invite big orange beasts 
into the community. I just keep coming back to - it gives us time, and it gives us the 
space to develop the authentic relationships. And you’re not just another service 
provider that will run your two-year pilot and then you’ll nick off. [Another senior 
participant] said something to me [critically] many years ago and I have quoted 
him, I don’t know, how many times - the whole definition of sustainability up here 
is when one agency leaves, the next one’s going to come in, and I think he alluded 
to the seagulls on that [fly-in, fly-out seagulls fighting for scraps].  

NGO Sector: That was one of the things that attracted me to [the NGO I work for]. 
They dangled the carrot of ‘Well, you can actually do authentic development work 
rather than contract-driven development work’. And we’ve been able to, [with] three 
communities in the West Kimberley, broker independent foundation funding. Part 
and parcel of that five years’ worth of funding is working with them to advocate for 
where [the] state government [is] going to step in after this five years.

This tag-team relationship between government providers and NGOs relies on 
confusion over Aboriginal leadership.

Government Sector: So it is very challenging, and it’s even more challenging in 
some of our locations where you don’t know who you’re dancing with, because 
in the Pilbara, for example, Native Title hasn’t been settled in those locations. And 
so, the community is fractured around who is actually allowed to speak on behalf 
of the community, and who is recognised as being this group or that group. It 
becomes a very tricky space for government to try and work out the legitimacy.
This frustration is often shared by Aboriginal leaders themselves who nowadays 
worry about becoming a leadership without followership.

Community Sector: So what am I saying is - we’re going backwards. Where once, 
you know, KLC [Kimberley Land Council] said, there’s a meeting, 500 people would 
turn up. No sitting fees. No federal money. You all seen that from your background. 
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We’ve all been in that time. I often say to young people - well, I can tell you most of 
you [people in the room] have hitchhiked around because they had no cars, they 
had no offices. People borrowed, begged and stealed. They got to the meeting. 
Why? Because they believed. And so, what’s changed? Yes, society has changed, 
and we’ve moved on and yes, things change. However, look at our situation, it 
hasn’t changed. It requires that same sort of passion and commitment, and that’s 
up to you individually. And more and more our young people are choosing to say 
“I’m not going”. 

Community Sector: One thing I always knew is that the mob will come together 
on an issue. If there was a call to arms the mob would turn up en masse, fall in line, 
and that’s how [it was in] the previous years. Today, I don’t have that confidence. 
Why? Because the leadership is fractured. From an organisational management 
perspective it’s good to monitor, review, evaluate regularly where you are, where 
you’re going, what’s your next approach rather than to rely on history. We’re 
relying on 30 year-old institutions, 30 year-old strategies, that if you go and talk 
to the stakeholders in that language, is that what they want? I would dare say you 
would get a different view to the 30 year -old - what we set off with. So that’s all 
I’m attempting at the moment of saying “What does the future look like? Is it what 
we’ve had for 30 years?” And the same questions, young leaders will start asking, 
you know, the KAMSs [Kimberley Aboriginal Medical Services], the KALACCs 
(Kimberley Aboriginal Law and Culture Centre], the KLCs [Kimberley Land Council], 
the Language Centre [Kimberley Language Resource Centre].

As the speaker below says, and all players acknowledge, a structured means of 
engagement between the Aboriginal community sector, government, and other 
interests is lacking now. This leads to a sense of ‘dancing in the dark’, never truly 
knowing who or where your partner is.

Community: with a complete policy vacuum at the moment, what are we 
working towards exactly and how are we working towards it? And the 

bit that’s really missing is the structured way of engaging with Aboriginal 
people in policy design, which just is completely missing … You know, that 
kind of structured way of engaging with Aboriginal people in the design of 

the solutions for their [problems].

Community Sector: The policy platform for the last ten years has been closing the 
gap. That’s not a policy. You know, you can go back to that Aboriginal Protection 
Act or Assimilation, they were policies. Like them or not, and most of us in this 
room I hope didn’t like them, don’t like them, in hindsight. But, you know, we had 
policies around ATSIC – like the Australian government had a deliberate policy to 
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empower people. They designed it so, you know, it was never going to be ideal, but 
like [person’s name] said, it worked as well in the Kimberley as it did anywhere in 
the country. And yet it was dismantled as a failure, for a whole range of reasons, and 
really any person looking at it objectively would say it was deliberately undermined. 
But with a complete policy vacuum at the moment, what are we working towards 
exactly and how are we working towards it? And the bit that’s really missing is the 
structured way of engaging with Aboriginal people in policy design, which just is 
completely missing (apart from Empowered Communities which is not a national 
policy). You know, that kind of structured way of engaging with Aboriginal people 
in the design of the solutions for their [problems].

Government Sector: So, there is no peak Aboriginal organisation for [a particular 
crucial area of need] across the Kimberley. 

Government Sector: There’s not even a collective or an alliance so when I was in 
that Kimberley [regional initiative] one of the things that I was very keen to see 
was could the [relevant] organisations form an alliance together, reducing the 
administrative burden on them, you know, reduce all of those things, and be a 
stronger voice for [their constituents]. But there wasn’t buy-in, there wasn’t an 
appetite at that point in time. They very much saw themselves as location based, 
for that language group, for that area that they were in. That may have shifted and 
hopefully it will continue to shift … I was trying to enhance the voice of Aboriginal 
people in decision making around [a particular area of concern]. So, we did 
consultations through [a peak body] together with [a Kimberley-wide Aboriginal 
advocacy committee] and we used that group for part of that consultation. And 
one of the things they were wanting was a Kimberley representative organisation. 
When I talk to people about that some people say, “well, I [don’t want] someone 
from Fitzroy to make decisions about [someone] from Broome” and so – who would 
be part of that? What would that look like? There’s all of those things that I think we 
would have to think about moving forward. Because the recommendation is that 
the legislation be amended, to include things like an Aboriginal organisation to be 
consulted where one is available.

There is a counter tendency, particularly among some public service providers, to 
believe that structural engagement is too ambitious as a target, and that person-
to-person influence is working well.

Government Sector: I think by nature of [our] service leads being out in the 
interagency meetings or going along to different forums and representing the 
service in different forums […] they’re actually engaging and meeting with 
[Aboriginal] people who are then subsequently coming in for a conversation, and 
that’s how it’s happening. 
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Government Sector: Going out and speaking individually to communities about 
those issues is a bridge a bit too far in terms of the time and scale of that sort of 
response. 

NGO Sector: So, they [the NGO’s contracted community personnel] go out 
and access those voices and then bring it together. And then cross-check that 
information once they’ve collated it with doing what’s called ‘pocket sessions’ 
within community – ‘So, this is what you have all come back with’. So, as a sort 
of collective voice, does this match [with government funder perceptions]?  
And getting feedback. And doing it within the space of, you know, the data, the 
collation, and then cross-checking one to three months, which was innovative in 
itself because the community is used to having consultations via government and 
they’re not even seeing what the outcomes of their feedback were.

Aboriginal leaders can be highly cynical of these piecemeal, case-by-case, 
consultation measures, believing it is a means of asserting governmental power 
and heading off collective community power.

Community Sector: But just a comment on that engagement and where it’s all at 
and why I still refer to ATSIC, and this is my point of view, my honest opinion about 
why they got rid of ATSIC wasn’t because they thought people were ripping the 
system off. Why they got rid of it – it stems to this engagement thing – is that we 
were all duly elected people. We got elected through the Westminster system, we 
were completely embedded in it. Commonwealth and state government and the 
bureaucracy they knew and wouldn’t understand. Even the ministers, what they 
hated the most was coming to us. Because we were on the same level as them. 
Same as you – [talking to the Minister] as a matter of fact in the Kimberley I got 
more votes than you. Well, these are the facts. These are the facts. We used to have 
a yarn about it, right, and used to say to the Ministers ‘pull your head in. It doesn’t 
work like this. You are a stupid little – you know, bureaucrat’, and I don’t mean, you 
know, to be … to bureaucrats. I’m a thing of ‘right man or right person, wrong job’ 
that makes them look stupid, you know. Although they can be friends but, you 
know, we’ve all got a mortgage to pay off, kids to go to school, etcetera, etcetera. 
But I believe … the question that’s being avoided right now is how much power 
do we actually give the Aboriginal? Or should we give them piecemeal deals that 
amount to nothing? Like Native Title. Like the development of another project. 
Like, shit, if I chuck $2 million do you think he’ll stop quiet for two years. Well, that 
– this is exactly how it works.

These comments show how representation about policy is mixed in with conflict 
over funding. Long term NGO workers are also often frustrated by the piecemeal 
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short-term approach to funding that goes with the piecemeal approach to 
engagement, and with the need to mix and match the workforce every time 
funding runs out or a new funding stream is announced.

NGO Sector: we’re constantly doing the same thing, but we’re doing it with 
another organisation … Because we don’t sack everybody. You know what 

I mean? What happens is that people who have worked for us, if we lose 
contracts, whoever’s got the contract, usually our people move across. 

Because they’ve got the skills and they’ve got the abilities. They’ve got the 
connections, they’ve got the linkages.

NGO Sector: So, where’s the purpose in competitive contracting in the first 
place?

NGO Sector: What you don’t have is, you don’t have any certainty. And I sometimes 
have to remind people in government I have never had long service leave. 25 years 
of working in my industry and I’ve never had long service leave. And you know how 
many people I know who’ve had long service leave?  Not many. Because we change 
in amongst ourselves. So, we’re constantly doing the same thing, but we’re doing 
it with another organisation. Our employees lose every single time there are these 
major shifts and these major changes. So, we talk about building capacity in our 
workforce, but we can’t even give our workforce a long service leave entitlement 
because somebody has pulled a lever somewhere else [triggering change among 
service organisations and reassignment of personnel between them]. I think that’s 
pretty unfair. Because we don’t sack everybody. You know what I mean? What 
happens is that people who have worked for us, if we lose contracts, whoever’s got 
the contract, usually our people move across. Because they’ve got the skills and 
they’ve got the abilities. They’ve got the connections, they’ve got the linkages.  

NGO Sector: So, where’s the purpose in competitive contract in the first place?

To add to the confusion in the market economy of Aboriginal services, while NGOs 
and private providers are assessed largely on the basis of perceived value for 
money, Aboriginal providers must also be representative. But this raises the big 
question of who represents whom? And how would anyone know?

Government Sector: Certainly one of the things that we’re confronting at the 
moment is that this notion of who’s my mob and who’s not my mob when you’re 
working with Aboriginal organisations, and so whether an Aboriginal organisation 
can be contracted, whether the community will accept someone who is not 
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their mob being contracted, to deliver services for them. And if you contract an 
organisation that represents a particular good community group, whether they can 
be contracted to supply services to people who are not part of that group. It’s not 
just a community issue. It’s also the way in which the organisations are structured 
and the legal implications of providing services for non-members of organisations, 
I know [it’s] for good reasons but [it’s] certainly providing some complexity from a 
states’ perspective.

NGO Sector: There are a lot of Aboriginal people that don’t have a high level 
of confidence in a lot of Aboriginal community-controlled organisations. 
They really don’t. And it’s very interesting that they don’t want to go to 
[them], they’d prefer to go right to the general [ie mainstream] system.

Government Sector: In one of the towns recently we were pressured by the 
community, by the Aboriginal community, to set up a forum [on our service sector] 
but that was met reluctantly from [one of ] the Aboriginal organisations within the 
town that said: “No, we’ll be the voice of [that sector] of this particular community”. 
So that’s a tricky space to be in when you’ve got community saying ‘we don’t think 
we do [have] a voice and we’d like you to facilitate that’, and trying to work against, 
or what would be seen to be working against, an Aboriginal corporation. Now, on 
[the basis of ] that meeting 60 community members turned up to the first [service 
sector] forum meeting. Largely Aboriginal. What’s worked well is throwing away 
the formal agenda and just not having to have all of the answers. To be able to say 
‘I don’t know’, and ‘I don’t think I can deliver on that but I can work with you on an 
alternative’. There was another community [meeting], I think 30 turned up. There 
are already two or three things that the [local service provider] has changed just in 
terms of how they engage, and how they approach [their service] differently. So, 
we’ve moved away from that normal model of people turning up for a meeting and 
taking our service out and …. So, it’s worked….

NGO Sector: There are a lot of Aboriginal people that don’t have a high level of 
confidence in a lot of Aboriginal community-controlled organisations. They really 
don’t. And it’s very interesting that they don’t want to go to [them], they’d prefer 
to go right to the general [ie mainstream] system. It’s a very interesting dynamic. 
It’s not as clear as to what everybody would hope. We’ve got people of who we’re 
in these discussions with all the time, and sometimes I’m amazed what people say. 
And it’s not negative, but there’s criticisms that flow all different ways, and it’s very 
interesting.

NGO Sector: And sometimes then communities too, I mean whilst it’s great to 
have the skills within community, and local people working, but because of the 
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dynamics and the politics in some communities, which I think reflects in Aboriginal 
corporations too, and the family feuding and that family and that mob, is that 
sometimes they do like a neutral person, e.g. in the clinics and things. [It can be] 
swings and roundabouts. It could be a strength to have a local person, but it also 
could be a strength if it’s a political role where they’re not accused of looking after 
their own family mob and the other family mob don’t like them, and that is very 
much a strong dynamic in communities.

Government Sector: And it is a tricky space when you come to the area of 
confidentiality and sometimes Aboriginal people don’t want other Aboriginal 
people to know their business so they won’t go to an [Aboriginal service provider] 
or they won’t go and see an Aboriginal worker because they’re worried that that 
means it’ll get into the family. They worry that, you know, ‘his family works for that 
organisation’ and that’s the one they have got to go access and they don’t want 
that. 

Community Sector: When we look at this stuff, we come back to the drawing board 
and it doesn’t move from that drawing board. The picture just gets redrawn and 
we start all over again. And then the misrepresentation or misunderstanding of 
[government personnel asking], “Okay, who’s leading this? Who’s the contact 
person”? All of that information doesn’t filter down and we know that’s an issue as 
well. That lack of information flow.

Aboriginal leaders, particularly those that run community service organisations, 
can get angry and frustrated at outsiders re-inventing the terms of engagement. 
They believe there is already a history of deeply engaged networks that they 
understand, and this has been confirmed and enforced through recognition of 
native title. Playing on the always-present tendency to localism in intra-Aboriginal 
politics ignores, perhaps even wilfully ignores, other tendencies to come together 
as a people across districts and regions.

Community Sector: We’ve used the Native Title process to determine territory. 
Once you acquire territory through the process you establish PBCs [Prescribed 
Body Corporate under the Native Title Act 1993] to enable some kind of control 
over your real estate. With it comes some economic opportunities, but it is also 
politically loaded and we have to deal with the consequences of arguments within 
Native Title sovereignty, and also as it impacts on the broader community. If it’s, 
you know, the environmental groups or  the pastoralists or, you know, Department 
of Conservation and Land Management. In this context we have always taken the 
view that hopefully the PBCs will give us some governance arrangements that 
we can actually deal as equals with all the stakeholders within our territory. The 
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centralisation of a Kimberley regional government in terms of Aboriginal self-
determination, which is what Native Title was always promised to be. We always 
thought it was land rights but it’s not. It sets a new challenge for those that have 
been elected to sit on these boards and PBCs to make real good decisions with 
limited resources within their territory determined by this holy thing called the 
Native Title determination handed down by some learned fellow, you know, in a 
very contested space.

Community Sector: You had Native Title… Out of that came a multiple of other 
things. What it hasn’t settled is the vision, the reason for doing all of this that satisfies 
those old people that have stood there in the 18 years of this to win Native Title.  … 
with the dream and the results for winning Native Title for them. We promised the 
PBC. We’re in the process of evolving that into being. What we haven’t done is, we 
haven’t had free, prior and informed consent for rushing in to establishing a PBC. 
We’re rushing again. And we haven’t learnt the lessons of the past of other PBCs; 
what has worked, what hasn’t worked, why hasn’t it worked? Because we haven’t 
gone back to the people. “You won your Native Title now so what is it you want – 
what does Native Title mean for you? What is it like – you know, what is it like for 
you and your particular plan of the country?” We’re still dealing with the fallout of 
the determination. So, we’re dealing with the internal politics and the aggression, 
that’s the residue of all of that…So we’ve just kicked the can down the road. But in 
the meantime, we’re all rushing to try and establish something while us grey haired 
fellows are all trying to get some sense of concreteness to the – to the – I guess the 
– what’s the word I’m trying to find? It’s to the legacy of all this effort and all this 
energy, for all those people that have passed in recent times that have fought for this 
thing. So this Holy Grail of winning Native Title that’s going to deliver real benefits 
for the change of our people on the ground is something that we haven’t really 
articulated in terms of “what’s the mechanism that’s going to make this happen”. 
So, when you look across the Kimberley, there are all these different models of how 
things could have worked and there was lessons to be learnt, but we haven’t learnt 
the lesson that we should have learnt. So where are we now? … If there is, in my 
view, a way in which we can amalgamate the knowledge, bring into one space the 
thinkers and the people that have road tested these different opportunities – and 
I’m thinking like a coalition of PBCs to actually come together to build a politic 
movement, a political powerhouse that you can then say, okay, well, this is a fluid 
space. Unfortunately, within the constitutions of our organisations we’re set within 
the parameters and many of them are cut and paste from others [formal rules and 
regulations of an organisation], you know. You know, what I’m talking about. It is, 
you know, [the formal Objects of the organisation are] we’ll relieve the poverty and 
we’ll house our people and we’ll educate them, but there’s no mechanisms about 
how you’re going to do that.
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The difficulty Aboriginal leaders have in grappling with new forms of organisation 
representing native title holders is not lost on public service managers. One of 
its effects is to mitigate against regional and sub-regional representation and to 
privilege small-scale local organisations and representatives.

Government Sector: Part of the problem too, I think, the Aboriginal leadership has 
become so segmented through Native Title – I feel as though they are all going into 
their parochial […]. I mean, [well-known leader] is an extraordinary leader, [but he 
is] stuck in [his town] and can’t talk about other parts of the region. [He would say] 
‘I can only really talk about my native title, my patch’, you know. And I think that 
is an issue that’s got to be worked out. We haven’t got the same sort of quality of 
leadership, in my view, that we had quite a few years ago up here.

Government Sector: But has that not come back to what [person’s name] talked 
about, [for example, name] being the [local] head. It’s not cool for him to start 
talking about what happens elsewhere. That’s one of the things that is very evident 
is everything is locality based.

Government Sector: I think [alcohol harm reduction programmes are] a classic 
example of the intention to engage. That you were very keen to engage in putting 
an Aboriginal community partnership on the critical issues of the region around 
alcohol. And quite a lot of buy-in from senior Aboriginal leaders and the incapacity 
to translate that very, very valuable discussion into anything that could happen. 
You know, I think that’s a classic example of the chaos that we are in, with a whole 
lot of Aboriginal community organisations purporting to be part of this. … I think 
we’ve got real problems with the – just capacity issues.

Consequently, non-Indigenous service providers and interest groups feel justified 
in giving up on the idea of Aboriginal leadership in big regional issues.

Government Sector: You know, the Aboriginal community organisations have 
not got the capacity to handle these big things. They can handle little things – or 
not little things but these functionary outsourced roles like housing or – but big 
structural things of fundamental importance like this collective trauma and social 
fracturing and collapse and manifestations of alcohol abuse, it’s beyond [their 
capacity].

Focusing on intra-Aboriginal politics and localism opens a space for non-Indigenous 
NGOs to be a ‘half-way house’ – almost a part of the Aboriginal community, but 
much more reliable, and abolishing in one sweep uncomfortable conversations 
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about relations between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people that underlie the 
need for service delivery programmes in the first place.

Government Sector: We’re going to [use mainstream NGOs] more, probably, as we 
go [on]. Big NGOs have got a lot of strong networks, connections with people in 
authority, know how to use them really well, know how to influence really well. 
Smaller organisations [like Aboriginal community organisations] really struggle. 
You’ve got some organisations [named Aboriginal organisation] is one, [named 
Aboriginal organisation] is another, they’ve got their networks and influence. They 
can hop on a plane and go to Canberra and get an audience with whatever minister. 
There are those people in the smaller organisations that still yield a lot of influence. 
But the big organisations, the [named mainstream international NGO] and the like, 
they’re going to feature more and more prominently.

Some mainstream NGOs are happy to step up……

NGO Sector: It ebbs and flows. There is no way that it’s ‘set and forget’. I guess that’s 
the key thing for our partnerships is that its a massive part of my role to work on 
those partnerships, it’s an active process. The partnerships that don’t do well we just 
leave and assume [they will continue]. So, yeah, that partnership piece is incredibly 
important.  And with the view of, yeah, we’re not here forever.  We’re, “Okay, thank 
you, you’ve invited us in and you’ve made us welcome –sometimes, not all the time 
– but we’re not going to be here forever”. But we’re not going to be dictated to by 
funding cycles and contracts either.

….while others can see local capacity where public sector employees do not.

NGO: The person that thought that up somewhere in Perth wouldn’t have 
known those were the dynamics on the ground. 

NGO Sector: Up here, the [state government department] is facilitating a process 
where they want us to partner with an ACCO [Aboriginal Community Controlled 
Organisation] with the intention of transitioning control of that funding stream over 
to the ACCO, under the provision that we work to build capacity in the organisation. 
That’s in some ways a very condescending model. And it’s disempowering to a 
person such as myself to have to go to somebody [an Aboriginal person] who is 
already much more influential than I am, within the context of the community that 
I live and work [in], and say, ‘Hey, look, how would you like to be our partner so that 
I can teach you how to write fee-for-service delivery [contract tenders] for your 
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community? For your family, for your …, for your language group?’ That’s highly 
problematic. 

NGO Sector: [second speaker] The person that thought that up somewhere in Perth 
wouldn’t have known those were the dynamics on the ground.  

NGO Sector: [third speaker] No, they have no idea.

NGO Sector: [first speaker]: No, because they have a perception in their head that 
there are no Aboriginal organisations with the capacity to deliver service. Whereas, 
in actual fact, in the Kimberley there are 16. And I know that sounds like a small 
number to Canberra or to Perth or to Melbourne or Sydney, but within the context 
of 44,000 people, that’s our total population up here, that’s a lot of organisations. 
It’s a lot, you know what I mean?  And so, there is already embedded capacity, 
embedded ability to do it, you know. 

As an alternative to government departments directly delivering needed services, 
or to contracting NGOs or commercial providers, Aboriginal organisations have 
put forward their ideas for co-design and co-delivery of services with either 
government agencies or trusted NGOs. But government departments struggle in 
their response to that.

NGO Sector: And there in itself, is a bit of sadness. And I go back right to this place-
based response. Government talks about it, you know, co-design place-based 
services, integrated service design, you know. You look at all these catch phrases 
in our sector, right. And they really mean very little, very very little, in the end. 
Because if you look at a true person-centred model, or a true co-design model, 
you’re supposed to actually go to the people who are impacted by what the service 
is supposed to try and provide a response to, and say, ‘Well what do you think you 
need? What do you think would be good for you? How do you think, you know, 
how would you like to try and move out of that?’ But we don’t.

Government Sector: But there’s also for a lot of these [Aboriginal-controlled] 
organisations and communities that have a policy of co-design which we don’t 
really quite understand really, but we’re going on that journey. A lot of Aboriginal 
organisations, even though from a cultural perspective co-design is a fundamental 
element of their cultural society organisationally, they don’t necessarily know how 
to do that, particularly within a fractured space. So, part of that capability and 
capacity development is assisting them to understand their own mob and for their 
mob to understand what their organisation is doing.
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Government Sector: I think a lot of this talks to a bit of the [previous] conversation 
around what are the right mechanisms for us to engage together on these issues, 
you know, whether or not it’s local or, you know, within the state, across the 
Commonwealth, etcetera, and I think that’s where there needs to be some further 
thought. Like, we’re kind of clear around - we’ve got a mechanism in the region, 
we’ve got several mechanisms in the region, and we’ve actually mapped it in terms 
of the forums and the advisory groups and a whole range of other things. There’s 
quite a lot going on when you think [about it]. You’ve got Kimberley Futures and 
Fitzroy Valley Futures and then you’ve got – it’s a whole network of negotiating 
tables. But how do they all link? So that you can have that kind of, I suppose, 
consistent voice to inform you know, [a government manager’s name]’s level and 
then, you know, above [person’s name] into, kind of, the Commonwealth. And 
that’s, I think where it gets very upside down.

NGO Sector: So, that’s the other thing. I’m really careful because, again for me, it’s 
about relationships, you know? And we know that the damage an organisation 
like [ours] can create. It’s all about taking over for every contract and running 
everything. But actually, I’m more focused around can we actually demonstrate 
change as a result of creating a movement within communities, and what does 
that look like. And how do we use …, what are the road blocks …, to then get [the 
need for a particular service] advocated centrally? Whether in Canberra or whether 
down in Perth. So, there’s two different types of advocacy. And I think [we should 
be] really careful around sustainability of the organisation versus sustainability of 
what’s happening on the ground.  And I think for me, as I’m conscious that [our 
organisation is] seen as a big massive [structure], although we’re very locally 
focused and very concentrated in where we work, but it’s still seen as that. And 
unless we actually demonstrate otherwise, we’re always going to be seen as that. 
And I’m sure [other organisations are] the same.

NGOs fulfilling grass roots community development roles may be because they 
are filling a gap where previous community-controlled organisations and councils 
have lacked support or been actively undermined by a succession of governments. 
Some public servants tend to acknowledge this.

Government Sector: They [Aboriginal communities] are on their own. 
Because we buggered up all the programs.

Government Sector: Most of the communities now don’t have them [administrators]. 
They’re on their own. Because we buggered up all the programs. And yet some 
of them are bigger than local government. You know, towns that have all the 
municipal … and, you know, the whole administrative support and, you know, 
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governed by legislation. I mean, we’re asking people to do a really, really difficult 
job and then we wonder why things go terribly wrong and then sort of, you know 
[we say] ‘Well, no, they’re not capable of delivering on X, Y, and Z because they’re 
not supported to do so’. 

NGO Sector: The funding [for our work] originally came from PM&C [Prime Minister 
and Cabinet] and corporate [the NGO central administration], and the roles were 
then subcontracted to the Aboriginal community.  The idea is that that the role 
becomes owned by the community. Then our role is about building their skills 
and capability and technical skills around community development, community 
mobilisation and so forth, strategic planning, social planning.  But in [one community 
where the NGO works], because there isn’t an actual kind of governance structure, 
the two staff members at the moment are still [the NGO’s] staff, but ideally they 
should really belong to the community government structure.

Government Sector: We [West Australians] have resourced local government 
councils who deliver services into their community [towns and public land], yet we 
set up Aboriginal community councils and [say] “do it on your own”. No help from 
government.

NGO Sector:  So, I kind of work for multiple Aboriginal organisations. They’re often 
small, which means they don’t have a CEO. When they don’t have a CEO, they’ve 
got a board but nobody’s paid to do the work that I do so my role is, essentially, 
to be like the paid project manager for multiple aboriginal corporations, to try 
and get those things done. …So, I come in to kind of support the board and other 
people get those things, to do kind of all the bureaucratic stuff. [But] I wouldn’t 
write something without approval. We brainstorm what we want, all ideas led by 
the community, we brainstorm for every grant and what people want and I go 
away…I don’t make those decisions, I just turn up and show pictures, or if it’s an 
enterprise, I’ll bring people in. I do things like work with the Engineers Without 
Borders and other engineering companies to get pro bono work so the feasibilities 
and technical reports can be done. 

So non-Indigenous NGOs are trying to do what Indigenous community-controlled 
NGOs used to do. But is this ‘helping’ role actually undermining Aboriginal agency? 
The mainstream NGOs’ independent funding can allow for a sympathetic long-term 
community development focus that contract-managed Aboriginal organisations 
can no longer do. But is this progress?

NGO Sector: You’ve got your reference groups, the framework for all of this, and that’s 
great at that level. Then you’ve got the people on the ground like myself and the 
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other people who are delivering the programs. That’s the grassroots end. So you’ve 
got the best practice and you understand that [but] it’s really about, I suppose, 
the individuals who are working on the ground and their work practice models, 
and how they work, and their networks, and working with those relationships, and 
working with the feedback for what communities want. Rather than coming in and 
saying ‘This is what we’ve got, this is the funding and this is the way forward’. Rather 
than, ‘Well, we’re going to come up and tell you, you know, teach you, how to do 
this’. And the communities are like, ‘Well, you know, go away, we’re not interested. 
You’re about the 50 millionth provider that’s been up here’.  

NGO Sector: And basically, the idea was that we would roll out this comprehensive 
strategy for [a particular target group in the population]. But the community wasn’t 
interested in [that target group], they were saying ‘Well, our problem’s [another 
area of need]. So, my dilemma was ‘Well, do I continue to push this through, or am 
I genuine and go, “OK, your issues, so tell me” . And so, I had to go back. And I was 
still quite new and [I had to] say [to senior staff], ‘Well, in order for us to get any 
traction, if we are going to build a reputation as listening to community, we need to 
do something about that’. So then, that’s how the focus around [the community’s 
priority group] started. So, we started to do community mapping and consultations 
and whatever to find out [about the target group], and then build the programming 
round [them] because otherwise we were just, again, another mob coming in and 
saying ‘We’ve got the answer for you”. And yes, we all understand [the reason for 
the original priority group], but if the community doesn’t understand that, and the 
community doesn’t value it, you can have the greatest evidence-based program, 
and it isn’t going to grow.

NGO Sector: Oh, the seagulls, coming in for the chip. Basically, you’re saying [to an 
Aboriginal community], ‘You think, as an NGO, we’re coming in with our flag and 
riding up saying we’re going to fix everything. We’re going to say to you do up a set 
of plans’.  So, this is an Aboriginal … ‘Do you think, the way we look at sustainability 
is that one NGO comes and they leave, [and] another one just replaces them?’ 

Perhaps the answer to the question of efficacy of Aboriginal programmes given by 
this non-Aboriginal outsider is provided by an Aboriginal leader with decades of 
experience.

Community Sector: I say wisely as an Aboriginal person, I’ll tell you up front, I 
accept no responsibility for the sheer wastage, it’s criminal, of public funds and 
taxpayers [money]. If you were aware of the system and what we’re talking about 
you would be outraged. It’s your money that’s being spent and wasted. But as an 
Aboriginal person I accept no responsibility. Why? I had no say. I had no decision 
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making. Nobody asked me. The government done that. And rightly so, I point to 
the government. They made the decision where to invest the money.
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Chapter Two: Frustration with Bureaucratic 
Process
All participants in the dialogues in this book, whether employed by community 
organisations, non-Indigenous NGOs, or government workers themselves, 
identified managerialism as one major issue that is a serious problem. Managerial 
process saps energy and resources from the practical work of meeting Aboriginal 
material needs. Remote control by short-term funding contracts entrenches 
managerialism throughout the service delivery terrain. Yet government staff do 
feel they are trying to work to slowly build local capacity, against the trend of their 
senior management to simply insist on one-size-fits-all programme delivery, and 
inappropriate form-filling that stands in for true accountability.

On the other side, several community leaders and managers have experience 
working for government at some point in their careers, and this does lead to 
a certain sympathy for, and understanding of, public servants. Though it also 
leaves memories of the less-than-stellar performers that they have come across. 
Some pro-active public servants concede that it is possible for such individuals to 
populate the public services without sanction or restraint, and that doing a good 
job is a matter of personal commitment to go above and beyond their formal job 
description. Despite prescriptive KPIs, it is not built-in to government processes. 
So, most committed service providers feel there is disconnect between the formal 
contractual requirements of their roles and the evident needs on the ground where 
they work. While they feel that individuals can push back to some extent through 
hard work and personal belief, ultimately, systemic ‘big picture’ change is needed, 
but cannot be achieved through individual effort to address the gaps in official 
policy and procedure. 

According to their contribution to the workshops in this book, both community 
leaders and non-Indigenous NGO workers feel angry and frustrated that they are 
not included in a conversation about productive change. Aboriginal leaders often 
argue that greater regional autonomy and an Aboriginal-controlled ‘one-stop-shop’ 
would mitigate most of these problems. Public service managers believe that co-
design of programmes will deal with a lot of them, but are also wary of the negative 
effects of too much speculative consultation with communities, without ultimately 
being able to deliver any concrete change. Their contributions revealed a major 
fault line between the frequent desire of all parties to just see someone get on with 
the job, and, equally, the need for all parties to be confident that affected people 
have been consulted and have agreed to a particular intervention or programme, 
within an appropriately paced timeframe.
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Many community leaders hark back to a time before the establishment of ATSIC, 
let alone its abolition. This was a time when government and its accountability 
processes were much less intrusive and controlling of Aboriginal lives, as the 
community organisation manager who begins this chapter remembers. He grew 
from a school boy observing welfare recipients in his town to a regional leader and 
then CEO of a large Aboriginal organisation. This experience colours his judgment 
of public servants and the accountability processes on which they focus.

Community Sector: That’s where my mother worked [a State welfare department] 
and every day I had to go to work with her after school so I did see this long line 
of people readily lining up outside the welfare office. But what I’m saying now in 
hindsight back then, you know, they did that, yeah, but I can recall everybody being 
happy. I can recall a lot of social inclusion. I can recall a lot of discipline, respect. I 
can recall a lot of happy times growing up as a kid. But what I’m saying is back then 
government focus on Aboriginal people was purely just based around one thing. 
What I’m saying – really saying - is that from that time it was just based around 
welfare. They didn’t have nothing about job [they didn’t make looking for work a 
condition of welfare], they didn’t fuss too much… Today, for heaven’s sake, we can’t 
move. Government all over us like a rash. Today our lives are being governed by a 
bureaucrat who hasn’t seen a blackfella in their life or haven’t spoken to one. You 
know, pretty much – what I’m saying is when they left us alone, we were quite a 
happy bunch. Everyone was fed. Discipline, you know, adhered to. Respect for your 
neighbour, for your elder, for the lady, for the – you know, mum and grandma. That 
was paramount. That governed our life.

Community Sector: Then what they do, they send along someone I’d 
consider a junior bureaucrat. That junior bureaucrat wouldn’t give two 
hoots about the history of [my organisation], wouldn’t give two hoots 

about the objectives of [my organisation], and, you know, wouldn’t give 
two hoots about the aspirations and the direction and future of the 

organisation.

Community Sector: One of the things that frustrates me the most is there’s a 
requirement on the compliance [procedure] from government that people like 
me understand everything of all our stakeholders. Their policy, you know, their 
programs, their objectives. Then what they do, they send along someone I’d 
consider a junior bureaucrat. That junior bureaucrat wouldn’t give two hoots about 
the history of [my organisation], wouldn’t give two hoots about the objectives of 
[my organisation], and, you know, wouldn’t give two hoots about the aspirations 
and the direction and future of the organisation. And that happens with everybody. 
And I more so get upset because we demand a certain level of respect. That is 
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because we’re one of the larger organisations in the Kimberley. But to be ridiculed 
by some junior bureaucrat that flies up from Perth because, you know, we forgot to 
– you know, within our processes along the way forgot – your line manager forgot to 
tick that [box] under the audit structure [question on a form, for example].

Community Sector: The time it takes and the process that wears you down from 
that point of engagement with that junior and then four years later [after many] 
arguments and, you know, demonstrating and advocating and lobbying until you 
actually get to somebody who can make a decision, and then there’s a change of 
government. They’re gone, that public servant’s gone, and you’re back to the junior 
again. It’s tiresome and it wears people down. Corporate memory doesn’t seem 
to exist in those departments, you know, because the file notes weren’t made, the 
briefings weren’t kept, and so on. So that corporate memory is non-existent around 
that [previous] engagement with [my organisation], over the last 40 years, to inform 
the next thing that’s put on the table as a proposal to go forward. Instead it’s seen in 
isolation as something new that, you know, people have just cooked up yesterday 
and we’re here to lobby now around it. 

To some extent non-Indigenous NGOs have stepped into the space no longer 
exclusively occupied by Aboriginal service providers and, though over a shorter time 
span, they also experience the same frustration expressed in much the same terms. 
They can be even more explicit than community leaders because they are to some 
extent protected from the consequences. They are frustrated with policy impotence 
on the ground, and suspicious that there is bad faith at the top.

NGO Sector: the Remote Service Delivery 2010 – 2014 [programme] … do 
you remember the day it sunk beneath the waves, never to be seen again? 
… it didn’t amount to a pinch of goat turd at the end of the day. … There 
was that national coordinator guy who went around the country pissing 
everyone off, whatever his name was. It’s only five years ago. And people 

have utterly forgotten that project ever existed.

NGO Sector: Having lived through seeing ATSIC [the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Commission] come and go, you guys would remember the Remote Service 
Delivery 2010 - 2014 [National Partnership Agreement on Remote Service Delivery 
between the Commonwealth and some state governments]? Do you remember 
the day it sunk beneath the waves, never to be seen again? It was a remote service 
coordination team based in Broome, and it didn’t amount to a pinch of goat turd at 
the end of the day. Communities are really jaundiced by this stuff. And my concern is 
the Empowered Communities [current Commonwealth programme] stuff. While it’s 
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well intentioned, and probably well researched, it’s yet another potentially failed 
experiment. Government has to accept that it’s flailing in this space, you know. We 
have an adversarial relationship with [political authority figure]. But it’s frustrating, 
you know. The latest pack of public servants turn up and we all have to get to know 
them and be nice to them. But contextually, this is a broken paradigm, you know. 
And I think we have to accept some of that. I mean, from your extensive experience, 
[person’s name], I remember reading your papers in [a recognised policy forum] 
you know, the Closing the Gap Refresh [current Commonwealth-led revision of the 
Closing the Gap programme].  I mean, give me a break, seriously. Unless we look at 
the context here and understand that, I mean, Department of Communities itself is 
based on an austere funding decision, to save money. It’s not about people coming 
around the water cooler and Child Protection people [for example] talking to 
Housing people. It’s not about that, really, at its most fundamental it’s about saving 
money for a government that’s got a $40 billion hole in its pocket. So, let’s, I don’t 
know, let’s just, call a spade a… let’s name it and where we need to, shame it. I don’t 
want to sit here and cry in the beer, it’s not what today’s about. But understanding 
the context is critical. I mean, ATSIC was itself a community-led model, and really, 
I suppose, lessons learnt would be really important here. Why did the RSD project, 
which had so much gusto [not succeed]? It lacked the legislation in Parliament. 
There was that national coordinator guy who went around the country pissing 
everyone off, whatever his name was. It’s only five years ago. And people have 
utterly forgotten that project ever existed.

Yet government staff do feel they are trying to work to slowly build local capacity 
against the trend of their senior management to simply insist on one-size-fits-
all programme delivery, and inappropriate form-filling that stands in for true 
accountability.

Government Sector: I don’t think government wants to go to just the capable 
organisation, or capable organisations, but that’s what we’ve done historically, 
is cherry pick. Which doesn’t necessarily give legitimacy, or necessarily the right 
outcome. I think the challenge for government is our ability to invest in capability 
and capacity in organisations. So, an organisation that is struggling, are we able 
to invest in them to assist them through the struggle so that they are able to take 
on the level of work? I know that certainly my job, a lot of my work is translating a 
good idea into a language that government can understand and engage with. So, 
part of my co-design is around, you know, ensuring that this good idea is fundable 
in the space.

Government Sector: There are procurement processes that allow you to do that. 
So you can do things on a small scale to enable an organisation to grow capability 
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and capacity. You can selectively restrict your tendering in Western Australia. So 
you can have an Aboriginal restricted tender. You can choose to [give] weight, in 
your tendering process, you know, [for] Aboriginal engagement, or capability, or 
capacity that tends to favour organisations who would not otherwise have been 
competitive in the process. 

Government Sector: There’s not a lot of room to kind of design. It’s probably a bit 
like the […], you know, here’s the model. We want an organisation that’s going to 
deliver on getting kids to school but what community says, well, our kids don’t 
go to school because we don’t like the school. We want to reform the schools not 
get kids to these schools like, you know I’m not sure we’re always having the right 
conversations at the right time in the right space.

Several community leaders and managers also have experience working for 
government, leading to some sympathy for, and understanding of, the dilemmas 
of public servants, but it also leaves memories of the poor performers that they 
have come across.

Community Sector: Everyone has touched on the points that I was going to make 
[except for] one of them, the fundamental one, is around the quality of staff in 
these offices. How well informed and connected they are and what drives them to 
be a part of creating change within communities that they operate in and some of 
them aren’t. Some of them have come up here because they love Broome and it’s 
great fishing and, you know, they heard it was a great place, and I’m saying that in 
all honesty because actually that is the reality for some people. 

I worked in [government]. The difficulty is working with long term public servants 
who have become disillusioned in the bureaucracy and are just there to get paid. I 
knew people who were going “I’m just counting down to my redundancy”. So, their 
passion, their motivation, left them 20 years ago. They’re just there to tick that box, 
sign that form, pay that grant, getting paid. So, there’s a lot of layers to this stuff 
when we look at it.

They get to switch. They get to go back over to Canberra or down to Perth and then 
they code switch back into that environment and be removed from the ground, 
what happens here, and go back and tick that box and do that stuff. 

Those public servants that contributed to the dialogue agreed that it is possible 
for such individuals to retain their public service jobs without sanction or restraint, 
and that doing a good job is a matter of a personal commitment to go above 
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and beyond their formal job description. Good performance is not built-in to 
government processes.

Government Sector: But I think over time you just realise that it’s more 
than doing your job, isn’t it? It’s about ‘how do you effect change’ and ‘how 

do you make a difference’. What is the footprint you leave behind?

Government Sector: I could sit there and do my job very well - must focus on the 
key performance indicators I need to deliver on. None of which is sitting here [in 
this group discussion]. None of which is sitting at the table with the reform team 
or from an inter-agency perspective. You do that by nature of the fact that’s how 
you make a difference in longer term [sector] outcome and social determinants [in 
this sector]. But I could actually sit there and not do any of that and still be doing 
my job. Still be delivering on what I need to deliver on in terms of doing my job. 
But I think over time you just realise that it’s more than doing your job, isn’t it? It’s 
about ‘how do you effect change’ and ‘how do you make a difference’. What is the 
footprint you leave behind? 

NGO Sector: In many instances we’re fulfilling our service outlines, but we’re not 
necessarily always functioning in a way that we would wish to, we’re functioning in 
a way that meets our service specifications. Because it’s all about ‘reportable’. And 
even when we look for innovative change we need to work that innovative change 
with our [government] funding partners. Because our funding partners don’t want 
us to suddenly make this fundamental shift to our models, they want us to engage 
with them and take their model and journey of change. But there are times when 
they turn around and they say, ‘We don’t support that approach’. And so, whilst 
we may think that would be the best way forward, they won’t support that for a 
particular reason, sometimes they say, ‘No, we think that’s a shift too far’.

Community Sector: Government always assumes that the capability gap is in 
the Aboriginal domain. It very rarely looks inwards and asks itself ‘What are we 
missing’? So, we’ve got a beautiful theory of change at the national level for [a 
Commonwealth policy programme] that says this is what we need to be looking 
at, at the individual and family level. This is what we need to be looking at, at the 
community and organisational level. And this is the systems level, the relationship 
between us and government. And as a [person involved with this programme] I 
can sit down with my leadership group and say, okay, our sphere of influence and 
control is at the individual and the organisational and, yes, tick, tick, tick. We’re 
kind of doing a bunch of that. We’re doing most of what’s at that level. But when 
you look at what’s happening at the systemic level, and the extent to which the 
Commonwealth has delivered on its promise to talk with the state government to 
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get them committed to working in this new way in the Empowered Communities 
regions, none of what’s up in that systemic layer is happening.

Service providers feel that individuals can push back against managerial inertia to 
some extent through hard work and personal belief, but ultimately systemic, ‘big 
picture’, change is needed. Individual effort, though worthwhile, is not substitute.

NGO Sector: The system’s not changing, as well. And that’s disempowering. It’s like, 
I was in community recently and there has been a suicide earlier this year. And it’s 
hugely tragic. And in the community that we were talking about before, around the 
infrastructure and getting just the arbitrary ‘no’ [to proposals sent up through the 
chain of command]. I’m sitting there, [with] people who are just in the middle of 
awful grief, being told once again, ‘no’. And this is a community that’s been moved 
off their traditional homelands twice now … And the [school] Principal was sitting 
there, and she was saying, ‘Oh, you know, I’ve been here three years. I just feel so 
disempowered by this process’. And we’ve [the NGO] only been in it for 18 months. 
[I asked]: ‘How do you guys do it’? The board directors just said, ‘That’s what we’re 
used to. We’re so used to it. We’ve had this for years’.  And that’s the kind of thing of 
that, just that reinforcing that trauma, because the system’s not changing.

Managerialism saps energy and resources from the practical work of meeting 
Aboriginal needs.

Community Sector: But because we’re highly regulated with compliance measures 
going through the roof I do that [compliance] just to say – well, I have to, you 
know. And they come and want to shake your hand and tell you what a great job 
you’re doing. And I say, ‘[You’re] full of shit because you just wasted all my time just 
managing your one program’. So, it’s not – there’s no benefit, external, real external, 
benefit to it. Whereas old CDEP [previous long-standing employment programme], 
we can build in a couple hours of being innovative. You can’t do that with this 
programme. But they pat you on the head saying, ‘Yeah, you’re doing a real great 
job’. Spending all your time, and, you know, we’ve got intelligent people working 
there. We employed them for other reasons but instead you’ve got to lock them 
away in a box there, make sure all them little boxes are getting ticked. And they’re 
getting paid good money to do that. It makes you cry. And then I think that’s one 
of the worst things about CDP [current community employment programme] is if 
you’re a provider most peoples’ time and energy is going into managing the actual 
program and you lose sight of actual community development out on communities.
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Government Sector: I think it’s been that growth in  managerialism within the 
public service that has pushed us to a space of  not thinking about ‘how do we 
make a difference’ but ‘how do I meet my KPIs’? How do I get the most cost-effective 
outcome for the state? How do I do these sorts of things, which often run contrary 
to achieving meaningful outcomes for people on the ground and particularly in 
the Kimberley? One of the certain areas I struggle with considerably in government 
is that notion that you are achieving KPIs set in the metropolitan area that are often 
different from what is happening  for the people that we’re meant to be assisting, 
and [they have] that short- term focus as opposed to what is the long-term objective 
that we’re attempting to achieve.

NGO Sector:  So, I trawl over data, day after day after day after day, trying to find 
those trends, trying to find what’s demonstrated the outcome? To present that back 
through reports.  That’s what we have done, or been very, very good at, our jobs.  
Talking about what we do.  Not necessarily delivering meaningful service right to 
the people that we’re supposed to be serving, you know?  But actually convincing 
government that we’re doing a very, very good job with the money, that you are 
actually providing us with.

NGO Sector: I guess what’s really interesting is how much time that we spend 
as NGOs, inputting into that [government-driven] process. And then there’s no 
mutuality around that.  There’s no accountability on their part around, “this is 
the expertise, and this is the experience that we’ve had, and these are the voices 
of community”, as filtered as they have to be up to that point.  But how are you 
actually going to listen to us?  And we’re so used to being passive, rats to the feeder 
bar almost, or whatever it’s called, to get this funding or get whatever audience we 
can with government.  

Managerialism does not simply produce an energy-sapping set of procedures to 
be endured. In time it captures the workforce and transforms it in its own image. 

Community Sector: We’ve got Indigenous people in those senior levels, and to some 
degree we do see a level of conforming. Conforming to what they need to do to 
meet their obligations as a public servant. And to some degree some have actually 
removed themselves from their community responsibility, for whatever reason, 
and taken that line. Some of them have come to that point where they’ve gone, 
[as a random example] ‘Yep, I’m an EL1 [Executive level 1 Commonwealth public 
service classification] and I’m a [senior] Manager, this is my job, this is what I do, and 
this is it. I don’t answer to you [community members and advocates]. I answer to 
my employer. And that’s, again, the tension of this mainstreaming. Where we come 
in with every intent to represent and advocate for our mob, to create change on the 
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ground, and we’re faced with that dilemma of our community responsibility versus 
our employer responsibility. 

Community Sector: The Commonwealth as a bureaucracy is shit at service 
delivery. They haven’t got the faintest idea how to do service delivery, yet 

they prescribe it down to the level of each transaction. The states are much 
better at service delivery but they’re terrible at policy.

Community Sector: I think mostly it’s not right to call non-government organisations 
non-government anymore. I think they’re semi government organisations. The 
government is so prescriptive with what you have to do that you are simply 
delivering the government’s policy in the way that they tell you to. You can’t 
even be innovative in how you deliver it. It’s so prescriptive that government has 
outsourced their delivery. But because they’ve outsourced their delivery, they 
still want to manage the risk. And that means avoid risk at all cost. So, it doesn’t 
really mean achieving the outcomes. But that is what most organisations have 
to do in order to survive. Most community owned organisations have to do what 
the government tells them to in order to keep afloat, keep the doors open, and if 
they don’t, they’re done, finished. I think what I’d like to see is governments doing 
some more administration rather than policy and service delivery design. The 
Commonwealth as a bureaucracy is shit at service delivery. They haven’t got the 
faintest idea how to do service delivery, yet they prescribe it down to the level of 
each transaction. The states are much better at service delivery but they’re terrible 
at policy.

Public service confidentiality is rigorously observed, so the efforts that government 
workers make to push back against dysfunction in the system is not apparent to 
those critical voices outside the public service. Nevertheless, resistance, necessarily 
diplomatic and muted, does exist.

Government Sector: [Speaker 1] We’ve tried. So, we’ve written to the Commonwealth 
a couple of times to say the model doesn’t fit within the Kimberley. But it’s a little 
bit ‘too bad, so sad, just get on with it.’ I think we lobby quite well through our 
respective department heads, but you are constantly up against that state and 
Commonwealth battle.

[Speaker 2] That’s the whole approach now, isn’t it? You’re really trying to – you’re 
going against the tide completely by challenging that and it’s not just in Australia. 
I mean, it’s consumer led packages right across Europe.
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[Speaker 1] All access by phone and internet. That’s how they need to access the 
service now to be deemed eligible. Phone and internet. 

Interviewer: So, you can find sympathetic ears? 

[Speaker 1]: I don’t know that we’d find sympathetic ears. I think we can find people 
who have read position papers a lot. And [hold] the Aboriginal [particular service 
sector] planning forum, collectively through the Aboriginal [service sector] section 
of people that sit on the Aboriginal [service sector] planning forums, and the other 
NGOs -- they collectively wrote a position paper. This is how we get our message 
out more broadly to the community. We will present and say, ‘Did you know these 
changes are coming’. The Aboriginal sector then says, ‘Hang on a minute, this isn’t 
going to work well in the community so let’s write a position paper’. They wrote a 
good one, actually. And the position paper goes to wherever the position paper 
goes. But we’ve still got a policy-imposed environment. But it’s certainly been 
my central office that have been saying ‘This isn’t good enough. Let’s write and 
write and see what we can do and see’. It’s not dead in the water for us in terms of 
transitioning. Equally, we’re working with communities and working with private 
providers, if they’re there. 

[Speaker 3]: It is difficult at times to get people [in the hierarchy and outside the 
region] to understand the nuances, not just of the remoteness of it, but also the 
Aboriginal aspect that overlays – well, they both overlay each other in the situation. 
Certainly, my experience in [Department] we’ve got a strong commitment to try 
and understand better the situation. We’re currently a leader in that space, but 
that doesn’t mean that everybody in the Department understands complexities 
in this space, and nor does it mean I actually understand the complexities in this 
space. Because there’s also nuances and complexities that bowl me over with one 
community or another. But I think I’ve learnt as a public servant I’m also a lobbyist in 
the space, that I’ve got to work out how to work government as well as my bosses. 

Unaware of these internal negotiations among public servants, and between 
public service jurisdictions, both community leaders and non-Indigenous NGO 
workers feel angry and frustrated that they are not included in a conversation 
about productive change.

Community Sector: At no point is government actually having a real conversation 
or putting forward a plan of transition and exiting out of being joined at the hip with 
them. So, they’re not even leading that. They’re expecting us to have some kind of 
way forward, with an exit and transition from being so co-dependent on them, but 
they’re not actually leading that either. So, they’re continuing to disable us and 
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make us co-dependent, our organisations. Or they do a handball to a [mainstream] 
NGO that’s already got the capacity to take on the service delivery and give it to 
them and then “problem solved” for them….But when we look at housing, if we 
look at any of the things that impact on our communities, nowhere in government’s 
sphere are they even looking at that and going, “okay, let’s put more money into 
this before that becomes an issue”. They’re on the reactive mode…No conversation 
was being had about how do we put in money to that early intervention prevention 
space and actually save a life in that space. This is a conversation that is lacking, and 
government is not leading this stuff, taking an active role in leading this stuff, at all 
but putting the onus back on to us to somehow come up with a solution and drive 
it with very limited resources and still make us dependent on them.

NGO Sector: It’s partly to do with the structures of the public sector, I guess, but 
it’s also maybe the skills base of the people who are in there now. Because a lot of 
people in there, they’re contract managers. They’re not engagement people. They’re 
contract managers. It’s set up as a transactional relationship not a partnership. And 
that’s it.  And every time we get a new contract manager, I say, ‘Come out with us 
on country.  Come out and actually see’. And it’s actually, ‘Oh my gosh, no way’. That 
is terrifying, the whole idea of being out on country for a few days. So it isn’t that 
partnership approach where we’re actually working together, it’s actually, I think 
it’s making it transactional.  

Aboriginal leaders often argue that greater regional autonomy and an Aboriginal-
controlled ‘one-stop-shop’ would mitigate most of these problems.

Community Sector: It’s not about, you know, streamlining services so you don’t 
get ten [similar] services going in [to the same area]. It’s about accessibility and 
understanding them [the services]. And I think – like democracy has got a lot to 
answer for – because, with so many ministers, so many government departments, 
they all want to be controlling their own thing. If we could switch up with something 
like a regional funding bucket that ministers could contribute to and then hold the 
regional area accountable to delivering on their outcomes, then I think we would 
break down some of the structural issues that are the problem of government – the 
[bad] governance of government. You know, it’s been talked about before. It’s been 
done in many cases before. The actual infrastructure to do that exists. Like you 
can legislate for it. It’s not that hard. But I think the idea of a regional authority is 
something that’s obviously been around for decades in the Kimberley. It wouldn’t 
be hard to build a mirror of government, or a satisfactory governance [model for] 
Aboriginal people in the Kimberley for a [Aboriginal] regional authority to interact 
with a government regional authority, the funding source if you know what I mean. 
It doesn’t have to be an ATSIC. It doesn’t have to reflect what government is. It can 
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reflect what Aboriginal people want and need. 

Non-Indigenous service providers, both government and NGOs, can, however, 
develop a form of tunnel vision where they cannot see the potential of local 
Aboriginal people stepping up as service providers.

Government Sector:  In a way, though, part of the frustration, picking up what 
[name] was saying, sometimes you’re in the middle of a policy decision and its 
implementation at the community level. So, take, for example [a national scheme in 
a particular area of need] and the … changes that have come in, which is nationally 
driven. It’s consumer-directed care and the consumer is going to get all the money 
and they can choose the provider of their choice. There’s no providers other than 
us [our government agency] … [Another agency] has got a few people coming 
into the market but not enough to deliver like they can elsewhere. So, we’re kind 
of in this space where you need to be working to transition out, and transition into 
what is a national policy, but equally you’re under pressure from the community 
to still deliver what I get, please. Still deliver what I get through you. ‘Yeah, sure, I’ll 
sign on the dotted line to them because I have to, but I still want you to give me 
what you give me’. So, you’re kind of in this – you just get pulled, I think, between 
the community wanting you to deliver because you’re trusted, and sometimes you 
are. [We] are. You’re a trusted a deliverer. But how can you say, ‘Actually, no, I can’t 
because you now have to move to a new provider’. So sometimes you are impacted.

Government Sector:  We’re still going through it. It’s about people cherry-picking 
Kimberley too so, for example, there’s a community that was doing very well 
managing their own [service] packages. They had 11 [individuals with these service 
packages]. They were doing exceptionally well, [but] under the new governance 
requirements, they can’t complete the paperwork because they don’t have the 
capability or capacity to report now under the new framework. So [they] said, ‘Take 
our packages with you, we can’t manage in this new governance system anymore’. 
So that was our least preferred option for them. But they have said to another 
private provider in the space, ‘Why don’t you step in and take the packages on’? And 
the provider has said, ‘Oh it’s not really viable for us to do that travel’. And I’m talking 
[about] a community on bitumen, three hours away from the major town. So, if it’s 
not viable for them to pick up 11 [service] packages, which comes with a sizable 
amount of funding, how are we going to deliver to [name of community]? And 
where are the providers that are going in there? So, you’re under a lot of pressure 
from community to deliver the service, but under a lot of pressure from the policy 
decision as the public sector transitions out to make the private sector viable.

Interviewer: So, what are your options?
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Government Sector:  We took them [delivery of the service packages] on. So, what 
we – it’s a classic example though – so I’ll just stick to [this sector] for a minute, 
I don’t want to hold the floor, but private providers should have taken over by 
now. So, we said to our central body [government agency], ‘Bear with us, let us 
be a provider of choice’. It comes with an element of risk because we’re not being 
funded the same way we historically get funded. We’ll now get funded because 
the consumer will choose us, and we’ll get their money. That’s risky in the public 
sector. [This is] the consumer contracting government. Because the consumer is 
deemed eligible for a [service] package. The consumer then chooses their provider. 
The provider, or providers, that they want to deliver on their package. There’s no 
providers other than us.

Interviewer: So, it’s kind of a roundabout way of getting back to the way things 
used to be done?

Government Sector: [Speaker 1] Except we will transition out. So, there will come 
a point where we will need to transition out. But the community will want us to be 
there and to remain there and to deliver the service they’ve always had delivered, 
but the political…policy pressure will be to transition out and let the private 
providers move in.

Government Sector: [Speaker 2] How do you envisage transitioning out if private 
[providers] are not going to change ? It’s just not a viable proposition for the private 
providers to deliver these services as far as we’re concerned unless government 
changes the packages in terms of [the reporting] – you know?

Private providers can drive a hard bargain backed by their ability to walk away if 
the provisions of a contract are not favourable. In contrast, Aboriginal community 
providers sometimes step in because no-one else will.

Community Sector: And the flip side to all of that [discussion of the CDP and RJCP 
employment programmes] is one which is not a good thing. But I thought, ‘Anyway, 
I think, well, shit, maybe I’m going to do this just to prove to these racist people that 
blackfellas can work’. So, we do it [administer a programme]. And then they come 
back and say, ‘You’re doing a great job. It’s working’. And I say, ‘No, what’s working 
is that we’re managing your program, just your program. It’s not working for the 
mob out there’.

Community Sector: [About RJCP and CDEP] I’m of the view that any change [would 
be] good change. I don’t care what it is. [To other participants] you’d probably share 
it too … I’ve never been a part of blackfella program that’s so, so detrimental to, not 
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only to the individual but to the community. So, any change as far as I’m concerned 
would be good because you can’t – I don’t think but I hope, hope it can’t get any 
worse.

Governments sometimes can’t find a bidder for a service contract in a particular 
area of need and have to sub-contract to themselves; community organisations 
may step in to administer programmes that they fundamentally disagree with; but, 
as the NGO below complains, in other areas there is widespread over-servicing.

NGO Sector: it makes being vulnerable a full-time job … then they want 
people to move into employment outcomes and they’re like, ‘Well hang on, 

I can’t, I’ve got 10 service delivery meetings this week’.

NGO Sector: We’ve ended up with three funded [same sector] programmes, all 
chasing the same clients. And none of them seem to be working very well, because 
of it. And so, there’s an over-investment. This is the other thing, you know, that 
when you become issue driven, you over-invest in that issue. And then you over-
service. And so, you’ve got these core families inside communities, who we all 
come in contact with quite regularly, who are getting, like, 30 services, all focused 
in on them. And it makes being vulnerable a full-time job. …then they want people 
to move into employment outcomes and they’re like, ‘Well hang on, I can’t, I’ve got 
10 service delivery meetings this week’.

A public service manager believes government’s inability to react rapidly and 
flexibly compounds the problem of finding the right service provider at the right 
price and at the right time. This practitioner also asks the important question: if you 
know you are setting up a problem for the future, isn’t it better to own it right now 
and try to get on top of it?

Government Sector:  It’s the length of time that it takes for things to happen. So, 
the government can go out, test the market, and say, ‘If we were to do this, are 
there any providers in this space’? So, it’s a feasibility [study] to see are there going 
to be people to run [a particular service]. Yes, there were. It was overwhelming in 
terms of who was in the space to run it. Take all the time for government to then 
build a building, and go back and test that same market, ‘Where are you now’? 
And [sometimes] people [still] want to run it because government will subsidise 
it for a certain period of years, but they’ll only run it for that set period of years. 
And then, what happens after that? Then it becomes our problem. So, do we make 
it our problem from the start, or try and pick up something that [has fallen apart 
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when the contract runs out]? [Then there is the issue of ] ‘What do you charge’? A 
lot of private providers are saying to us, ‘We don’t want to charge because a lot of 
the people that will be [using the service] have got massive Centrelink debt. So, 
you won’t get any revenue from them anyway, unless you can strike a deal with 
Centrelink to wipe their debt. This is one government agency against another. No 
one will run [the service].

Government Sector:  What I’m seeing is where government is engaging an 
organisation to deliver a service more and more the governments are saying, 
‘We just want to deal with one organisation, and we want to deal with you on a 
pure contract basis. The issues around that service that you encounter, that’s your 
business’. So, government is distancing itself from the community and the issues in 
the community. All they’re interested in is that you deliver a service and you meet 
their KPIs in the delivery of that service. And they deal with the contractor. The 
government doesn’t deal with the communities anymore, that’s what I’m seeing, 
and it’s really frustrating. The government likes to deal with one organisation. Much 
cheaper to deal that way. Trying to deal with four or five organisations delivering 
services, too expensive, too much problems, too much trouble. Narrow it down 
to one – normally a big organisation, well established, well-known – and that one 
organisation delivers the services.

NGO Sector: If we continue to have the types of procurement processes that we do 
at the present, then they’re going to have no greater success than what we’ve been 
able to achieve, because the constraint exists inside the procurement model. The 
constraint is not about the quality of the service that you can deliver and the types 
of change that you can bring about.

Many government managers are aware that greater engagement of local people 
would mitigate many of these problems, and that there is a cultural disconnection 
between the public service world view and local perceptions. They even agree that 
there should be cross-cultural awareness programmes to address this, but they 
founder when considering the necessary resources.

Government Sector: I don’t think we have a particularly culturally 
competent workforce within government. We’ve got shades of brilliance, 

but you’ve got a lot of people that could go a long way along their 
culturally competent journey.

Government Sector: [Speaker 1]: I think government speaks a certain language, you 
know, it’s a different language [to Aboriginal people’s]. We’ve often got drivers as 
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they do. I mean, it’s their world, it’s their life. And yet we have government workers 
that come into the Kimberley, never worked in the Kimberley before, come from a 
fairly naïve space. And, [Aboriginal community members and leaders] they’ve seen 
it all before, here we go again. [They are] sick of the talk fest and want some action, 
, want some, I suppose, ability to be able to control a bit more what’s going on. [But] 
from our [government managers’] point of view [on the other hand] some of the 
levels of frustration is about [getting] that consistent participation. People turn up 
for a bit and then they’re not here for two months. I [think] then, ‘Well, if you’re not 
here you can’t change the conversation. You have to be around the table to change 
the conversation. And I’m not saying this is the right table. Tell me what the right 
table is’. But, I don’t care what table it is. Call it what you like. So, I…we rely a lot 
on our Aboriginal leaders. They’re pulled in a whole range of different directions. 
Unrealistically so. And, , they struggle within their own organisations, in terms of 
succession planning, capability, etcetera. And I don’t think we have a particularly 
culturally competent workforce within government. We’ve got shades of brilliance, 
but you’ve got a lot of people that could go a long way along their culturally 
competent journey. I think that needs to be an investment by government. But 
there’s no appetite [for it]. We’ve put a proposal up to look at what a culturally 
competent framework for government could be in the Kimberley. But it’s dollars 
because it’s – [we] have done some preliminary discussions here in [a town with a 
leading Aboriginal community organisation] and it’s expensive.

[Speaker 2]: Yeah, it is.

[Speaker 1]: But it’s what’s required.

[Speaker 2]: It’s worth it.

[Speaker 1]: It’s worth it.

Interviewer: It’s critical even for internal engagement. You have so many indigenous 
staff. It’s a workplace issue as much as a community issue.

Community Sector: Younger [Aboriginal] people are put in positions where they 
have to compromise within the bureaucracy. While you have a neo liberal economic 
model that really predicates mining, agriculture, and to a lesser degree tourism 
in this state, as it’s been since 1901, then people are put in difficult positions and 
younger people are most vulnerable. So that frank and fearless advice that the 
bureaucrat is supposed to present doesn’t necessarily get presented, because 
the mechanics of the departments, the way they work, or the external influences 
on those departments, sometimes means the advice is compromised and it’s not 
necessarily in favour of the Aboriginal community.
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Providers know that the problem of service delivery coordination at the small-
scale local and internal levels is also evident at the level of macro policy and state/
commonwealth relations.

Community Sector: Indigenous Coordination Centres were set up for that very 
purpose, to bring those Commonwealth government agencies together to work 
more collaboratively and to start to take [away] those siloed approaches. And 
they’ve been an epic failure, and continue to be between state, Commonwealth 
and local government, and we’re still caught in the middle trying to improve 
the way we collaborate, improve the way we deliver our services not just to our 
immediate mob, or to the area which we’re tied to, but then being expected, like 
[person’s name] just said, to deliver [our service] across the west Kimberley. And 
those organisations do it because we try and hold on to that hope for our mob, and 
keep it more local than an Eastern States [organisation] coming in and delivering it, 
who is far removed from any of our community and understanding the needs and 
the challenges that our community faces on a day to day basis.

NGO Sector: The communities who get the support and start functioning and doing 
what they want to do and then, bang, the funding’s withdrawn and they’re just left, 
and they’ve seen that historically. And so, there’s such a degree of cynicism about, 
‘Oh, here we go, here comes another program, you beaut, we’re gonna change the 
world’, you know.  And then they’re like, ‘Oh, okay, what’s happened to that, yep, 
they’re gone’. So, it’s…we’re on this treadmill of whatever the political flavour of 
the day is currently.

Government Sector:  I can think of one [major issue], and that is the state government 
having shared outcomes across government. We haven’t even got that. So, if you 
are Health, if you are Education, Child Protection, what are your shared outcomes 
in relation to children being safe, rates of youth incarceration? I think that’s just 
fundamental to what we’re trying achieve. If we’re all working to that end, and I 
think the most straightforward one is let’s ensure that kids get an education,? Is 
it Health’s responsibility that they get an education? Directly ‘no’, indirectly ‘yes’. 
And likewise, for all the other agencies, whether or not it’s environmental health or 
regional development or housing or whatever. That is the fundamental issue, I think, 
we grapple with in the Kimberley with kids just not having access to opportunities.

Clearly, public service managers are thinking about structural issues as much as 
local problems in their service delivery. They see organisational impediments 
between state and Commonwealth jurisdictions; within their hierarchy; across 
departments; and also arising from competing timelines.
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Government Sector:  I have very similar conversations that [name of other speaker] 
has just raised with my Executive of ‘Where would you like me to put my energy’? I 
can put my energy internally, into the organisation and get improved compliance 
on a number of the things that I am not doing so well at. But my end game is to 
improve relationships with community, because the Department itself has such 
historical barriers to working with the Aboriginal community, I’m going back to the 
Native Welfare [Dept]  You know, relationships take so much longer, and trust is so 
much more important, than all of those things. So, I can put my energy in [to simply 
increasing compliance] but I’d lose all of that [relationships, trust etc]] or I can put 
my energy out and that thing will fall down. So there’s a real struggle with that.

Interviewer:  Can I just ask, so the regional offices like the government up here – are 
they more understanding [than remote managers in Perth and Canberra]? 

Government Sector: [Speaker 1] There are hard and fast rules, but the way they [the 
local managers] go about it would be in an approachable sense.

[Speaker 2] Their level of engagement.

[Speaker 1] Yeah, that level of …

[Speaker 3] They get that – yeah.

[Speaker 2]: They’re still confined by …

[Speaker 1]: The boundaries in which they operate in.

Government Sector: I would like to see legal lines of demarcation fixed up or 
removed so that services can be delivered, and you can identify responsible 
organisations to deliver the service. To give you an example, community roads. 
You might have one road to the community going across shire land which they’re 
responsible for, across ALT [Aboriginal Land Trust, WA Govt body] land which ALT 
is responsible for, across the pastoral lease which the pastoralist is responsible for, 
and then to a community. And the biggest cry probably, in all of the Kimberley, is, 
‘Fix up our roads!’. Everybody stands there and points their finger at one another 
and says, ‘You’re responsible for that bit, you’re responsible for that bit’, and 
it’s a nightmare and the road doesn’t get fixed because of these different legal 
demarcations of who is responsible. It’s the same with municipal services. We’ve 
got one organisation delivering municipal service to some communities, and other 
communities not getting any. We’ve got a location on the Gibb River Road there 
where the Shire stuck up a sign saying ‘garbage dump here’. All the tourists are 
going up and down and dumping all their rubbish into the community’s rubbish 
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dump. And so, the rubbish tip there that had a life of five years has got a life of 18 
months. We’ve got problems like that happening. It would be good if the Shire did 
take responsibility for a range of municipal services so that people can go to the 
Shire, and the Shire has an office in Derby, has a Shire office in Fitzroy Crossing, 
and people can go to the Shire and talk to them about municipal services in their 
community. They don’t have to deliver it [directly], but they’d be responsible for it. 
Those sorts of lines of legal demarcation between the responsibilities of different 
service providers, I’d really like to see that cleared up so that we can say, ‘You are 
responsible for this. You don’t have to deliver the services, but you’re responsible 
for it’. The community’s been screaming out for that for a long while too. We want 
to know who to go to, who’s responsible.

NGO Sector: The problem is that, even though there’s this aim towards an integrated 
service provision model, we still have, Health Department funding, we still have 
the MediHealth commission, we still have the Department of Communities, we still 
have the Department of Justice, they’re all providing funding. And then we have 
the further breakdown, we have state and federal. So, we have all of those areas 
funded by both state and federal and they can be in opposition. Or they could 
be complementary, in that they are the same model, targeting the same group 
of people, [but] funding two different organisations to deliver exactly the same 
thing in the same community. This is where the communities start to become tired, 
or service weary. Because we’re all knocking on their door all the time going, ‘Oh, 
we need to come and talk to you, we need to come and talk to you, we need to 
come and talk to you, we need to come and talk to you’. And that’s very tiring for, 
particularly for the smaller communities.

Government Sector: [Current arrangements] were never intended to be permanent 
- they were intended to be transitional. We were – everything was transitional. And 
what happens is you get caught up in permanent machinery. But if you don’t see 
it in historical terms, you don’t see that this was never meant to be like this for 
ever. You do need the Commonwealth and the state sitting down with Aboriginal 
leaders in a region like the Kimberley and saying, ‘Well, let’s work this out’. 

The participants have referenced frequent (failed) large scale policy frameworks 
to promote better coordination across jurisdictions, sectors and government 
departments. More pragmatic local initiatives to achieve the same ends are also 
underway.

Government Sector: I think one of the things that a number of us in the room are 
engaged in is District Leadership Groups. That was something that was put through 
a cabinet submission. Having state government, Commonwealth government, 
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local government, and not-for-profit around the table. And the more [we move] 
into that space, we know that there needs to be greater local decision making [for 
public service managers]. Being able to have some control of the money, being able 
to combine our – the various – budgets for a particular cohort or issue. [person’s 
name], who is our boss, he talks about it’s quite scary giving away that level of 
decision making and authority to the region because, there’s a fair amount of risk 
involved. But I think we will get there. Not on all things, but being able to have 
some regional decision making collectively, including Aboriginal organisations, so 
that we can say, ‘We need this for this and this is where we want our money’.

NGO Sector: [The District Leadership Group or DLG is] supposed to coordinate 
government service provision within the region, the east and west [Kimberley], 
and then it has also representatives from the Aboriginal community and 
representatives from the NGO sector. [One locality] is part of the pilot around [a 
particular Aboriginal cohort]. It’s around empowering and mobilising community 
around the [this cohort] and elevating that authority. And that’s been interesting, 
because it’s been challenging the status quo. The DLG workgroup will say that 
they’re the co-chairs and they’re in charge, but the response will come back on 
‘Well, hang on, why are you setting an agenda? It’s our community, our people. You 
need to first discuss this with us. We’ll work with you to do up an agenda’. 

As the next segment shows, NGO workers can become very animated about being 
caught in the crossfire between the state, Commonwealth, and philanthropic 
funders, also seeing this hostile reaction as an attack on their autonomy to mix and 
match sources to meet complex needs.

NGO Sector: And they said, ‘Ah, federal government shouldn’t be doing 
anything without asking the state government. No, we don’t want to 

cooperate”. And I said, ‘Can you put that in writing’? ‘Nah’.

NGO Sector [Speaker1]: So, [we do] a lot of work with [various state government 
entities]. And even then, the state government in that meeting room the other 
week, I said, ‘Well, we’ve got some federal funding to get as a one-off to buy 
these renewables, possibly, they’re really supporting us to go for it’, and they said, 
‘Ah, federal government shouldn’t be doing anything without asking the state 
government. No, we don’t want to cooperate”. And I said, ‘Can you put that in 
writing’? ‘Nah’.  

[Speaker 2]: The stuff that’s happening is a result of [a private resource-extraction 
corporation’s] funding. So [this] funding is around community strategy. And what 
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that does create is exactly what you described. All of a sudden, they [government 
agencies] can’t control that, they can’t control it. At that moment, they’re [thinking], 
’What’s happening now is that they’re wrestling power away from government’. I 
got told off by [a state government agency] who said, because I went for a grant to 
fund some training … for the community (the community, this is part of their plan) 
I went for a national … grant. We didn’t get it, but I got told off because, they said, 
‘You should not be going for any grants without consulting us’. 

Interviewer: So, government’s happy if you’re out there doing things government 
wants you doing?

[Speaker 2]: Yes.

Interviewer: But less happy if you start doing other things. Is that the essence of it?

[Speaker 1]: Which goes against what they say because they say they want …

[Speaker 2]: You’re not able to do a place-based response. You’re not able, right, to 
enact a place-based response.  

[Speaker 1]: Yeah, yeah, yeah.  

[Speaker 2]: So, we are either[using?] federally-imposed models, and they are 
imposed models, or they’re state-imposed models, where they determine the type 
of service they want, they determine who your cohort is, they determine how you 
will report back with respect to that. What they do is they put a pile of money on to 
the table and they say, ‘Right’… And the only place-based response that’s associated 
with that is that we then provide them with what’s called a service delivery model, 
but it’s all got these parameters set around it.  

[Speaker 4]: Yes. Yeah. They’re off-the-shelf KPIs [Key Performance Indicators] that 
they’ve to fit it all into.  

NGO Sector: When they talk about increasing the spend in one area, that 
money’s coming from another area. And so, what we get is this reshuffling 

of the deck chairs, you know. And it’s like musical chairs all the time. 
Whoever gets to sit down quickest gets a chair… we’re in this constant 

state of change, change, change, change, change, change, change.

Interviewer: So why do they want you …? What’s the value then? Why do they want 
you if it’s so constrained?
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[Speaker 1]: Because I think they [government personnel] don’t understand what 
they want. So, they’ll use words like ‘grassroots’ and ‘place based’ and ‘community 
development’, but then as soon as you start to head down that line in a way that 
is authentically doing the stuff that you say you’re doing, then I think it’s a feeling 
of loss of power. Or perhaps that, I don’t know, sometimes I think some of it comes 
back to them wanting to have the ideas – ‘we did this, or we funded this’. 

[Speaker 5]: And they talk about new investment in [a particular service area] or 
new investment in [a sub-set of that area], but as I say to everybody that I come in 
contact with, ‘There are only 52 cards in our deck [in this service area], and that’s 
it’. When they talk about increasing the spend in one area, that money’s coming 
from another area. And so, what we get is this reshuffling of the deck chairs. It’s 
like musical chairs all the time. Whoever gets to sit down quickest gets a chair. The 
one who’s too slow loses their chair. And that’s a big problem for us because it’s 
very hard to get that continuity, get that consistency, to build those relationships 
to enable communities to catch their breath and start to think about the future, 
because we’re in this constant state of change, change, change, change, change, 
change, change. Innovation, innovation. We want something different, we want 
the magic bullet. 

Many public service managers know about these issues, though they cannot discuss 
them so openly, out of a sense of loyalty to their department and government, and 
possibly through fear of reprisal. But they can propose solutions in broad terms.

Government Sector: Rationalise the provider landscape and simplify the 
funding models.

Government Sector: I’d simplify the funding for starters. I don’t know what you’d 
do but … we’ve got [twenty] seven different providers for [one particular area of 
services] in the Kimberley. Is that the right model? Is that the right spending of 
the money? No. What’s the collective amount of dollars [available to this sector] 
and what should it buy and who should we buy it from? So, I don’t know if 
that’s different to other [regions]. 27 different wrap-around service providers. All 
providing variances of the same thing.

So, rationalise the provider landscape and simplify the funding models, which 
simplifies the reporting models and then simplifies the governance required for 
communities and organisations to perform. You can have one community reporting 
four times a year to six different agencies depending on who they’re funded by and 
no wonder they fail or can’t deliver.
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Rationalising the provider pool certainly seems an obvious step forward from the 
perspective of public service contract managers, but it can have bad consequences 
for the competitiveness of Aboriginal community service providers, who are 
reluctant to step outside their traditional cultural jurisdictions, and therefore may 
not be able to compete in a new rationalised landscape.

Community Sector: I’m about to do that tomorrow [discuss taking on services 
outside the organisations traditional jurisdiction]. I’m going to Perth, that’s a 
perfect example, but with a heavy heart. I don’t want to do it. But because  of the 
tender and design, I’ve got to win the contract for the whole of [the West Kimberley] 
[which involves moving beyond the organisation’s traditional area and into other 
Aboriginal territory]. In this contract you can’t sub-contract. And even if I wanted 
to apply for the whole West Kimberley, to put in a tender, I’m going to have to 
have proof – physical proof - that there’s an [organisation] office here [in other West 
Kimberley towns] and staff – the right amount of people. I’ve got to have physical 
proof that I’ve got in [another town, for instance], full staffed, fully functional, fully 
operational. And we get slapped with this. 

It flies in the face of what [our organisation] is all about. Moving into another area 
[while the organisation is locally-governed]. 

Have to go – we’re getting forced to – I’m only having a conversation but I don’t –  I 
feel like I can’t say no to this, although I’ve got my own principles and values about 
these … But what do I do? Take the high moral ground and 40 people haven’t got 
a job? 

Public service managers believe that co-design of programmes will deal with a lot 
of these problems, but are also wary of the negative effects of too much speculative 
consultation without ultimately being able to deliver any concrete change.

Government Sector: We over consult and under deliver….[I] think we 
just have to rely on what we know … there’s not a lot we don’t know…. 

You might decide [for example] that you have a period of the year for 
consultation and all government agencies do their consultation within that 

one period of time.

Government Sector: [Speaker 1] I think on a similar sort of line a lot of agencies are 
now moving towards a partnership, or a co-design, or some sort of community 
consultation process so now we’ve got community consultation every month 
on different sorts of things. Whereas, if we had a mechanism that allowed more 
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comprehensive discussion in the communities around what their needs are, and 
where they see opportunities for those needs to be realised, I think that would be a 
significant move towards both getting the right picture, but also empowering and 
enabling the organisations to, the communities, to be more self-governed, self-
directing. You might decide [for example] that you have a period of the year for 
consultation and all government agencies do their consultation within that one 
period of time. 

[Speaker 2] But [instead] we ask agencies to do that [consult] even around 
[tendering for] our contracts. So, we ask them to go out and consult with the 
community in terms of developing the model that they’re going to be delivering. 
And so, the poor old community gets consulted with yet again. And then there’s 
an expectation, because they don’t know who you are really, whether or not you’re 
from state, Commonwealth or an NGO, and they think they’re going to be getting 
this service – but it’s actually only the tendering –the development of the tender, 
so they may not even get the tender– but they put people through the wringer. So 
–, I do think we – well, we know that. 

[Speaker 3] We over-consult and under=deliver.

[Speaker 2] Well, we already know a lot. We think we just have to rely on what we 
know and I think that’s pretty well accepted what we know. There’s not a lot we 
don’t know. It’s pretty much there.

This last speaker introduces a major fault line – between the pragmatic desire of 
all parties to just see someone get on with the job, and, equally, confidence that 
affected people have been consulted and have agreed. The NGO manager below 
characterises this ‘just get on with it approach’ negatively.

NGO Sector: The whole notion of partnership [is reduced to] ‘Let’s just put names 
on a page and set and forget. We’ve done our consultation’. Boom, boom, done, 
then just parachute everything else in.

NGO Sector: And what you’ve hit on is another key point, is that there’s this window 
of consultation, a 10-week window or a six-month window. I mean, the world 
doesn’t work that way. People’s lives don’t work that way, and yet they’ve got to be 
able to articulate whatever that is in a way that’s palatable and could fit into some 
policy, and we need to look at a minimum of five years, if not 10, to be able to look 
at these processes properly.
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Despite this negative perception of them some government managers do think 
deeply about privileging local providers in procurement and ensuring meaningful 
local control.

Government Sector: How do you, through current procurement processes 
[contracting services], invest in and build such capacity that might be quite new? 

Government Sector: You can go through a much longer journey, particularly if 
there’s no service provider in a space. Around testing and seeing … in the area. 
You can even go through the expression of interest process, where you identify 
a number of organisations, and you invest in them over time to bring up their 
capability and capacity. So, you can do it. It just all takes extra work, and process, 
and briefing the [senior management] to make sure your arse is covered in the 
process.

So, on both the NGOs’ and government managers’ side, the understanding of the 
problem is there, the will to change practice is there, but placating higher powers, 
or managing the fall-out from them, is a frequent theme in their discussion, and 
seems to have intensified over the years.

NGO Sector: I’ve been doing this for 25 years, and I’ve been in a constant 
state of change for 25 years. And I actually felt like if I go back to ‘94, I was 
in a much stronger position in ‘94 than I am actually today, in my capacity 

to actually advocate. Because at least we had a degree of certainty, and you 
could advocate for something different.

NGO Sector: The environment now is very politicised. I’m old enough to remember 
the late ‘90s and probably the ‘80s too, when I worked in [a government department] 
for a while. The Director General of the day would happily take the Minister on. 
They’d have good old barnies. At the moment the opportunity to become virtually 
co-opted, or acquiescent or compliant [is] very high. 

I’ve been doing this for 25 years, and I’ve been in a constant state of change for 
25 years. I felt like if I go back to ‘94, I was in a much stronger position in ‘94 than 
I am today, in my capacity to advocate. At least we had a degree of certainty, and 
you could advocate for something different. Where now, they’ve unsettled us all by 
constantly shifting and changing and changing. So, we’re all busy, trying to shift, 
change our models and readjust, write our financial positions and re-implement 
something else, then change the structures again. So, we’re in this reactive state 
rather than being in this active stage where we’re in charge of what we’re doing and 
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we’re moving forward in a really constructive manner.  We’ve been deconstructed 
over time.

Perhaps surprisingly, all parties are capable of seeing the need for a big-picture 
political settlement to give a more productive framework for addressing the highly 
localised problems discussed here.

Community Sector: And, yeah, it is – fundamentally it’s because our 
establishment documents [Commonwealth and state constitutions] don’t 

set up the correct relationships.

Government Sector: I think to get there we do need a serious political commitment 
from both the Commonwealth and the state. [There are] a whole range of issues 
out of Native Title. We can’t keep fighting in the courts forever. We’ve got a lot of 
issues around compensation, and at some stage we’ve got to politically settle. 
What we’re dealing with, we’re not sort of talking about wicked problems, in the 
sense of, western problems of government. We’re talking about the aftermath of 
colonisation and that’s a different issue and it’s a political issue that we’ve got to 
settle. 

Government Sector: I just think it needs to be settled somehow with a high-level 
political commitment. I think it is a national issue, even though we look at regions. I 
think this is where the conversation in Australia is going, I really sense this with, what 
are you going to call it? The word is ‘treaty’ but it is basically a political settlement. 
That is, calling for a settlement of this issue of Aboriginal people’s relationship with 
the nation state of Australia. The problem is we often get caught up in it as the 
‘wicked problem’, you get caught up into the managerial nature of it all and not the 
entrenched political issue of this relationship.

Community Sector: I think it does come back to political power ultimately. …I saw 
lots of words of power and control on the [white]board in the conversation that 
I missed this morning. That’s great. It’s not very fashionable to talk about power 
and control anymore, but it is fundamentally what this is about. Until [there is] a 
treaty at the national level which sets up the relationship between the Australian 
government and the Aboriginal polity, and does it in a respectful way, we don’t even 
have the right conversations going on. We have a system of patronage – a system of 
patronage that you’ve talked about which makes it difficult for those conversations 
to happen. And I have my leadership saying to me all the time, ‘No, I don’t want 
to talk to bureaucrat X from department Y. Send me the political leadership’. Well  
this would never happen in New Zealand. Coming out of the start of the treaty 
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conversations in Victoria, I’m sad to report that that happened by government sort 
of delegating down to the bureaucracy. ‘Okay, bureaucracy, you go out and talk 
to service CEO or leader X’,  it wasn’t a political conversation that happened there. 
Fundamentally it’s because our establishment documents [Commonwealth and 
state constitutions] don’t set up the correct relationships.
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Chapter Three: Competition, Suspicion, 
Complaint Culture, Failure, and Trust
The previous two chapters of this dialogue between service providers for Aboriginal 
people in the Kimberley show up a stark contradiction for each of the sectors 
represented. While all of them use the idioms of cooperation, consultation, co-
design and partnership, all operate in an environment of competitive tender, strict 
policing of key performance indicators, and hierarchical accountability. Each of the 
three sectors represented here navigate the contradictions of this environment 
with skill, but it particularly disadvantages the Aboriginal community sector as the 
history of their organisations, as well as their communities’ cultural expectations, 
put them at a disadvantage in a market-oriented service economy. Underlying 
these problems are tensions in the underlying relationship between Aboriginal 
people and the colonial settler state.

Trust is a major issue. Outsourcing government services, particularly to non-
Indigenous NGOs with remote headquarters, can simply replicate the disconnect 
from local knowledge that public service managers also struggle with. Apart from 
inefficiencies introduced by distance from headquarters, the market for services 
allows accusations to be made that a market competitor is only driven by economic 
motives, and not by commitment to Aboriginal development. This mistrust is 
sometimes evident in all three sectors. Competition for funds through contracts 
leads to suspicion among service providers, and fear that criticism of their service 
by Aboriginal clients will have economic consequences. There is, then, a pervasive 
atmosphere of mistrust. Also, the possibility of recrimination from government for 
stepping out of line, leading to de-funding, is recognised across the board. The 
NGO sector and Aboriginal community leaders deal with their vulnerability to 
criticism and backlash from their funders by trying to establish their own financial 
resources to allow themselves some degree of autonomy.

As in many fields of endeavour, criticism and backbiting are endemic, but this is only 
one element of a complex dialogue and multifaceted relationships. In the complex 
area of Aboriginal support and development it’s not surprising that there is conflict, 
suspicion and criticism - particularly in a competitive marketplace. But this is not 
the whole story. All providers and funders also recognise their interdependence 
with each other and the need for trust in their relationships, as well as between 
them and Aboriginal communities. Trust is a theme consistently woven through 
the conversation. Most parties agree that personal characteristics, particularly the 
ability to work with little structural support, are important qualities in an effective 
local level service provider. So how does trust develop? Contributors to these 
dialogues agreed that the quality of the individual is important, but trust can only 
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develop where there is continuity, and that person can stay in place over time. 
Current management practice mitigates against this, and it is only the Aboriginal 
leaders who can commit to long-term engagement.

The spectre that haunts competition for funding, and with it the undercurrent of 
suspicion and criticism, is the accusation of failure. The stigma of failure must be 
avoided as a curse, most evidently by government, and, as a knock-on effect, also by 
those who are funded by government. The potential for failure is also a live issue for 
government managers. Just the mention of failure led to an animated discussion in 
one of the workshops. Fear of the consequences of future failure, or the perception 
of failure, can lead to lack of collegiate communication and transparency between 
partner agencies and the organisations providing a service. If public servants are 
to become agile, innovative, pivoting flexible creative partners, embodying all of 
these managerialist buzz words, they must be indemnified against faultless failure. 
For political reasons, this is never likely to happen.

Community Sector: It made me think as [Justice North] was speaking about the 
Karajarri and Rubibi Native Title claims that the relationship with government in that 
Native Title frame was very different back then. It was an adversarial relationship and 
that was characterised by the fact that at least six, maybe seven, Native Title claims 
here in the Kimberley were litigated as opposed to consent negotiations –some all 
the way to the High Court. So, I think we do have an interesting space for that sort 
of dialogue [with government] today because I wonder whether that adversarial 
relationship has been tempered at all, or alternatively I wonder if the nature of the 
relationship has changed [ie are we inevitably in an adversarial relationship with 
government at all times].

Community Sector: At an organisational level, you have to be positioned and 
you have to understand the language that’s being talked to be able to get in and 
go. Let alone understand the strategy. Let alone to understand the nuances that 
governments of all forms are trying to suggest to people, ‘Here’s the way forward’ 
as opposed to, ‘What do you think the way forward is [person’s name] or [person’s 
name]’.. That space  still doesn’t necessarily emerge for that question to be asked in 
communities.

Community Sector: That kind of professional distance thing has actually 
created a really quite toxic ‘us and them’.

Community Sector: There’s seen within government [that] it’s a poor procurement 
practice to engage with people in the design process. They need to be protected 
legally and to be objectively able to observe the services so that they can rank 
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you as suitable or not suitable and re-fund you or not re-fund you. That kind of 
professional distance thing has created a really quite toxic ‘us and them’. The way for 
us to be able to work together doesn’t currently exist structurally. That is probably 
the most significant barrier.

Community Sector: We have a moral dilemma of how much we’re going to play a 
game of manipulation, of trying to use [government contracting procedures and 
policies] to our advantage without compromising our obligation to community. 
That’s a challenge, and all of you know that. I look at [person in the room] and 
[person in the room] and [person in the room] and, that’s exactly what we do. We 
come to a point of how do we try and be strategic and manipulate  this situation 
to the advantage and betterment of what we’re trying to achieve here. We have to 
learn to do that and we do. We learn how to do that stuff and do it well, hopefully, 
without being seen to be a sell out to our communities.

The strategic manipulation mentioned by this community manager is also a skill 
applied in the non-Indigenous NGO sector, and it brushes up against dishonestly 
bending the strict interpretation of tendering and contracting rules.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 1]: I think the interesting thing is talking about juggling and 
everyone chasing contracts and dollars, we were talking about recruitment and 
retention earlier. You get a pool of highly skilled people that have worked within 
these remote environments who are not undervalued by their organisations 
but undervalued by the government contractors [governments in their role as 
contractor of services]. Because of the terms of the contracts. So, you get really 
good skills and you get a contract that’s only for 12 months, and the organisation 
can’t afford to retain that person, so you lose that person. Then another three 
months [goes by] and the government says, ‘I think we’re going to give you that 
funding now. We’re going to give you a little bit because things are dropping off’. 
You start the recruitment process again, you’ve got to get another skilled person 
who doesn’t have that network etc. so you’re chasing that tail, you’re not being 
effective long-term with your sustainable workforce.

[Speaker 2]: But that [is detrimental]to the community and then the organisation 
will keep that person on using some other funds, knowing that it’s all wrong, 
hoping that the funds come through for you. And if they don’t then there’s a big 
fuss and they’re accused of rorting and corruption, and bad management and so 
on. But the bad management is on the government’s side. 
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Community Sector: And so, we’ve got a rule – we’ll bend the rule to its 
umpteenth limit of credibility. We don’t break it…. We understand what 
our need is. You don’t…. And the next thing was you’re probably ringing 
the PMC [Dept Prime Minister and Cabinet] manager and saying ‘I want 

them investigated’.

Community Sector: We call it innovation or maybe consent. And they say, ‘So you 
lied to us’. And I say, ‘Well, do you want to have that discussion? Partnership, working 
together, co-design, whatever buzzword you want to use. , I understand a bit about 
management […] so I think I can speak equally with you on that subject. So, ask 
yourself this – I’ll ask you – I’ll reverse the question to you. Is that the sign of a good 
relationship or a good partnership that the culture of that partner shifted? Do I 
lie? I like to call it being creative’. And so, we’ve got a rule – we’ll bend the rule to 
its umpteenth limit of credibility. We don’t break it. And so, do I lie? Well, you make 
your own mind up, but I’m being up front but the system forces us, so what does 
it say about the system? And you want to talk about co-design? We have to find 
ways – I like the word innovative - to be innovative so that our mob get [what they 
need]. ‘We understand what our need is. You don’t. You make the policy. So, we’re 
doing you a favour, mate, in terms of making it fit for us’. But I knew you’d say, well, 
you’ve asked me a million times about, ‘do we lie?’ and the next thing was you’re 
probably ringing the PMC [Dept Prime Minister and Cabinet] manager and saying ‘I 
want them investigated’ and you’ve done all that in my life and we’ve passed with 
flying colours, so it just gives testament to stretching the rules, not breaking them. 
But have a look at the system because you force us to do that. I don’t like doing 
that any more than you. It should be transparent, and we’re all on the same page. 
That’s idealism but I won’t use the word – ‘we lied to you’. That is the whole thing 
about the disconnect; they talk about co-design, partnership, all the rest of it. All 
we’re saying is, let us sit at the table with you in policies that affect us. The Prime 
Minister’s current catchcry is, ‘We do things with you, not to you’. 

One of the unintended consequences of setting up a false market to encourage 
competition is that it can penalise success and contract incompetence, as these 
non-Indigenous NGO managers point out.

NGO Sector: Because they’d run it, they were realistic about how much 
it costs to run. And then [the contract] goes to someone else who’s 

struggling because it should have probably gone for the price it was going 
for…. money makes the decision, not capabilities.
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NGO Sector: [Speaker 1]: That was part of the money thing, like you were saying, 
with competition. That’s where you might lose someone who developed, like [this 
organisation], developed that and were running that. But, because they’d run it, 
they were realistic about how much it costs to run. And then [the contract] goes to 
someone else who’s struggling because , it should have probably gone for the price 
it was going for. And you end up with another organisation that’s going to really 
struggle because they’ve put cheaper prices in the contract, but they haven’t got 
enough money to do it the way that it needs to be done, and that’s the problem. 
Which is that money makes the decision, not capabilities.  It went to someone 
because they put in a lower offer, but based on the amount of money they’ve got 
to do that, that’s the reason why it’s once again not as successful, because they 
have to go so many distances

[Speaker 2]: Ironically, [an Aboriginal-controlled multi-functional organisation] 
missed out on the contract that it helped dream up, the [town-based social 
programme], when it was last let. They missed out, which caused the then Director 
General much grief, I think. But they lost out on price and market forces. 

[Speaker 3]: I heard that this was their baby from the start, and they lost it. Mind 
you, that’s the approach [this Aboriginal organisation] has championed since the 
start so it comes around, I guess.  

Regional public service managers acknowledge these unintended negative 
outcomes of the competitive environment, whether it involves the Aboriginal 
community sector or non-Indigenous NGOs.

Government Sector: [Mainstream NGOs are] challenged by their international 
partners [in the field of international development], ‘What are you doing about 
Aboriginal Australia? We know how appalling that situation is so you come and 
work here in Bangladesh or wherever, but what are you doing at home’? They’re 
challenged by that so that’s part of the motivation [to bid for contracts in Aboriginal 
services]. I think that they are also now increasingly,  particularly in the last 15-20 
years,  pushing to get more contracts because that is their business model. The 
Commonwealth government, … has been quite keen to engage them, I think. 
Thinking that they would deliver more effectively, but my observation is that you 
can’t assume that they will. Some of them will, but it will often depend on the 
individual people that they have, their knowledge, expertise, context, all the rest 
of it.
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Outsourcing government services to non-Indigenous NGOs with remote 
headquarters can simply replicate the disconnect from local knowledge that public 
service managers also struggle with.

NGO Sector: We’ve all got a head office in [a major city], which certainly drives me to 
distraction. Because most of them haven’t been up here and …They hire Hyundai 
Jazz’s or whatever they’re called for you to drive to Derby. It’s challenging, even the 
distance factor, let alone most haven’t seen red dirt …

Government Sector: I’m in one of [several] regions that’s aligned to a central 
team in Perth [Head Office].That in itself is complex in terms of setting strategic 
directions centrally, and how it plays out differently across [these] different regions. 
The relationships and how you work in the Kimberley are completely different to 
the relationships and the way you work in the Great Southern [for example]. I just 
had [another] regional director covering me for the last two weeks, who said, ‘It’s 
like another country here’.  You almost need a different structure to be managing 
strategic relationships on the ground with somebody  sort of deputised to be 
managing all the operational things that are happening. It’s almost a full-time job 
managing relationships and inter-agency work. Looking at the [public value theory 
of the strategic] triangle, you do find yourself in that struggle, in the Kimberley. 
The idea is that you have an authorised environment [under this theory] who 
is your public sector lead, and you are following [the] strategic direction of that 
public sector lead, but you’re also heavily driven by your inter-agency partnership 
and working with Aboriginal communities and Aboriginal community controlled 
organisations and the Aboriginal [sector that I am working with]. It’s very, very 
complex. You often feel a bit isolated or a bit torn between what you need to be 
delivering from a public value perspective and what you’re trying to deliver in a 
purely operation sense, the work as a public sector employee. If that makes sense?

Apart from inefficiencies introduced by distance from headquarters, the market for 
services also allows accusations to be made that a market competitor is only driven 
by economic motives and not by commitment to Aboriginal development. This is 
sometimes evident in all three sectors.

Community Sector: We do it because we have to. If I didn’t have to, I 
wouldn’t do it. I’d say, ‘No,  give it to Red Cross or Anglicare or Frontier 

Services. Someone who will rip you off and who don’t care about our mob’.

Community Sector: Like I just said, we do it [tender for a project] because we have 
to. If I didn’t have to, I wouldn’t do it. I’d say, No, give it to Red Cross or Anglicare 
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or Frontier Services. Someone who will rip you off and who don’t care about our 
mob. They say they do, but I don’t know about that. [Competitive tendering] takes 
away a lot of focus from an organisation perspective, focus on real community 
development. 

Government Sector: [Our] community consultation said a lot about the way 
government doesn’t deliver services in the best possible way. But they [also] say a 
lot about how Aboriginal organisations don’t deliver services in the right way either. 
A lot of nepotism. Failure to carry out, the purpose of their contracts. High turnover 
[of staff] – the usual sort of struggles. I think unless there is that investment in their 
capability and people development, we will continue to be on that tune.

NGO Sector: There’s also preferential contracting [a nascent programme where 
Aboriginal organisations get a weighting in their tendering for the fact they are 
Aboriginal]. There are others [? organisations] that are looking at this in terms of 
their own back pockets and wanting to see how that could pop off some of their 
own financial woes. I think [ACCOs] demanding that these contracts go to them 
because they’re part of that community, using that pretence to demand contracts 
be given, but without them having prior experience in delivering that work or 
having the capacity to do it, there’s a [breach of ] duty of care because these are 
vulnerable [community members who need the service].

Government Sector: I don’t know how we come to a place where there’s a 
level of comfort about the fact that we work well in partnership, Aboriginal, 

non-Aboriginal people, for the whole of the community…. it’s a real 
tricky place to be,. With that historical legacy that sits behind that. How 

comfortable is it to work in that place in that way, being able to do really 
hard work with families who have been impacted by colonisation and you 
don’t want to be seen to be aligned to that but it’s important that you do 

that work?

Government Sector: I think the other question that you haven’t asked is the reverse 
of what you did ask, which is, ‘Do we believe that non-Aboriginal people can 
work well with Aboriginal people’? I think that comes up a lot, , we need to satisfy 
Aboriginal people [that we are engaging well with them]. And yet sometimes my 
[Aboriginal] staff have huge challenges servicing their Aboriginal community, 
colleagues, family,. I think there has to be some middle ground and that’s really 
hard to find sometimes, because there will be people that say, ‘You guys shouldn’t 
be there. It should be all Aboriginal workers [in this particular sector]’. And other 
people say, ‘Oh no, you have to have some non-Aboriginal people in there because 
I don’t want to talk to that person, I’ll be related to them’. I don’t know how we 
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come to a place where there’s a level of comfort about the fact that we work well 
in partnership, Aboriginal, non-Aboriginal people, for the whole of the community. 
[You] asked what some of the frustrations are. At times, a frustration for both my 
Aboriginal and my non-Aboriginal staff on the front line …my Aboriginal staff get 
stuck in community at times, and [people to say to them], ‘You think you’re better 
than other people, you’re working in [a particular field with impact on families]’. 
And non-Aboriginal staff get the same., It’s a real tricky place to be. With that 
historical legacy that sits behind that. How comfortable is it to work in that place in 
that way, being able to do really hard work with families who have been impacted 
by colonisation and you don’t want to be seen to be aligned to that but also it’s 
important that you do that work. 

Community Sector: The question to ask is, within these organisations that have 
responsibility for the care, the duty of care, of those communities, to look at all 
mechanisms to improve the lives of individual people. But the [cultural] mechanism, 
and the individuals that use those mechanisms, all do it with self-interest. This self-
interest plagues our future. There is no denying it and it’s the elephant in the room. 

Community Sector: Aboriginal people, what’s our central core? It’s our law and our 
culture. That’s what gives us our identity and our belonging. And even that’s to 
a degree been pushed aside by – why? Because the government forced that. If 
you look at what happens today, it’s competition and we’ve been forced into that 
commercial competitive space against the big NGOs that come in and bid for our 
funds. And therefore, you have to act commercially, but as I say  the measure of 
any society in this community is not all about the economics. When I look at the 
[national or state-wide annual] budget in this country, that’s always been for … 
the big end of town. I’m now seeing that in our community, it’s [a change in] the 
culture. It’s the culture of Australia. The big end – if you’re fortunate enough to be 
in that big end or make it to the big end, I don’t care about you on the ground.  I’m 
seeing the same thing to a degree. 

The competition for funds through contracts leads to suspicion among service 
providers, and fear that criticism of their service will have economic consequences.

NGO Sector: Because you’re going to have to say the hard, difficult things 
to government, [the things that] the government doesn’t want to hear. 

In some ways, you need to be critical of government.  You know? And so, 
unfortunately, many of us in this sector don’t feel that comfortable in that 

space. Because we have to work in partnership with government. Both 
from a funding perspective but also from a service delivery perspective.
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NGO Sector: What I was going to say before, consultation’s right in theory, but  it’s 
like, what did someone say, it’s like an expo. All the organisations sell their wares.  
They promote and market themselves.  When we’re talking about influence and  
trying to bring about change that’s in the best interests of the people we’ve 
worked with, sometimes you can’t be promoting and marketing yourself to do that 
level of advocacy. Because you’re going to have to say the hard, difficult things 
to government, [the things that] the government doesn’t want to hear. In some 
ways, you need to be critical of government.  You know? Unfortunately, many 
of us in this sector don’t feel that comfortable in that space because we have to 
work in partnership with government, Both from a funding perspective but also 
from a service delivery perspective. When you look at things like [name of a State 
government department], it has social service arms, and it has a funding arm, and 
we’re working in two ways with the same organisation at two different levels. It’s 
very hard to go up to an even higher level, and go up to a DG [Director General], 
and then start working at the DG level, or right from the upper bureaucratic level, 
to bring about the type of change that’s required.

NGO Sector: I would argue the benefit is minimal. They say it’s to drive innovation, 
it’s to open up a marketplace, so we can test new ideas. But we’re limited in our 
capacity to test new ideas, because they’re always afraid. So, we’re running in this 
space where the only thing we’re all doing, we’re all doing what the government’s 
telling us to do.  [laughs] Unfortunately.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 1]: The DLG [District Leadership Group] oversee the broader 
strategy and outcomes framework that sits under that. 

[Speaker 2]: They’re supposed to guide or influence, but from the ground up. This 
is the theory. We’ve not necessarily seen the outcomes of that. That’s supposed to 
be able to influence in those key priority areas around policy and things like that 
as well. However, it’s difficult because in [the previously mentioned service area], 
you’ve got everybody competing for funding.  Sometimes it’s hard for agencies to 
put aside their desire to promote the agency and to look at the broader concept 
of what strategically we need to do in the world of [this field of service]. Rather 
than each agency driving or promoting themselves around the program, they 
want to catch this pool of funding. There’re some challenges around that. There’s 
also challenges around the fact that if you do throw something out, like we’ve 
both experienced both in the east and west recently, that might challenge the 
department or challenge a way of working, you can get people going, ‘Shhhh…
don’t speak in the meeting’. I’m like,’ Why? I thought that was what we were doing 
here’. It’s an interesting dynamic. Pretty robust conversations go on in them, but it 
will be interesting to see whether that does influence policy. It does feel like people 
are there, slightly open, but the government still wants to be in control, and is not 
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really wanting to reflect too much on their policies, but more wanting people down 
here – NGOs, everybody – to ‘work together and listen to community - but we’re 
not going to look at our structures and really change those things’. There’s not quite 
that meet-in-the-middle within the departments. In fact, I don’t even think [names 
government department] and all those divisions are on the same page.  

Community Sector: On top of that, where ORIC [Office of the Registrar of Indigenous 
Corporations] comes in - one person writes to ORIC and says ‘. I’m unhappy with 
the decision the organisation has made’. And what happens? We get a major 
investigation. Now, I’m saying, who in the world audits all this government mob? 
Because the way it’s ruled here, we can point to 100 mistakes and 100 objectives 
that don’t fit with where we’re going. But … under the compliance measures 
unfortunately we have to toe the line and – again it comes back to that engagement 
level – I believe we deserve more respect in that space.

Government Sector: It’s not about Aboriginal culture. It’s just about people 
who have got some very bad personalities sometimes, and bad behaviour. 

I find it very difficult to navigate working with Aboriginal organisations 
where sometimes there’s bad behaviour. It’s got nothing to do with culture. 
On the part of the Aboriginal organisation, they’re very quick to condemn 
and go up [the line to politicians or senior management]. But who do I talk 
to, to negotiate that behaviour? You’re kind of left hanging…. How do I get 
to hold someone to account for their behaviour and not be seen as being 

culturally rude or inappropriate?

Government Sector: One of the frustrations I can have at times is that some – not all, 
and it doesn’t happen all the time –Aboriginal [community personnel working in 
our] sector can be very quick to point the finger and blame the state [department in 
the sector] and go very high to do that, so almost bypass the normal conversation. 
Go quite high to the ear of the Minister or ear of the chief. And you don’t quite 
know what you’ve done wrong in the relationship and, in fact, you’ve probably 
gone above and beyond to try and … work [with them]. Sometimes you’re just 
dealing with personalities. It’s not about Aboriginal culture. It’s just about people 
who have got very bad personalities sometimes, and bad behaviour. I find it very 
difficult to navigate working with Aboriginal organisations where sometimes there’s 
bad behaviour. It’s got nothing to do with culture. On the part of the Aboriginal 
organisation, they’re very quick to condemn and go up [the line to politicians or 
senior management]. But who do I talk to to negotiate that behaviour? You’re kind 
of left hanging. You just put your head down and beaver on with your business and 
hope that it blows over. And it does for a couple of months and then something 
will happen, and you think, ‘I had nothing to do with that’. But all of a sudden, 
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you’re back in it again. You think, ‘How do I get to hold someone to account for 
their behaviour and not be seen as being culturally rude or inappropriate’? Because 
what happens very quickly is [that they say], ‘Don’t challenge me on my behaviours. 
This is my community and my town, and I will be however I like, thank you very 
much, because you work for the state, you’re not Aboriginal’. It’s got nothing to do 
with that. It’s just got to do with the fact that you’re being rude. And that makes it 
a really difficult environment to work in at times.

As in many fields of endeavour, criticism and backbiting are endemic, but these are 
only a single aspect of a complex dialogue and multifaceted relationships.

NGO Sector: We’ve got to get smarter, because you can’t come to the table 
… you put your head out of the burrow two inches and you’ll get shot 

down.

NGO Sector: We need to be smarter on getting into the advocacy space. We often 
do. When I had to ring the government and say, ‘You’ve got a house in [name of 
place] which is [dangerous], you’ve got two people living in it …’.  That’s when you 
have to go into the advocacy space, and that did happen. But we’ve got to get 
smarter, because you can’t come to the table, or– we were saying on the plane – 
you put your head out of the burrow two inches and you’ll get shot down.

Interviewer: But let me put this to you – in an ideal world, your partnerships would 
have your back. Why don’t they? 

NGO Sector: Because they want our business. They can have it, but the problem 
is…

NGO Sector: What I find fascinating is – it’s like your relationship with your sister or 
your brother – you’re allowed to say stuff about them to them, but if anyone else 
says anything.That’s what I’ve been quite fascinated with, with one of our partners 
in particular. To our face they give us a hard time quite often. But to government or 
anyone else they’ve got our back I think the strength of the partnership is that it can 
weather conflict, and until it gets to that point, I don’t think you have a partnership. 
And then having heard from other people that, ‘Oh gosh, they were speaking 
eloquently about whatever you’re doing,’ you’re, ‘Really? Okay, that’s encouraging.’ 
So even though it might on-the-ground feel pretty gritty at times, I think it’s that 
principle.
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NGO Sector: When we’ve got the strong partnerships … they’re allowed to 
care for you, and they’ll say, ‘Hands off my NGO’.

[Response]

NGO Sector: I have to disagree with that. I would question whether my 
Indigenous or my non-Indigenous partners would always be working in 

my best interest or the best interest of [my organisation] to be honest. See, 
we’re in a business environment; it’s pretty cut-throat at times.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 1] When we’ve got the strong partnerships … they’re allowed 
to care for you, and they’ll say, ‘Hands off my NGO,’ or whatever it is, because, ‘Yeah, 
I’m working well with him and we like [them]’ 

NGO Sector: [Speaker 2] I have to disagree with that because I would question 
whether my Indigenous or my non-Indigenous partners, would always be working 
in my best interest or the best interest of [my organisation] to be honest. See, we’re 
in a business environment; it’s pretty cut-throat at times. Everybody’s trying to 
strategically position themselves and you are constantly in the frame of doing that, 
particularly at my level; that’s what you’re always trying to do.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 3] Competition for funding, isn’t it?

NGO Sector: [Speaker 2] Well, but it’s just jockeying for position in front of your 
funders. It’s jockeying into position of influence to government. It’s jockeying to 
position for influence within the context of your community. It’s jockeying for 
your influence across your service delivery partners. It’s this constant process of 
jockeying for position. And I’m not saying that people act untowardly but – and 
that’s not to say that I act untowardly either because I don’t necessarily – but there 
are things that you come to understand over time and then you start to realise 
that certain positions that people are taking may not be in your organisation’s best 
interests over the long-term.

Sometimes a service provider can put itself in a position to talk back to government 
without endangering its funding. As in this case where an NGO emphasises it has 
privileged access to local data.

NGO Sector: And I guess that’s been the challenge because the data [collection] has 
been really critical, because that’s really empowered the community to say, ‘Well, 
hang on, if I cross-reference what our families are telling us with what you’re telling 
us, it doesn’t actually make sense.’ Essentially, they’ve been able to use that data to 
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empower. And you can see over the course of observing the project over the last 
18 months how they’ve gradually been elevating that community authority and 
becoming more and more assertive in terms of how things should be serviced and 
delivered in a community, which are challenging the accountability mechanisms. 

NGO Sector: What enabled us to do it over time is challenge the status quo of some 
of the bigger structures. For example, [name of sector] will tell you, ‘We’re doing a 
great job because we’re doing 85 - 90% coverage [name of program] and da, da, da, 
da, da’ – they’ll tell you all that. And community, it’s hard for them to challenge it. 
But when they look at their data and say, ‘Well, if you’re doing this great job in [your 
field] how come the vulnerability domain in “ABC” is 68%, meaning the majority of 
our [people] are doing poorly in [your field], yet you’re telling us you’re doing a great 
job. Yet, when we’ve consulted with our families around these services, they don’t 
have any recognition of it. So, obviously there’s something going on here, so please 
explain.’ And I think, by that governance group being formed, and challenging, and 
the accountability, and the mechanism of going back to them in terms of what are 
the prescribed outcomes it should be seeing, then they can then monitor that and 
challenge that over time. That’s kind of the idealistic kind of vision of where that…
in terms of challenging some of those bigger more structural bodies.

The various sectors and the Aboriginal communities are often in an uneasy 
relationship because of sensitivity to funding pressure on the one hand, and 
departmental or political imperatives on the other. There is, then, a pervasive 
atmosphere of mistrust, and the potential for recrimination for stepping out of line, 
leading to de-funding, is recognised across the board.

Community Sector: And that’s also for leaders and innovators. That’s the risk we 
take, so even our own mob don’t like us because they say, ‘Hey, don’t be saying 
those things. You don’t get punished, we do’. And I say, ‘We shouldn’t have to be 
tiptoeing around. That’s called dictatorship when our views aren’t allowed to be 
expressed.’ ‘ [They say] ‘Sorry, don’t be associated with us because you say some 
bad things and government doesn’t like that and it’s survival’. We understand 
that. But they say, ‘ No, we don’t want you as part of our group.’ And you haven’t 
done anything wrong. It’s that we’re in that position where we have to sometimes 
disagree or pursue issues.

NGO Sector: They reminded me the other day that, ‘ The [service your 
organisation delivers] is funded by the [state government department]’…

NGO Sector: It’s like the mafia guy saying, ‘How are your kids?’…
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NGO Sector: Yeah, , ‘Come at me, guys’.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 1]: So how do you intervene in a system that’s operating like 
this? What is it that you’re able to bring to that, do you think?

NGO Sector: [Speaker 2]: If I don’t deliver a program…. I work in [name of field] and it’s 
not government contracted so I’m not bound to do all those [procedures]. Although 
they [government agency?] do like to threaten that they contract [the service], so 
when I get bolshie and won’t give up because they’re being uncooperative…They 
reminded me the other day that, ‘But the [service your organisation delivers,] is 
funded by the [state government department]’ and I said, ‘Yeah, but I’m not.’  And 
they’re like, ‘Yes, but …’ 

NGO Sector: [Speaker 3]: “It’s like the mafia guy saying, ‘How are your kids?’”.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 2]: Yeah,  ‘Come at me, guys’.

NGO Sector: The DLGs [District Leadership Groups, middle management, cross-
department, cross-jurisdiction liaison] are interesting. I challenged something at 
one of the DLGs around government policy that was misquoted and [later] was 
asked to do that outside of the meeting next time. Not to raise the issue within the 
meeting. I thought the DLG was about raising those issues. As soon as I did it … I 
was, asked politely, ‘Next time you have an issue with government policy, could 
you talk to us outside of the meeting’.

NGO Sector: When one of the [government personnel] was talking about co-design, 
and – I’m just using the rhetoric around co-design – so I kindly interjected and filled 
in the gaps of what was going on. That’s then seen as we’re being belligerent and 
challenging their authority. ‘Well, I was adding to what you’re saying, and giving 
the detail of what was happening. Because we’re working with the guys on the 
ground, you’re not’. It becomes really personal.

NGO Sector: And so, it does put us in this absolutely contradictory position – where 
do we have the right to say things? Do we have such a relationship that’s robust 
enough to be able to withstand that kind of conflict or that kind of disagreement? 
I think we were pretty much defunded over [a disagreement about the impact of a 
Commonwealth government programme outside the Kimberley]. But if you don’t 
advocate then you collude with that structural oppression and it’s wrong that it 
happens that way. I think it’s a risk that you have to take.  
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Interviewer: Are you sensitive to criticism going directly to your funders from 
[Aboriginal people or organisations]?

NGO Sector: [Speaker 1] Yeah.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 2] Yeah.

Interviewer: So, some of you have got to guard your backs as it were?

NGO Sector: [Speaker 1] Yeah.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 2] Always.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 1] Yeah. No, we’re used to being white-anted.

Interviewer: And you could find that government might react in a knee-jerk way to 
criticisms from just about any Aboriginal person that jumps up and grabs hold of a 
telephone or sends an email?

NGO Sector: [Speaker 1] Yeah.

Interviewer: That’s a challenge that you work with.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 2] Yeah.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 3] We go to forums where people are talking about delivery 
of services and you won’t talk, you won’t share your experience, you won’t share 
your knowledge because you’re too scared to say something, where…, you can’t 
speak to people. You can’t be a part of this conversation. I think that’s a problem 
because it doesn’t build the system. It has the capacity to do the alternative, to be 
about the quality of the service because, ultimately, all these services are about 
trying to improve the lives of people. That’s what they all are about. If anybody 
should lose sight of that, and I know, , everything I try and do right around [my 
organisation]. I talk to both my Indigenous and non-Indigenous staff about, ‘That’s 
all we are paid to do. Not paid to do nothing else. We’re not a charity for ourselves. 
We’re not a charity for the people who work for us. We are here to try and improve 
the lives of people. Let’s get back onto that.’ That’s our primary task. I think that in 
some ways is being missed in all of this current debate sadly. Not ours, but more 
broadly…
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The NGO sector and Aboriginal community leaders deal with their vulnerability to 
criticism and backlash from their funders by trying to establish their own financial 
resources to allow themselves some degree of autonomy.

Community Sector: I made it quite clear I don’t want one black cent 
coming from any of those government programs or contracts that I win. 
That’s the CEO [salary] and it allows me to say whatever I want. … I don’t 

draw my wage from those government programs that we get in.

Community Sector: I made it quite clear I don’t want one black cent coming from 
any of those government programs or contracts that I win. That’s the CEO [salary] 
and it allows me to say whatever I want. They can come in and check the books if 
they want. I don’t draw my wage from those government programs that we get 
in. I’ve made it quite clear that my wage gets drawn from all my business so when 
government try and pull me across the thing , I say, ‘ I’m not paid by you, you don’t 
make me get up in the morning’.

NGO Sector: [My parent organisation] is a large [social enterprise] company. From 
the profits made they fund my role so it sits outside of those contracts [that make 
profit for the company], which gives me so much freedom. I’ve got a lot of freedom 
to respond to exactly what the community’s wanting to do and that’s great until 
what you want to do hits something with government, like infrastructure, where 
we need their permission.  

The spectre that haunts competition for funding, and with it the undercurrent of 
suspicion and criticism, is the accusation of failure. The stigma of failure must be 
avoided by government, by those who are funded by government.

NGO Sector: I spend most of my time convincing them how good we are 
at what we’re doing, and massaging our data. I troll over data, day after 
day after day after day, trying to find those trends, trying to find what’s 

demonstrated the outcome to present that back through reports….
Not necessarily delivering meaningful service to the people that we’re 

supposed to be serving.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 1] In our sector, there’s nothing from a reputational damage 
perspective if an organisation puts a huge amount of resource into ensuring that it 
doesn’t fail, because no-one wants it to fail. 

NGO Sector: [Speaker 2] Yeah.
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NGO Sector: [Speaker 3] Yeah.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 1] Right?  Because the government sees you fail…

NGO Sector: [Speaker 3] That’s it.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 1] We could say that we eventually worked in a particular way, 
but that was because we were more fearful of failing to government, than we are 
in delivering service to the community. I spend most of my time convincing them 
how good we are at what we’re doing, and massaging our data. I troll over data, 
day after day after day after day, trying to find those trends, trying to find what’s 
demonstrated the outcome to present that back through reports. That’s what we 
have done, or been very, very good at, [in] our jobs. Talking about what we do. Not 
necessarily delivering meaningful service to the people that we’re supposed to be 
serving but convincing government that we’re doing a very, very good job with the 
money that you are providing us with.

NGO Sector: We all exist because of market failure, otherwise the Uber 
model would prevail and you’d have Skill Hire or somebody in there 

managing properties.

NGO Sector: Because we’re an easy target, we get picked on. I just wish this space 
was a little bit more collegial because it’s tough work. It’s not easy. None of this work 
is easy. In fact, we all exist because of market failure, otherwise the Uber model 
would prevail, and you’d have Skill Hire or somebody in there managing properties. 

NGO Sector: At least I get to go home, walk into my apartment, shut the door. My 
life is turned off from that, you know? Living in [a community], people knock on 
your door a lot more. I can  say, ‘ I’m not answering the door, I’ll pull my curtains 
and hide in my room if I don’t want to answer the door’. I don’t really do that, but 
if you’re sitting in the community member’s house, there’s a constant influx of 
people, and no opportunity to shut the door. I always think when we talk about 
burnout, imagine being on the other end and how that would be.

Government Sector: I think government is often quite afraid of failure, and 
therefore tends to manage failure by distancing itself from failure, which is 
a poor way to manage your risk. So it contracts out its failure, and blames it 
on the Aboriginal organisation for failing, even though they [government] 
may have set the terms and conditions up in such a way that they had to 

fail, or were most likely to fail. Government doesn’t like to fail so it tends to 
double down on failure, and that just makes the situation worse.
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The potential for failure is also a live issue for government managers. Just the 
mention of failure led to an animated discussion.

Interviewer: Can I raise something that I think we’ve touched on, which is what is 
the tolerance of failure? As you were saying, there needs to be a trust environment, 
and risk needs to be assessed. With the network of structures across the Kimberley, 
and the difficulty of relying on it, surely some of it has to do with the consequences 
of failure. What are the consequences of failure for the [government] agency? What 
are the consequence if your Aboriginal partners fail?

Government Sector: [Speaker 1] What’s failure, Patrick?

[Speaker 2] Yeah, what’s failure, Patrick?

[Speaker 1] And when’s failure? When’s the end point that we’re able to say, ‘Oh 
well, that failed’.

[Speaker 2] What is it and when it is?

[Speaker 3] It is an interesting question. I think government is often quite afraid 
of failure, and therefore tends to manage failure by distancing itself from failure, 
which is a poor way to manage your risk. It contracts out its failure, and blames 
it on the Aboriginal organisation for failing, even though they [government] may 
have set the terms and conditions up in such a way that they had to fail, or were 
most likely to fail. And government doesn’t like to fail so it tends to double down 
on failure. And that just makes the situation worse. I’m not quite sure how you 
get around this issue. Certainly, what we’re confronted with at the moment, more 
with this government than the previous government, which I think got itself into a 
situation where it was terrified of further failure. So, I think we’re in a better space.

[Speaker 1] I don’t think we can be doing any worse. I mean, when you think about 
Aboriginal outcomes. You know, [Commonwealth-directed COAG programme], 
etcetera. We can’t be doing any worse.  You [need to] talk about shades of failure. I 
think we’ve been given a bit of permission to go out there, try something different. 
You may fail, but there’s a lesson –  provided that we’re doing things respectfully, 
inclusively, all those things that we try and do every day. I think there is general 
support for that. And, we may get it wrong, and we do get it wrong, for a whole 
range of different reasons. Because it’s about, ‘We won’t do that again’. We’ll go, 
‘Wrong way, go back, try something else’. A lot of things are out of our control. I 
mean, that’s the other thing. There’s things that you can’t just say, ‘Government is 
directly responsible for this failure’. I think it’s a bit of a… collective space, really.
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Government Sector: But you think, ‘If something does go wrong in the next 
five years within this project, who wears it’? … They’ll find somewhere 

in the process that they can pinpoint an individual that made the wrong 
decision at that particular point.

[Speaker 4] There’s a deal we’re working on [in our sector’s government agency], 
and it’s making a lot of people [in the government agency] nervous. My answer 
to that was, ‘Of course it is, because the word innovate is in there. Because it’s 
innovative, and it’s different, and it will make a lot of people really nervous’. And 
so, when you hear people are nervous about it, like State solicitors and whatnot, 
you think, ‘Hang on a minute, where’s this going to [end up] if this doesn’t [work]? 
I believe wholeheartedly [it will work]. It doesn’t keep me awake at night. I think 
it will be great. But you think, ‘If something does go wrong in the next five years 
with this project, who wears it’? Somebody will be…hopefully not,…they’ll find 
somewhere within the process that they can pinpoint an individual that made the 
wrong decision at that particular point.

[Speaker 5] I think there’s different standards, too, of failure – for governmental 
failure and for community organisations. Government constantly fails. It’s almost 
normalised failure in terms of the failure you get of outcomes. And yet if a 
community organisation doesn’t work for all sorts of reasons, the focus is on that. 
So, I can understand that nervousness. 

[Speaker 3] I do wonder whether we have a bigger appetite for failure [than in 
the past], I think currently [we do], but I do worry that the way we’re managing 
failure is moving away from community organisations to your bigger players [to 
mainstream NGOs, not-for-profits and large commercial organisations]. So, we’re 
managing that risk by moving [to] less local.

Fear of the consequences of future failure, or the perception of failure, can lead to 
lack of collegiate communication and transparency between partner agencies and 
the organisations providing a service.

NGO Sector: I’ve been managing an RFT [Request for Tender] to that contract for the 
last three and a half years. Do you think I’ve once sat with government to understand 
how they’re going? Do you think they’ve shared that data? Do you think there’s 
been any experiential learning? Do you think I know if they’re performing better, 
worse or are indifferent? I’ve got no idea. It’s secret squirrels. There’s never been a 
forum in Perth. It’s just not a collegial space. The shared learnings don’t come out.
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Community Sector: What we’ve found is that we can get agreement at the local level 
and we can get agreement at a very senior level, Secretary of the Department level, 
but there’s a lot in-between that blocks all of that. So, we can reach agreement, get 
sign off, and then it’s stopped and we don’t hear anything for a year literally. Or we 
hear, ‘No, sorry that doesn’t meet the [Commonwealth programme’s] culture and 
capability category because it didn’t tick these boxes or whatever’. So even when 
you get agreement you need to be able to understand how the bureaucracy works 
in the middle. Because there’s a whole range of people who are either sceptical, 
[or] fundamentally against the idea that people should be telling [them] what to 
do from outside of government. And they know better because that’s their job and 
they’re managing that process.

Government Sector: [There is] no level of accountability. No evaluation done 
etcetera, etcetera. And on we go. You get the next round of dollars. We don’t hold the 
agencies to account that we fund. We don’t have mechanisms to do that. Contracts 
are managed in most cases centrally, in Perth you’ve got people beavering away or 
in Canberra, managing these contracts from a distance. And no-one is saying, ‘This 
is not working, can we change tack?’ It falls on deaf ears. It will take three months 
writing a submission for a big contract [to be altered] versus some poor Aboriginal 
organisation that can’t write a grant application, let alone a submission for 800 
grand [$800,000]. So, it’s quite uneven in terms of that level of expertise.

Government Sector: You contract the business relationship [with a major 
mainstream NGO or commercial enterprise] and they agree to whatever terms they 
want based on their level of altruism. I think the days of relying on goodwill to 
provide longevity of service [are over]. 

NGO Sector: [Speaker 1] Which means there’s no time to evaluate what you’ve 
done, reflect on it and redevelop it because they’ll just take the money from here 
and put it with  another [organisation or programme].

NGO Sector: [Speaker 2] And if you dare say you’ve learnt from your mistakes, oh 
my gosh.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 1] Yeah. And that’s sin.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 2] You’re not allowed to have made any mistakes.

NGO Sector: [Speaker 1] Yeah. None of them are [supporting] what you’re supposed 
to do, right. Evaluate it – ‘We did well here, we need to improve here, let’s improve 
here and keep going’. And then it’s a different person [you are dealing with in 
government].
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NGO Sector: [Speaker 3] Yeah. [If we say] ‘Well, we need to change that because 
that’s way off the mark, that’s not working at all’. [The government personnel] go, 
‘No, no, no, no’, because it’s their model.  

These contributions emphasise conflict, suspicion and criticism, arising from 
the competitive market place. But all providers and funders also recognise their 
interdependence and the importance of trust in their relationships as well as 
between them and Aboriginal communities. Trust is a theme consistently woven 
through the conversation.

Government Sector: I think for a number of us, well, I’ll talk for myself, it’s 
about how do you walk that journey side-by-side [with Aboriginal people]? 

No matter what your point of reference is, and what your value base, and 
what drives you and all that sort of thing, how do we walk side-by-side 

along this journey? And that’s the bit that we don’t do particularly well…. 
we don’t always do that well.

Government Sector: Some of that is about being the person they trust up in front of 
them. I was at a meeting recently, [putting a] high risk proposition, where the main 
question was whether they could trust the proponent. And  because they felt they 
could trust the proponent, they were happy to progress the deal. 

Community Sector: Could I have walked in and been able to walk straight into 
[the government regional manager’s] office and sit down and have a chat if I was 
somebody that he might not have known, or previously worked with? Maybe not. 
But having a relationship where I might have been able to, at the last 10 minutes of 
the day, sit in his office and run this by him and say, ‘Have you got any money”? So, 
it’s absolutely paramount around the relationships that you form with them. 

NGO Sector: You start to develop relationships with the key people that understand 
how business is done in the community, and you link into that rhythm of business 
in those communities. It ends up being the predominant amount of people that 
do the work and get the work done, the people you employ with training and 
mentoring. Because they’re the ones that understand how, what the connections 
are, the rhythms of how business is done, and you have to work within that rhythm, 
and not with an agenda and structure and strategy and a plan and all these other 
bits and pieces. You can have all that, but it won’t work. 

Government Sector: I think for a number of us, well, I’ll talk for myself, it’s about how 
do you walk that journey side-by-side [with Aboriginal people]? No matter what 
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your point of reference is, and what your value base, and what drives you and all 
that sort of thing, how do we walk side-by-side along this journey? And that’s the 
bit that we don’t do particularly well. I mean, there’s parts of some organisations 
that do that very well, but we don’t always do that well. And even when we ask for 
feedback – ‘Well, how can we do this better?’ – it’s still really hard to find a place of 
meeting that’s consistent and [where we] can all move incrementally along that 
journey. Very difficult.

NGO Sector: In some ways, we act like grains of sand on the beach, where what’s 
happened on the other side is that they’re starting to form a beach.

NGO Sector: We feel that there’s a level of trust so people come to us. Of 
the 28,000 instances of support that we would provide each and every 

year, maybe 40% of that would be through self-referral – people walking 
into us seeking some form of service from us.

NGO Sector: We feel that there’s a level of trust [because of historical relationships of 
the parent organisation] so people come to us. Of the 28,000 instances of support 
that we would provide each and every year, maybe 40% of that would be through 
self-referral – people walking into us seeking some form of service from us.  [This is 
despite the fact that] we have lots of linkages [with a wide range of local Aboriginal 
community controlled service delivery organisations].

Most parties agree that personal characteristics, particularly the ability to work with 
little structural support, are important qualities in an effective local level service 
provider.

Government Sector: [A previous speaker was] equating the success of communities 
by the quality of the CEO and that’s all true too. You get a CEO in that doesn’t 
do anything, everything goes bust. [Named community] has had more bloody 
troughs than pigs, but at the moment they’ve got a person there who’s being very 
innovative particularly around enterprises... This is great as long as you’ve got him 
motivating it all and making it happen. If he goes and we get someone else, all that 
investment [falls apart] overnight. Yet the government is sitting back looking at it, 
and they wouldn’t let that happen to a local government. They would intervene 
and stop it. They’ve done it in Perth, done it elsewhere.

Government Sector: It’s about development of a CEO [community administrator] 
network, [to provide them with an] update on the service delivery local 
government point of view, legislation, incorporation – that’s a huge issue for some 
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of these entities. Just sharing knowledge around the funding source of potential 
partnerships, issues around governance training, development, expectations 
and opportunities for board members and the role of and interaction with PBCs 
[native title-holding corporations], complementary opportunities to economic 
development and employment. And this is before we’ve even canvassed them 
about what they want to get out of [it].

NGO Sector: Many of our services, many things that we do, always come back to 
the people who are doing it. They’re the ones that make a difference to community, 
they’re the ones that make a difference in people’s family’s lives. And the more 
successful your program is, you’ll find that that success will be attributed back to 
people.

NGO Sector:  I absolutely think what we’re talking here is, and I guess all of us round 
the table will agree, progress [depends on] the importance of relationships, and 
that genuine trust, and it’s built on that. So, if you’ve built a reputation for doing 
something and the community trusts you, or individuals trust you, then that puts 
pressure on you to pursue that. 

The quality of the individual is important, but trust can only develop where there is 
continuity and that person can stay in place over time.

Community Sector: We get a proactive, supportive police superintendent or 
sergeant. Gets on well with people, forms relationships. They’re the first people 
that are removed by Head Office by saying, ‘No, you’re getting on too well with the 
blackfellas. Never mind you’re making progress or whatever, building relationships’. 
Them people get removed very quickly. They get yanked out. But I’ve just noticed 
that over the life of my journey. You get on with someone, someone who empathises, 
who forms relationships, their system removes them. Their own colleagues say, ‘No, 
no, get out. What are you doing? You’re ruining the recipe’.

NGO Sector: I think the challenge of being in the community and delivering programs 
is you can’t just go in there and do your job; you’ve got to go in there and build your 
relationships with the communities. It can take six months. The community might 
not even engage with you, so  if you’re an outsider going inside, you’ve got to build 
that relationship even if you’ve got the skills to deliver the particular program. If 
you’re an insider, a local, then obviously you’ve got that network and you’ve got 
that respect and trust, but you might not have the skill set.   I found it better to work 
in partnership with locals, so that they’ve got the trust of community and respect, 
and you follow their guidance as to what’s appropriate and who to visit, and you 
work with that practice until you’ve established credibility and trust, and you can 
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start. You’ve got to go in there with that can-do attitude and be prepared to cop the 
flak of decades of disillusion.

So how does trust develop? 

Community Sector: It’s just so harsh that ‘us and them’.

NGO Sector: Personal relationship. How does trust develop in any situation? 
Success. Earlier relationship. Grief. Time. Commitment. The people in the room 
were committed to a relationship and so they were happy to trust.

NGO Sector: One of the things I think is great is that Aboriginal corporations are 
very, very forgiving once you’ve become one of their people. In terms of one of 
the ones that are coming in, you keep coming back. If something doesn’t quite 
go right people can be very, very forgiving of that if they’ve got that relationship. 
But if you’re just another [outsider]… and they think, ‘You’re going to be gone. It’ll 
be another person in three years’ time,’ [they’re] much less forgiving is what I’ve 
noticed.

Community Sector: Our greatest challenge in the last couple of years has been 
collaborative leadership. How to get leaders working together and that’s both on 
the Aboriginal side and between Aboriginal people and governments. It’s just so 
harsh that ‘us and them’. 
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Chapter Four: The Future, Culture and Self-
determination, Economic Development, 
Employment, and the Youth
Aboriginal community managers and leaders are now at the age when they 
ponder their legacy. Is there a need for a new paradigm for the future of Aboriginal 
development? Or will continuing the stubborn persistence of their forebears lead 
inexorably to just recognition? These questions lead them to think about the role 
of Aboriginal youth. Here there is a lot of ambivalence, soul searching, and also 
pragmatism. They firmly hold to the symbolism of handing their banners to the 
next generation, but also recognise this may be a poisoned chalice, and, in any 
case, may not be what youth want, or what tomorrow’s Aboriginal communities 
need. What can be taken from the past and what must be abandoned? This chapter 
of the dialogues is given over to the Aboriginal voices more than the others simply 
because they raised and rattled these issues more often, in fact almost exclusively.

They ask themselves ‘what can be taken from the past and what must be 
abandoned’? They ask each other ‘what do our Aboriginal youth need and what 
kind of future is being projected for them’? Inevitably, discussion about the future 
has led to thinking about the current youth, and that involves the social problems 
they currently struggle with. This is the most complex and conflicted topic for 
Aboriginal leaders. They are proud of their own achievements and the potential 
of their youth, but they cannot see the way forward for them with any clarity, and 
despite the many fine examples of youth achievement, unimaginable a few decades 
ago, there is also a tone of stoic recognition of widespread youth dysfunction that 
is just short of despair.

So, what to do about the youth? One avenue for youth is in mainstream employment. 
This often means joining a government bureaucracy. This shifts the burden of 
Aboriginal involvement in the workforce from Aboriginal community-controlled 
organisations to an Aboriginal workforce within government agencies or non-
Indigenous NGOs. But, according to one government manager, some Aboriginal 
staff in service provision roles themselves reject the notion that their Aboriginality 
should be taken into account in recruitment or assessment of their performance. 
For these Aboriginal public servants, effectively, they are Aboriginal-neutral while 
in the public service. With statements such as this, it is clear public service actors 
have not fully thought through the structural issues facing Aboriginal public 
servants that limit the original intent in employing them.
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Aboriginal leaders continually assess the pros and cons of young people 
learning new ways but continuing the old ways. Another avenue is through their 
employment in Aboriginal enterprises that are linked to autonomous land-holding 
organisations (ubiquitously called PBCs, standing for Prescribed Bodies Corporate, 
the body prescribed under the Regulations to the Native Title Act 1993, but more 
accurately termed Registered Native Title Bodies Corporate). These also continue 
the tradition of advocacy for social justice and cultural rights. It may be to some 
extent just as assimilatory for Aboriginal groups to own large corporations holding 
communal land and operating commercial enterprises, as it is for their youth to 
join the public service. These enterprises are expected by governments to service 
all Aboriginal people in a locality, even though their membership is limited to 
traditional owners. In any case, there is not enough cash flow to meet these needs 
without top-up from government, but freedom from government funding is the 
higher goal. On top of this, community leaders are concerned about balancing 
cultural continuity and business effectiveness. While Aboriginal leaders have youth 
employment, and more broadly the future wellbeing of youth, at the forefront 
of their minds, their experience of the disastrous Remote Jobs and Communities 
programme, that morphed into the only marginally less disastrous Community 
Development Programme, gives them no faith at all in government’s ability to 
devise and deliver appropriate employment programmes.

As a starting point, some community leaders are still optimistic that the radically 
different form of society they envisage for the Kimberley will be achieved.

Community Sector: There’s got to be a time soon when we lay all our cards on the 
table and say, ‘ What’s the future going to look [like] for us and how do we bring 
those others [along with us]?’ We were having a discussion outside with [person’s 
name], I think the problem that people like myself and [that person], and others 
who have been in this space a long time, is that we’ve run so fast ahead of the 
pack assuming that our wash is dragging everybody with us. And – I said this to 
[him] – when we turn around and we look and say, ‘How come no one behind us? 
We’re all out here by ourselves’. And the people are sitting back and saying, ‘ What’s 
the Native Title Act mean? What is it? What’s the [status of an Aboriginal] reserve’?  
These terms that we assume are common things that everyone has talked about 
because we lived and breathed it over these years. But we’ve realised that we’ve 
got to take some of the blame for that, that we haven’t brought the community 
with us because we’re so busy fighting the fight, we’re fighting forward, we’re not 
looking backwards. If there is a solution, an immediate solution, for me it is trying 
to arrange to  build a coalition with our partners around the space to set the future 
in [my area] in more of a concrete way. What are the lessons learned? Where do 
we…how do we engage and what’s the language we need to adopt and change 
to address government and other stakeholders, particularly like large resource 
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companies.

Well, if [the presiding judge] can put another feather in his cap, the [local] Native 
Title claim and [local] people who had to inherit [a large development proposal] 
that decimated our communities forever, particularly this generation. We will suffer 
the consequences of that. For what? You know. This mechanism of building, this 
pretence of giving us some kind of sovereignty or securement of the empowered 
Aboriginal person through the established government processes, is a folly… When 
I reflect on those days at the Tent Embassy, what we were fighting for, it seems like 
such a long way in terms of the principles, yet it was enshrined and it resonated 
in the Land Rights movement, in ATSIC days, and the returning to country days. 
Now, when we win our Native Title, we’ve got to set up a PBC [Native Title-holding 
organisation]. How more assimilated can we get?

Community Sector: It’s certainly a tension that [my organisation] is confronted 
with. We have a PBC on the one hand which is ensuring that all of the Native Title 
rights and interests, the assets that have come through, the [land-use] agreements 
[with government] and the like, aren’t eroded and aren’t lost. And then we have a 
business structure in terms of [the frontline corporation]. Ostensibly its functions 
are economic development and community development. Now, those two things 
don’t– we’ve got a tension internally around those two things to start with, 
because, firstly, government comes to us and says, ‘So we know that you’re the 
[name] PBC representing the [name] people, but in [name of place] there are a 
number of other Aboriginal interests, and then you have the broader community 
interests as well’. The departure point for us isn’t, ‘We’ll just look after [our own] 
mob’. It’s , ‘So now, you’re telling us we’re looking after everyone’. That’s it framed 
by government. We readily say, ‘Great, you provide us with the resources and, we’ll 
happily start to address those elements’. But that doesn’t happen. The tension that 
then comes is: do we maintain an economic approach that tries to create leverage 
through government investment to lead to an income stream, or do we not rely on 
government at all and try a purely economic corporate approach, which is really 
challenging in this particular environment [downturn in the local economy]. Sure, 
there were elements delivered through the [agreements] that create some pre-
conditions to let that happen, but it should have been about $500 million rather 
than the $20 million. You know, realistically that’s the sort of figure that you need 
to do business and to do business in a way that benefits [the native title holders].

Community Sector: [My community organisation] picks and chooses. It 
doesn’t need government. If it chooses to do something it puts its hand 

in its own bank and says, ‘We’re doing that, and we’re employing our own 
people, and we’re training them and we’re building this business’.
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Community Sector: It’s taken 22 years to achieve what I wanted. But today, [my 
community organisation] picks and chooses. It doesn’t need government. If it 
chooses to do something it puts its hand in its own bank and says, ‘We’re doing that, 
and we’re employing our own people, and we’re training them and we’re building 
this business’. The answer has been in front of us all the time. We say to government, 
‘You spend this much money’, but today in 2018, there’s probably five or six trusts 
that are in Kimberley Aboriginal hands that hold $5 million, $6 million... $1 million, 
bit of a risk, that’s your own business – provided the risk management is right and 
it’s the right process and then the right people on board. ‘Government, how do 
you turn that around’? Service provision’. Okay, contract to this entity, generate a 
profit, we all notice and then that becomes community free money [referring to 
the fact that income derived from providing a service is not a grant, but the service 
provider is free to spend it according to its own priorities].

In just a few short contributions some of the complexity of Aboriginal self-directed 
development has been revealed. It is to some extent assimilatory to have large 
corporations holding communal land and operating commercial enterprises. 
These enterprises are expected by governments to service all Aboriginal people 
in a locality, even though their membership is limited to traditional owners. In 
any case, there is not enough cash flow to meet these needs without top-up from 
government, but freedom from government funding is the higher goal. On top 
of this, community leaders are concerned about balancing cultural continuity and 
business effectiveness.

Community Sector: Culture is always there. It’s who we are, … as long as we’ve got 
our core group of people in any language group or tribe that practice that [culture]. 
And we know that. I’m comfortable with that. It will always be there because there’s 
a cohort of people that keep it alive. But what I’m saying to them is, ‘Unfortunately 
we live in this society. I don’t see that changing any time soon. And so, it’s about 
walking in two worlds’. Why? Because culture – and this is in my view and it’s a big 
call and I’m open to being…  – but as I say to them, ‘We live in the economic world”, 
their cultural system doesn’t have a business or an economic development system 
in it. Business is a system. It doesn’t matter if you’re in China or you’re in Australia or 
you’re in America, it’s a system, it runs on a certain process. Our cultural construct 
doesn’t have those sort of things in it. Yet, today, we need an economy to sustain 
our livelihoods, our living, our communities. That’s why it’s important for kids to go 
to school, and how we walk in the two worlds that we acquire.

Community Sector: Our future depends on if we want to develop and be independent 
– we all know that it’s only by having your own economic capacity. Then you don’t 
have to go to government. You know, we’ve trialled all that. I’m sure you’ve done 
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that at [named organisation]. I’ve done it at [named organisation], where suddenly 
we say, ‘We’re going to do this with the youth’ [for example]. I don’t have to go up to 
PM&C or go to the government. We [the community organisation] have got a spare 
150 grand [$150,000] there [to employ a local Aboriginal graduate]. 

Community Sector: We don’t want to maintain that relationship [with 
government]. What we want is a very different relationship, and we want a 

relationship that is as far as possible on our terms.

Community Sector: We don’t want the same relationship with government [that we 
had before native title]. There’s too much water under the bridge now, and again 
from [our organisation’s] perspective, we don’t want to maintain that relationship. 
What we want is a very different relationship. We want a relationship that is as far 
as possible on our terms in that regard. Every time that mob walk in the door now, 
[we think of ] co-design, because we know we’ve got to break it softly. We’ve got to 
break it in, pretty much. We purposely use their language as well because we know 
from our perspective what that means. 

Breaking it softly to government that Aboriginal organisations feel grown-up 
enough to cut the apron strings is necessary, since even the most advanced 
thinking on the non-Aboriginal side of service delivery still envisages some form 
of tutelage.

Government Sector: Most of them [NGOs] are going that way [i.e. partnering 
with Aboriginal organisations] that I’ve seen. [Mainstream international NGO], for 
example, are trying to link up with an organisation in [a town]. [The NGO] looks 
after [a particular area of ] service and [the Aboriginal organisation] delivers [a 
compatible activity] service. So, they’re trying, [the NGO] is saying to them, ‘Partner 
up with us’. I’m saying to [the Aboriginal organisation], ‘Think about it. Because 
they’re a very influential organisation. They have an exit strategy for you guys, they 
have the professional expertise to capacity-build in your organisation. It’s up to 
you guys to make the decision. You can stay as a small organisation and compete 
with all the big guys, or you can join up with the big guys and get some benefit 
out of that’. That’s happening more and more with organisations. They’re being 
pushed in that direction. Government is doing the pushing. Now, whatever they 
agree to that’s between them. There’s no other government authority or anything 
like that actively pushing that partnership. They’ll come and ask us, ‘What do you 
think’? And I will tell them what I think. But it’s very much something that’s up 
to them. What worries me is that you’ve got [the mainstream large NGO], very 
versed in negotiating and talking and presenting their case, and [the Aboriginal 
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community organisation], they’re nowhere near their level. It makes you wonder 
what’s happening in the negotiation process. And we don’t have the ability to say, 
‘Look, here’s someone for you to use as your advocate and to help you through the 
negotiation process’. We don’t have that.

Despite asserting their economic power, and confidence based on the ability 
to make their own decisions, most Aboriginal managers recognise that in the 
larger scheme of things they are still dependent, and that co-design rather than 
independent design and delivery, is currently the achievable horizon.

Community Sector: [Speaker 1]: I wanted to come back to co-design with 
government because we are dependent at the moment. There’s a huge 
dependency there. There’s not an economic independence. So, how to co-design 
with government is really important, if we’re ever to transition to an independence 
and self-determination, and that’s something that government really struggles 
with.

Community Sector: Dependency is not good. It doesn’t make you proud, 
you know. It creates all the negative things.

Community Sector: If you want to empower people give them the ability to 
write a cheque.

[Speaker 2]: In the seventies and eighties, I think people got it. Except that 
the one bugbear, which we still face, is that we don’t have any resources of our 
own, economic resources, so we are dependent. I say that to government, ‘We’re 
dependent on you. And so really, we want to change. We don’t want to be 
dependent on you’. Dependency is not good. It doesn’t make you proud. It creates 
all the negative things. That’s the dilemma we’re in, in terms of saying to PBCs, ‘Yes 
it is about culture and looking after country and maintaining our practices. Equally, 
it’s about creating an economic [base]. How are you going to get independence 
from government? Economically. When you’ve got the capacity to say, ‘This is a 
problem in our community’, you don’t have to go up to PM&C or ring Nigel Scullion. 
You say, I’m […]  budget. Yes, we’ll have half a million. Yep,  we’re doing that’. Don’t 
need government. Don’t need anybody. That’s the decision of the group and your 
own… – and that’s when you really get self-determination.

[Speaker 1]: It reminds me of when we first presented the [Commonwealth program] 
Empowered Communities [scoping] report to Pat Dodson and said what do you 
think? After he reviewed it, his response was if you want to empower people give 
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them the ability to write a cheque, which is what you’re talking about. That’s true. 

[Speaker 2]: Some people say, ‘It’s just about culture. That all we wanted is to be 
left alone’. I say, ‘Well, it’s not possible. In 12 months’ time, the road is bituminised 
to [three major communities and their outstations]. Yes, we’ve been left alone. 
The world has come to you. And suddenly 50,000 people have come to you and 
now you’re going to have to manage [it].’ Iif you wanted to live how we always live,  
it’s quite clear the ecosystem – the species system - supports so many people. It 
has for eons. We know that. I don’t know, no one knows, if the system can cope 
with another 50,000 people [even if they are only] catching one fish or eating one 
oyster or catching one crab. I say, ‘No’ or ‘It’s a risk’. Same as we don’t do fracking 
because we don’t know what the outcome is. But the world has come to you and 
so, ‘Young people, you need to be leading that and that’s the reason why you need 
to get educated because it’s not in our framework. We’re not capable in a cultural 
framework to teach you about economics or business and how it works’. And so,  
that’s where we’re at.

[Speaker 2]: [Alternatively] regional benefits money [from a proposed large 
development] was the basis of putting it together and saying to the other PBCs 
that had compensation packages, ‘Here, chip in $100,000, $500,000. PBCs that have 
a development and have compensation, chuck in $100,000, chuck in a million. 
Government’s not going to help us. We all agree on that and then we’ll build…’. 
That’s the discussion I was having up the road, and I’ve been having with PBCs: 
‘Is our objective to make millions of dollars and have a dysfunctional community 
(because, quite clearly, we do have a dysfunctional community)? The number of 
children in care. The number of suicides. The number of domestic violence assaults. 
it is possible to have both [a strong economy and culture].I understand people 
focusing on economic development, but are we any different [to whitefellas] and 
what happened to our cultural values’? yes, I am challenging people to think about 
those things, because it’s not about us. Our role is to advocate it.

[Speaker 2]: I’ve been talking to people, because what you see in the community, 
it’s not just about economic development, having millions of dollars in the bank. 
You can have all that, [but] if your social life is finished and your kids are committing 
suicide and being locked up and committing crimes and – well, then what sort of 
a community are you? What sort of a society are you? What sort of measure? I can’t 
only accuse Aboriginal people of that. As I just said, you only have to look at the 
current Australian thing. If you’re the big end of town, you get the big tax cuts and 
you make profits of five and six million dollars a year and some poor bastard down 
there on $40 a day is trying to live and survive.
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Community Sector: – I actually feel a bit depressed about it because … I 
can go and employ a top notch [non-Indigenous person], so why do I have 
to employ an Aboriginal CEO? We try to give you an opportunity, nurture 
you, develop your skills, and it’s all about you and how much money you 
can make and how many houses you can buy. You’ve lost the plot, man.

Community Sector: One of the things I see with Aboriginal organisations … the 
leadership. Have we failed? Because the upcoming leaders today, they’re no 
different to any middle class Australian. If you look at the types of salaries they 
ask for these days, the type of commitment – yes, I know I’m judging them against 
the past, however my hope is – I feel a bit depressed about it because … I can 
go and employ a top notch [non-Indigenous person], so why do I have to employ 
an Aboriginal CEO? We try to give you an opportunity, nurture you, develop 
your skills, and it’s all about you and how much money you can make and how 
many houses you can buy. You’ve lost the plot, man. Unfortunately, we’re in the 
minority and that emerging group [highly educated Aboriginal people will be the 
majority]. So there’s no more care for communities and the people that are the 
most disadvantaged. [This], in my view, is again this whole welfare dependency – 
that’s what the government has done to us over the years. 

Community Sector: In relation to what [another participant] says…The grey hair 
mob in the room, we’re all activists,  we were throwing ourselves on picket lines, 
we were throwing ourselves in front of bulldozers and we figured that we are not 
gaining much. We bled a lot. We haven’t learnt a great deal. But, what we have 
done – and this should never be underestimated – is that the ripple of the activist 
movement has inspired people like [younger person in the room] to look at what 
we’ve done and learn from our mistakes and say, ‘ I’m not going to throw myself 
in front of a bulldozer but I’m going to use technology and my intelligence to 
approach this in a different way’.

Community Sector:  And I relate that back to my own family. I say to my son, ‘Look, 
I had real aspirations that you would pick up what your grandfather did, what I do’. 
He said, ‘Mate, I’d never do that. I’ve seen what’s involved. About how many times 
you wasn’t home. You’ve never been home, I don’t want that. I see the stress. I hear 
all the public attacks on you in the community. Why the bloody hell would you 
do it? I don’t understand’. And I say, ‘Well, someone has to do it. And so, same as 
[name] said, those are our young people saying, ‘No, no, I don’t need that stress’. 
And they’re a bit more educated than us. And [them] saying, ‘Why do you do it? It’s 
not like you get paid big bucks or anything. And all the pressures that come on to 
us and our family’. 
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NGO: [Speaker 1] A lot of communities don’t want to be in the media. Where I’ve 
said, ‘We could blow this up,’ people will say ‘No, we do not want to be in the media’. 
Then you look at the way the media represents a lot of Aboriginal communities 
and go ‘I totally get it’. There’s that whole [problem of ] getting the public on board 
in a way that doesn’t identify communities but identifies the issues. That one can 
be challenging because everybody wants an example, so that they’re hooked 
emotionally and connected. It’s hard to do that in a strengths-based way whilst 
highlighting that systemic oppression. It brings up all sorts of things, I think, for a 
lot of Australians.

NGO: [Speaker 2] Isn’t it a bit politically dangerous for non-Indigenous NGOs to be 
seen to be advocating on behalf of Indigenous people?

NGO: [Speaker 1] Absolutely. It’s not our voice. It wouldn’t be our voice. It would 
just be a platform for…that kind of revolution.

Community Sector:  What I’m not seeing –and we’re trying to do at the moment- 
is fostering generational change or succession planning. But then [our young 
people] are competing with young Aboriginal academics, who are not engaged in 
the community space. That’s their choice. All of a sudden they say, ‘Well, how much 
you paying? $100,000? No, no, I don’t work for less than two-fifty’. You know, that’s 
our value. We are saying to them, ‘We invested in you, mate. We invested all this 
time, shared knowledge. But, yep, that’s your choice’. I don’t accept it, but I have to 
accept it, or I’m being unfair. …  I’ve seen some very smart young people around, 
and I say, ‘I’d love to have you standing beside us or sitting at this table except 
there’s no sitting fees or travel money and you’re not getting $200,000’. [Them:]‘Oh, 
you’re a mad bastard for doing that’ [if you accepted those conditions in the past]. I 
say, ‘Look, I don’t question your personal things so don’t question mine’.

Inevitably discussion about the future has led to thinking about the current youth, 
and that itself involves the social problems they currently struggle with. This tone of 
stoic recognition of dysfunction that is just short of despair for the youth is echoed 
by a non-Indigenous service provider.

Government Sector: I know that one [police officer] in [town] said that every kid 
between the age of 10 and 12 – Aboriginal kid – they’d engaged in the previous 12 
months. Every single one. In a negative sense, not tousling their hair and handing 
out Chupa Chups, but  doing the conflict sort of stuff.
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So what to do about the youth? One avenue is through their employment in 
Aboriginal enterprises that are linked to autonomous land-holding organisations 
(PBCs), which also continue the tradition of advocacy for social justice and cultural 
rights. Another avenue for youth is in mainstream employment. This often means 
joining a government bureaucracy, though opportunities as fly-in fly-out workers 
in the mining sector have also recently opened up.

Community Sector: On the flip side to all of that, and I’m going to be open about 
it, I tell my children, , ‘The world is going to pass us by’. I tell them I want them to 
do the sort of work that I did and for the right reasons … But I’ve advised them, ‘I 
can’t give you security, neither can your people give you any sort of security’. After 
30 years of service, full of knowledge and passion, [I’m] happy. [But] I’ve I told them, 
‘Look, bludge off the government. They won’t sack you. They’re not going to sack 
you up here. And then, in 30 years’ time you’ll walk away with a million bucks. That’s 
what you’ll walk away with. You got money for my grandchildren’. Me, I don’t want 
them to work for me, but  what do we do as parents? If it was a boy I’d be saying, ‘Go 
work on the mine’. You can still come home, live in, they still live in the community. 
I’d get upset if they didn’t live in the community. But what do we do as parents to 
be truthful to ourselves and be a realist in this situation? Do you want to, I’m saying 
to my kids, ‘…[follow my] goal, my legacy? You don’t have to. That was for me and 
I chose that. You don’t have to come behind me and do this stuff because your 
security and your kids’ security should be way more important than that’. 

Community Sector: It all stems from the fact that we were colonised, we 
have a different view from the dominant society. That’s been the argument 
through the whole course of our journey, right down to Native Title … So, 
all power to you, good luck, I’m not participating, I’m here in person but 
I don’t believe in the process. This is my assessment – this nation is not 

ready for this conversation and you’re going to be disappointed. I’ve been 
disappointed every day of my life.

Community Sector: It all stems from the fact that we were colonised, we have a 
different view from the dominant society. That’s been the argument through the 
whole course of our journey, right down to Native Title, of [government] saying, 
‘Sorry, we can’t recognise two laws. There’s only one law in this country and that’s 
the Westminster system’. The government is now trying to recruit Aboriginal people 
back into bureaucracy. Why, because there’s no Aboriginal people in there. There’s 
a handful but even those numbers have slipped over the 20 or 30 years to a very 
low participation rate. Why? And that’s the fundamental thing when you’re in our 
space, you are driven by law and policy and that’s what gets – like any Australian, it’s 
constitutional stuff. I don’t think this country is ready for this dialogue. So, all power 
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to you, good luck, I’m not participating, I’m here in person but I don’t believe in the 
process. This is my assessment – this nation is not ready for this conversation and 
you’re going to be disappointed. I’ve been disappointed every day of my working 
life.

Government managers who work at the local level recognise and grapple with this 
problem, but without the ability to propose a way forward.

Government Sector: [Speaker 1] [There] is a fair chunk of the population living 
in these regional remote communities and  there’s all sorts of bother in those 
communities. You’ve got  hundreds of people living in remote communities where 
the community governance, community administration is not functioning at all 
well. You’ve got CEOs [settlement administrators] that do brilliantly, so they’ve 
got economic outcomes and employment outcomes, and they’ve got some state 
government contracts so they’re running them in their communities. Then you’ve 
got a range of communities that either have no CEOs or CEOs that are being paid 
part-time on CDP [Community Development Programme grants]. It is quite an 
appalling situation for what we’re wanting them to deliver in terms of their people. 
Who have aspirations for their people in their communities, but have no capacity 
or framework to be able to deliver it.

[Speaker 2]: In terms of the broader  system issues that you were talking about 
around employment, those sorts of things,  we don’t do as well as we could and 
that’s why the Kimberley plan is in place to try and say, ‘How do we tackle the day-
to-day things that are happening, but [also] how do we tackle the sort of systemic 
reasons that underpin some of the violence’.

Community Sector: I think the other bit that’s needed  is an understanding of the 
capacity and capability that exists. Because the other largely untouched resource 
in the region is people doing something productive other than assisting with 
transactions that the government has commanded must be done. There’s got to 
be a focus on developing people in order to take advantage of that economic 
development and we’re talking from a perinatal child, family-centric approach. 
What are the strengths and weaknesses of your family, and how am I going to 
support you to be able to participate in that? Whilst there’s enormous capacity 
and capability in the Kimberley, there’s also a whole bunch of people who can’t 
currently participate in whatever opportunity is put before them, and I think that’s 
something that governments don’t quite get. They think, ‘If only Aboriginal people 
would get a job everything would be fine’. No, there’s a whole bunch of stuff that 
needs to happen before they can take all the opportunities that it has got to offer. 
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While Aboriginal leaders have youth employment, and more broadly the future 
wellbeing of youth, at the forefront of their minds, their experience gives them no 
faith at all in government’s ability to devise and deliver appropriate employment 
programmes.

Community Sector: That’s now shifted back into this mainstreaming, 
welfare-dependent, kind of mentality, where it aligns with Centrelink. … 
So, the essence of community has really fallen by the wayside when we 

look at CDP now. It’s around getting my hours up so I can make sure I get 
paid, so I can pay my bills, and all of that. There isn’t any outcome or vision 

in mind when we look at CDP in the landscape that it operates in now.

Community Sector: Go back to the CDP. The first one I want to talk about in answer 
to your question around CDP is, when we looked at CDEP [the original long-
standing employment programme], when it was first rolled in and introduced, there 
was a sense of self-determination. This was about real community development 
and upskilling people to reinvent something for their communities. Whether it 
was building [name of organisation], whether it was building [name of another 
organisation] or whatever, there was a real sense that there was a return, a real 
return to community and the upskilling of people. That’s now shifted back into 
this mainstreaming, welfare-dependent, kind of mentality, where it aligns with 
Centrelink. I’ve talked about that stuff. So, the essence of community has really 
fallen by the wayside when we look at CDP now. It’s around getting my hours up 
so I can make sure I get paid, so I can pay my bills, and all of that. There isn’t any 
outcome or vision in mind when we look at CDP in the landscape that it operates 
in now. So, that’s my comment around CDP. If we want to improve the way we do 
that, one, we put more money into it and make it above Centrelink benefits so that 
it looks like it will lead to a real job at the end of it. Because now, we’re training for 
training sake, so they can tick their box, go through the cycle. I get people at my 
end who have no idea how to compete for mainstream jobs that are transitioning 
from CDP in Broome and need to know how to look for a job because they’re on 
Centrelink and they have to meet their looking for work obligation. They know 
nothing about a resume. They’ve got no skills in job search or any of that stuff. If 
we’re serious about that investment,  people need to be upskilled to transition into 
mainstream [employment], or to reinvest into their community, and regain that 
sense of ownership and pride within the community.

Community Sector: One of the biggest impacts that has happened lately is with CDP 
[Community Development Program], with RJCP [Remote Jobs and Communities 
Program]. That came on top of Colin Barnett [WA Premier] wanting to close 110 
communities. We were already in the middle of that argument – ‘You can’t close 
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communities’ –  and then they changed the CDP to RJCP to make the focus on 
the individual, when we are of a communal nature, that’s our culture, we belong 
to community. All of a sudden RJCP takes the responsibility that individuals have 
to their community – just took it away. They said, ‘No’. And I said, ‘Okay. I can make 
everybody an astronaut here’, and I was serious because if they reckon that they’re 
going to do all these things for these individuals and the communities are closing, 
well, ‘We’re going to the moon’. These changes are real. They have real significant 
impact on our communities and in individual lives and their families. We’re fighting 
now just for survival. ‘Oh shit, my community going to close. I’m going to go [to the 
local organisation] today to ring up [to comply with employment programme] but 
I’ve got no phone, no car so – if I don’t walk in there, which is 15 kilometres away, 
then I won’t have pay for eight weeks’. And then you have someone [from outside] 
coming, ‘Hey, what do you reckon about [a particular environmentally damaging 
proposal]?’ ie the organisation can’t respond as it traditionally would because it is 
swamped literally offering life support to its members. These changes impact on 
your daily life and on the future and direction of your family, of your community, 
and in particular – like I started saying – it determines where [the local organisation] 
goes. The organisation that has been the livelihood and blood vein of these people 
for many years.

What they do to us is – the community that is - is [people say], ‘Shit, you know, one 
more of these impacts and I’m going to Melbourne’ [i.e. getting out of community 
life in the Kimberley]. If you don’t understand that pressure when countrymen…
and you’re talking with … when you get 3,000 people have their own opinion, 
and they’re talking to you about their livelihood. Not something about their sister 
or their child or their mum, about them.  I’m referring to you asking about what 
are the five [most serious issues we face today in relation to government]. I’m 
saying CDP is one of them, …because we used [to] have a communal approach to 
everything [Nowadays, in contrast] we say, ‘We got that big meeting for the [major 
environmental issue]’ so half the people don’t come because of that whole RJCP 
thing …[if they don’t turn up, they won’t get their money unlike CDEP days]… 
We’re being targeted. Now, when I say to people when they’re doing that, ‘You’re 
going to be innovative, , [your manager has] that down as “cultural maintenance” 
[activity on a person’s work schedule]’, and “cultural maintenance” covers any Native 
Title discussion, any sorry time, any funeral, any law time. It teaches us – you were 
referring to how we got to think outside the square. If you’re talking about the last 
couple of years, then I’d say CDP has a great deal to… if they can, the Minister or 
someone got a great deal to answer to because they – in some cases I would say it 
has decimated communities. So, that’s what I’d say. 
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The interventions above are from community leaders involved in administering 
the succession of changes in employment programmes for their community 
organisations. In many cases these programmes are administered by non-
Indigenous organisations. Given these comments it is not clear how partnering 
these non-Indigenous organisations with community organisations, as proposed 
in the next comment, would improve matters.

Government Sector: What’s interesting though is [the responsible minister] has 
renewed the contract for all the CDP [Community Development Programme] 
providers for another 12 months, [and] some of them are non-Indigenous 
organisations, [but] he’s saying to them, ‘You won’t get funded unless you’re in 
partnership with an Aboriginal organisation’. So, he’s pushing from that point of 
view, that there has to be a partnership with an Aboriginal organisation. ‘I’m not 
going to fund a non-Aboriginal organisation [on its own]’. So, he’s pushing that 
and trying to get Aboriginal organisations involved. That’s forcing the NGOs, non-
Indigenous NGOs, to seek out a partner. That’s interesting to see.

Government Sector: For me it’s an embedded assumption that you’re going to get 
a better outcome if the community comes along and is leading in the space. It’s 
not necessarily going to be a better outcome because you’re using an Aboriginal 
organisation, or a local Aboriginal organisation, to deliver a service. That’s not 
necessary. But I do think that you get a better outcome if you’ve got a fully informed 
workforce, which almost means that they need to be an…a local Aboriginal 
workforce. It doesn’t necessarily mean it’s run by a local Aboriginal organisation.

This second contribution by a government manager shifts the burden of 
Aboriginal involvement from Aboriginal community-controlled organisations to 
an Aboriginal workforce within government agencies or non-Indigenous NGOs. 
But with statements such as this, it is clear public service actors have not fully 
thought through the structural issues facing Aboriginal public servants that limit 
the original intent in employing them.

Community Sector [Speaker 1]: I did rise to [a very senior level] after a fair while. 
I managed to get to [that level]. Then I got pulled aside one day and told, ‘Mate, 
we’re a bit concerned with you, you’re now in [senior strategic management], your 
total loyalty is to the government whether you like the decisions [or not]. Our 
assessment of you, [is that] everything is about your people and your community’. 
I said, ‘Well, that’s who I am. I’m brutally honest about that’. ‘Well, we’ll give you a 
few days. You ought to go away and consider. We’re not telling you to leave, but 
the choice you have to make, that is your role. You are not displaying that’. I said, ‘I 
come here to make a difference and try and inform you about what it’s like for our 
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mob on the ground’. They said, ‘It’s your call, mate. We’ll give you a few days and 
we’ll call you back and you decide whether it [the bureaucracy] is your life’, in effect. 
I said, ‘Okay, I don’t need two days, but I’ll take the two days because I know what 
I’m going to tell you when I get back’. Essentially, I was asked to leave or amend my 
behaviour and fall in line and be totally…‘That is your role’. They’re not wrong. That 
is what you’re employed under. That’s the legislation and that’s the environment. 
But in effect I said, ‘Well, okay, you’re not really interested so I don’t really want to 
be here. I’ve acquired all the skills and experience I wanted. That was my objective. 
Yes, I hoped you would listen but, quite clearly, I was naïve, so - see you later’. The 
bright young things come up through the system, they encounter the same barrier. 
Eventually you have to make a choice. Either you roll over - then you cop it from 
your own mob. 

[Speaker 2]: It’s the same for non-Aboriginal staff. Coming back from the field if you 
have any experience and you want to work in federal policy development there’s 
a…I got asked a question after two and a half years [working in an Aboriginal 
region] working for [organisation], and I was returning to an equivalent job 
in policy development, which is where I had come from – the question was, ‘So 
[name], you’ve got a particular brand with how you work [in that region], how do 
you think that will fit in the Canberra environment’? In other words, they thought 
that I’d gone native, and that I wouldn’t be able to do good policy work anymore 
because I think differently now that I have field experience.

Community Sector: Yes, we’ve seen an increase of our mob, our young 
people going through university, getting the degrees, getting all of that 

stuff. But at some point, they’re going to hit a ceiling, where they’re faced 
with that very point of ‘You’re either mainstream or you’re community’. 

Well, they then become disillusioned in the fact that they can’t carry the 
two forward and maintain that.

[Speaker 3]: Your question about younger people coming up and through the 
[community] leadership. Yes, we’ve seen an increase of our mob, our young 
people going through university, getting the degrees, getting all of that stuff. But 
at some point, they’re going to hit a ceiling, where they’re faced with that very 
point of ‘You’re either mainstream or you’re community’. Well, they then become 
disillusioned in the fact that they can’t carry the two forward and maintain that. 
That’s going to be the challenge, and it has been, and it always will be, until we get 
this stuff right.

[Speaker 1]: We have to make decisions, whether you want to be muzzled, but 
the decision on the other side is your financial security, your remuneration and 
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sometimes they’re real conscious decisions you have to weigh up by saying, ‘Ok if I 
go here, this is the environment I’m in. I have to be muzzled, and you get warned or 
get that pointed out to you. Or you say, ‘Well, no, I’m going to be a true community 
advocate, that’s what I’ve always done’, and so you don’t get the same sort of 
conditions and sometimes you do that stuff for free. But that’s just the life of the…
the extent of the government control. People say, ‘You don’t have to do it’. And I say, 
‘No, you’re right. It’s individual choice. No one has to do that. I don’t blame anyone. 
I chose that path’.

According to one government manager, some Aboriginal staff in service provision 
roles themselves reject the notion that their Aboriginality should be taken into 
account in recruitment or assessment of their performance. For them, effectively, 
they are Aboriginal-neutral while in the public service.
Government Sector: [Speaker 1] We had an interesting response, too, from some 
Aboriginal staff, which took us by surprise when we introduced Section 51 of the 
Act whereby, for an advertised position, Aboriginal people would still have to 
go through a competitive selection process, and be deemed suitable, but if they 
were ranked there, they would get a higher ranking because of their Aboriginality. 
They still have to be deemed suitable. I think it’s great. We wouldn’t put it on top 
level positions where you need the best out of the competitive range, but there’s 
not many of those. And when we were introducing it, it wasn’t met well. A lot of 
Aboriginal staff said, ‘Are you telling me that I’d get a job over her just because I’m 
Aboriginal’? We said, ‘Well, there’s a little bit more to it than that. You still have to be 
deemed competitive and have been ranked –as suitable but, yes, if there was only 
one job going and both of you were ranked as suitable then you would get it by 
nature of the fact that you’re Aboriginal’.

[Speaker 2]: I have staff that wouldn’t want the...that 50D position tagged 50D 
because they say, ‘I don’t want people to think I got the job because I’m Aboriginal’.

Returning to the topic of dysfunction and the challenges facing Aboriginal 
youth, the dilemmas and contradictions outlined above are not just structural 
organisational or political challenges, they have deep seated effects on struggling 
individuals, and may be part of the reason for social malaise at the community 
level.

Community Sector: The thing about hope, if you want to dysfunction a 
community, create hope and then gut hope. Create hope and then gut 

hope. There’s no faster way to dysfunction an individual than to continually 
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provide the cherry and then remove the tree.This is what’s happening in 
our people.

Community Sector: We’ve just delivered the ninth Closing of the Gap targets 
scenario. This is delivered by the Prime Minister of this country. No one booed. 
No – there was not even a movement. There wasn’t a murmur in the Australian 
community about this terrible situation of Aboriginal people. In my view – and 
I take some aspects of what [the previous speaker] says in what I’m about to say 
– I honestly believe since Tent Embassy days that there is an endemic, strategic, 
premediated plan to totally disempower Aboriginal people in whatever way. The 
thing about hope, if you want to dysfunction a community, create hope and then 
gut hope. Create hope and then gut hope. There’s no faster way to dysfunction an 
individual than to continually provide the cherry and then remove the tree. This 
is what’s happening in our people. The reality is that the system is not geared for 
us. We’ve got to be able to find the solutions ourselves. Now, even in a cultural 
space in the area that I particularly work in now – culture and the ownership of 
cultural content and the networks – that is really the privilege of a select few. And 
those select few use that power to their own benefit as much as anybody else does, 
uses power and influence. We assume, we believe almost to the very core of our 
body, that culture is a solution for all things. But [when] we turn to those that have 
the cultural content to give us that comfort and that knowledge base to spread 
to the rest of the community, it is held fervently for the self-preservation of those 
individuals and those individual groups. 

Community Sector: Because it’s innate in us that we are driven by that. We’re driven 
by the need to hold that hope, and be a part of it, and be a part of that change. But 
when we’re faced with these other things that impact on us and limit us and we 
continuously hit brick walls or dead ends, how do we work around that? We’ve got 
a government system that continuously recycles, reinvents, and then tries to – they 
do that repetitive stuff.

NGO Sector [Speaker 1]: Whether it’s house overcrowding, housing, all these other 
social conditions that are the drivers behind what ends up being the outcome, being 
suicidal, or incarceration. There’s massive crisis and youth crime or youth suicide. So 
again, another commission report which gives the same recommendation that we 
were [given by the] previous coronial enquiry, the previous royal commission and 
so forth and so forth. What does early intervention prevention work look like?  And 
how do the people who are going to benefit from that and who have been affected 
by that, how are they involved in this?
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[Speaker 2]: But then that would mean that the government would have to look at 
the system, and systemic discrimination, and things like that. Because for young 
people, part of it is growing up with stories of intergenerational trauma as a 
result of colonisation, not seeing themselves reflected positively in the media and 
workplaces. That would all need to be addressed. And I think that’s where people 
always focus on the band-aid fix, the community, or the people in the community, 
rather than reflecting up and looking at …

[Speaker 3]: Institutionalised racism.

[Speaker 2]: Yeah. What are we doing in government that is perpetuating this? And 
it’s much easier to say, ‘So let’s throw out some funding for that’, without addressing, 
‘How did that develop, and what are the things that need to change in order for 
that to go away’? Because you can’t just apply theory to domestic violence in 
indigenous communities. It doesn’t fit.  

Aboriginal leaders continually assess the pros and cons of young people learning 
new ways but continuing the old ways.

Community Sector: [Some young people] believe that they can be an activator. 
They don’t want to be seen as an activist. They don’t want better job – ‘You get up 
there and you shoot your mouth off, great life, and everyone hate you’. But for me, 
I’m…on this side because the network system has now shifted and changed, and 
that’s what they say about me. You know, ‘Hey you, you talk a lot’. But what I do is I 
build a network. And it is that relationship from the [senior public servants] of the 
world to the prime minister of this country that will get you the momentum. We 
can’t wait for society to change. We need to make it ourselves. 

Community Sector: Take a leaf out of what young people are doing. They’ve 
embraced technology. You have language apps. So, it’s no longer an issue if a 
kid goes away for boarding school for five years – out of the country. They can 
still learn their language, they understand technology, they’re the same as any 
other young kid these days. Most young kids have got a phone and they know 
how to manipulate. They use Twitter, all the rest of it. And so, what I’m saying is 
that our traditional operations have to move. Otherwise, you’re going to be out 
of touch with the next generation, and so things like language apps rather than 
language dictionaries that someone has to go and find and – or posting it up on 
those things. So, that’s the same because it’s all about organisational structures 
and management. That’s my view in terms of where we are at the moment, is 
advocating that discussion for organisations to say, ‘I understand the culture is the 
basis, however we’re pitching to a new...new cohort, because in 10 or 20 years, not 
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even that long. As you said, we’re all in our late fifties, early fifties to sixties. And…
touch wood, we’ve got a bit of time left but it’s about bringing the next bunch up. 
They’ve grown up with different values as [name] says..

So, some of the problem lies with us is what I’m saying. The disconnect I started off 
[talking about] this morning with young people – ‘No, he can’t say what he likes, 
but he’s learning’. We all learn. Why aren’t they participating? We frighten them 
off sometimes. If they say the wrong thing, we growl them or tell them to shut 
up, ‘You don’t know what you’re talking about’. We don’t mean to do that, it’s just 
time pressure, all the rest of it. But a lot of the young people, they tell me that. I 
say, ‘Why don’t you, you got all the young kids, why am I still sitting on [the board 
of an Aboriginal organisation that will affect the kids’ lives]? And all the 70 year-
olds’ servicing? You have the young kids. I no longer have young kids. I’ve been 
useful but not as much as you [could be], so why aren’t you sitting’? They say, ‘It’s a 
community thing’. [I say], ‘Why aren’t you on the board telling the organisation what 
services you require’? [They say], ‘It’s a cultural respect thing. No, no, I’m not going 
to challenge uncle or pop… that’s disrespectful’. I say, ‘Well, different environment’. 
[They say], ‘No, no, we’ve been raised [that way]. We don’t challenge our elders’. 
That has come across into this. But I’m saying that, ‘You’re the biggest consumers of 
services. I no longer have children. I don’t know what your need is. You’re the one 
with three young kids’. 

Community Sector: Now, we talk about culture – sorry, I’m on a bit of a roll here 
– talk about culture and the way in which language and art is being practised 
in community, what [name of staff member] is doing with the women. The way 
[name of organisation] is approaching it is, ‘Yes, we’ll do a cultural project that is 
bringing young people with us, but you’ve got to learn your language in context 
to the activity. You can’t be sitting on a book and reading Walmajarri language [for 
example] and trying to learn it at a distance. Get out on the country and learn it in a 
practical way. If it is a pidgin form, if it’s in a hybrid form, whatever it takes that you 
manage to capture as much of the cultural knowledge as you can. And how you 
express that and how you evaluate that in your own way’ – that’s what the prime 
focus should be.

All players in the service delivery arena acknowledged that a structured means of 
engagement between the Aboriginal community sector, government, and other 
interests has been lacking since the end of ATSIC. This leads them to a sense of 
‘dancing in the dark’, never truly knowing who or where their partner is, subject 
to piecemeal, case-by-case, consultation measures, that Aboriginal leaders are 
highly cynical about. They believe these are a means of asserting governmental 
power and heading off collective community control. Long term NGO workers are 



also often frustrated by the short-term approach to funding that goes with the 
piecemeal approach to engagement, and with the need to re-structure and mix 
and match the workforce every time funding runs out or a new funding stream is 
announced.

So, on both the NGOs’ and government managers’ side, the understanding of the 
problem is there, the will to change practice is there, but placating higher powers, 
or managing the fall-out from them, is a frequent theme in their discussion. This 
is not only a matter of adopting more flexible departmental procedures. Perhaps 
surprisingly, all parties see the need to go beyond this to a big-picture political 
settlement that would give a more productive framework for addressing the highly 
localised problems that they discussed in the workshops.

We may be entering an era where governments intend to genuinely re-engage 
with Aboriginal people and their organisations. However, (and this is a very big 
‘however’), if governments do not change their processes for devising service 
contracts, monitoring service contracts, checking that every box is ticked 
indicating a minute activity has been performed – in short, disciplining Aboriginal 
organisations to obey instructions with an iron grip remotely controlled from 
metropolitan heights – all the fine sentiments about a Voice to Parliament, Closing 
the Gap, and ultimately a national treaty will fall in a heap. The contributions to 
this volume from all sides of the service-delivery arena demonstrate above all that 
governments must change how they plan, how they monitor, how they assess 
and how they review the delivery of services on the ground. Otherwise, the fine 
sentiments of our national and state Parliaments are mere flag-waving. Time 
will tell. Flag-waving is no substitute for action, but hopefully it is the necessary 
preliminary before hard battle begins.

Community Sector: I think [what has] been demonstrated to me over the last 25 
years is a fundamentally inherent racism that exists within government. I have not 
seen anything that counters that. because The behaviours and actions of Ministers 
down to that junior bureaucrat over the years have demonstrated to me that 
fundamentally racism is inherent in the structure of government that we have. It 
still exists within government because we’ve seen the expansion and contraction 
of representative bodies like ATSIC. We’ve seen dedicated departments come and 
go. We’ve seen recruitment programs that bring great young Aboriginal minds 
into the bureaucracy who then end up not in positions of power, they don’t end 
up as the Director General or the senior policy people, the people that can make 
decisions and influence.
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Community Sector: The question I keep asking myself is where do we see ourselves 
in 10 years? I use 10 years because that’s like a projected determined Native Title 
space in the Kimberley – everyone’s going to have a determined Native Title and 
you’ve got all these PBCs [native title-holding organisations] bubbling away, sitting 
there supposedly going to do all sorts of things – but it will be the innovators inside 
this space that will collectively draw it together. I reckon where we are in 10 years 
is that the innovators on the ground will collectively build enough impetus and 
momentum, with enough resources – scarce or sparse, as much as we can gather 
– to change the political and cultural dynamics of the Kimberley. Within 10 years. 
And yes, it will be within the surrounds of the PBCs and the control that you have 
in terms of land tenure, and how we can compete and knock on the doors of those 
other stakeholders, but who’s going to change the dynamics on the ground? It will 
be the innovators on the ground. Because why? Because it’s always been that way. 
Right back since I ever remember. It’s individuals and collectives of individuals that 
will make the change. Not government.
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Post-script
We have heard from the people who provide services to Aboriginal people in the 
Kimberley in their own words. Necessarily, these are diverse, contrasting, and at 
times contradictory views. That is the nature of conversations on complex topics. 

There is a glimmer of an alternative public management approach on the horizon, 
that may change the landscape for Aboriginal community-controlled organisations 
once again. While the artificial dialogue between Aboriginal providers, non-
Aboriginal NGOs and government personnel in this volume was being set up, and 
while the results were being collated, a relatively unacknowledged national peak 
Aboriginal body, the Coalition of Peaks, quietly negotiated potentially fundamental 
change.

For ten years the Commonwealth had taken the headline role in a national initiative 
on Closing the Gap, aiming to reduce discrepancies in important social and 
economic areas that contribute to Aboriginal quality of life. Routinely, the leader of 
the party in power in Canberra stood up in Parliament each year to state that mostly 
the gaps weren’t closing. One or two were,1 most were not.  This was particularly 
galling since it was state governments that largely had responsibility for the major 
areas such as health and education, yet the Commonwealth performed the walk 
of shame each year. When ten years had elapsed without improvement the one 
thing the Commonwealth knew, facing the no-win dilemma of renewing or not 
renewing the Closing the Gap programme, was that the states should be more 
tightly captured in the process. Then, from left field, while new targets were being 
discussed, not too ambitious so that falling short looks foolish, and not too weak 
since that only points out how badly Aboriginal people are doing, a new player 
thrust themselves into the negotiations.

The Coalition of Peaks is just what it says on the label – it is a coalition of peak 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander bodies, each of which represents a service 
sector, such as health or child protection, each of which is an umbrella for smaller 
local or state-wide organisations. Within the Coalition there are national peaks 
and state-wide peaks. Together they represent the diverse Aboriginal community-
controlled service sector (though not in proportion, there are seven peak 
organisation members from NSW, eleven from Victoria and only one from Western 
Australia). The Coalition of Peaks, led by the redoubtable Pat Turner (whose decades 
of experience encompasses community controlled organisations, ATSIC, and senior 
levels of the Commonwealth public service), intervened in two ways, one of which 
is particularly remarkable.

1 See: https://ctgreport.niaa.gov.au/sites/default/files/pdf/closing-the-gap-report-2020.pdf
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Firstly, and unsurprisingly, the Coalition prevailed on the government parties to 
allow Aboriginal voices to predominate, not only in setting targets for reducing a 
particular statistical gap between white and black in Australia, but for deciding the 
key areas that would be targeted in the new CtG campaign. Some of these new areas 
are particularly important to Aboriginal people, though less so in the mainstream, 
such as the target that ‘Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people maintain a 
distinctive cultural, spiritual, physical and economic relationship with their land 
and waters’ and ‘Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures and languages are 
strong, supported and flourishing’. More radically, perhaps, the Coalition insisted 
that the new National Agreement on Closing the Gap would not only rope in state 
governments, but would be explicit about a new framework for how governments 
and Aboriginal people would work together to meet the newly negotiated targets, 
and set the priority principles that they would abide by.

A forensic archaeological dig through the multiple layers of the National Agreement 
on Closing the Gap would reveal vestigial remains of prior evolutionary failures, 
such as shared responsibility agreements, regional partnership agreements and 
whole-of-government remote service delivery. The rationale of focusing on deficit 
can also raise some ghosts of the past, and the new targets themselves deserve 
attention. But in order not to get bogged down in detail I intend to remain hovering 
above the Agreement at a safe distance, because from here some very encouraging 
signs can be seen. The involvement of the Coalition of Peaks representing an 
Aboriginal point of view leads to the entire agreement being subject to four 
overriding and fundamental principles. These are that future programmes will 
be planned and delivered in partnership between Aboriginal organisations and 
governments; the Aboriginal community-controlled sector will be in the driving 
seat for service delivery; the government parties will examine and renovate their 
own processes (in this section of the agreement it even uses the feared ‘racism’ 
word, acknowledging that invisible structural bias may still direct government 
actions); fourthly, the parties agree to share data equally. Looking back in the rear-
view mirror, with ATSIC a distant dot more than fifteen years behind, and nothing 
but stagnant wasteland in between, this view forward is very encouraging. The 
Agreement even acknowledges the importance of Aboriginal self-determination, 
and we should remind ourselves it is signed by the Prime Minister, Premiers, the 
President of the Australian Local Government Association, as well as the leader of 
the Coalition of Peaks.

This accommodation between political representatives and representatives 
of Aboriginal community controlled organisations was reached shortly after 
the workshops leading to this book concluded. Though it falls short of a treaty 
settlement, or a constitutionally-enshrined ‘voice to Parliament’, the involvement 
of the Coalition of Peaks on an equal footing in the Joint Council on Closing the 
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Gap, established by the Partnership Agreement on Closing the Gap 2019 - 2029, 
is a ‘quasi treaty’ that implicitly recognises an Aboriginal sovereign voice on the 
other side of the table, if only in the limited areas targeted by the Closing the Gap 
agreement. It does not require much speculation to assume that the challenges 
faced by the Aboriginal community leaders and their organisations articulated 
in this book were well known to the leaders of their peak sectoral bodies, state-
wide and national, and that this was a primary motivating force for the formation 
of the Coalition of Peaks in late 2018. Taking into account that, within six months 
of forming, the Coalition had inserted itself into the process of revising the state/
Commonwealth programme to Close the Gap in Aboriginal social and health 
indicators, it is not a leap of faith to assume that the government parties were also 
wide-open to structural change. 

The National Agreement is the first major policy shift since the policy of 
mainstreaming Aboriginal services that followed the dissolution of ATSIC, and it 
is a major reversal. Rather than dissect it clause by clause some of its major points 
can be listed:
• It sets new targets to close statistical social indicator gaps that include 
social and cultural elements
• These are to be delivered through formal signed partnership deals both 
place-based and sectoral
• It mandates priority for the Aboriginal community-controlled sector in 
service delivery
• It requires governments to review their own processes, particularly to 
understand inherent bias and possible structural racism
• It decrees equal sharing of data between government and Aboriginal 
partner organisations
• It draws the state governments into the framework. They must make public 
plans, implement them through partnerships, and report publicly and regularly, as 
must the Commonwealth.

While not legally enforceable, the Agreement is as binding as any political 
agreement can be. Reneging on this agreement would be a significant breach of 
trust. All the more, because the language of the document frequently employs 
key words steeped in the history of the Aboriginal political movements since 
1967, and of deep significance to Aboriginal people. No doubt these aspirations 
were inserted during negotiation by the Coalition and its members, but equally, 
state parties could not have been unaware of their significance. In contrast to this 
affirming rhetoric, there are two consistent elements of the NACTG that occur 
throughout that I want to examine here, as they both have a troubling past. This is 
the commitment to ‘partnerships and to ‘plans’. 
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There will be broadly two kinds of partnerships – those that cover particular groups 
or localities (place-based) and those that cover a particular sector of services or 
activities (policy-based) (outlined in the NACTG on page five, clause 30). The parties 
are envisaged to be, potentially, all three levels of government, private parties by 
invitation, and Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander representatives, people that are 
freely chosen by their own existing systems and structures according to their own 
processes and traditions. An important question arises here – who will have the 
balance of power in these partnerships? A consistent theme of the community 
leaders’ and NGO staff complaints, that appear frequently in the dialogues of this 
volume, is the lack of understanding of reciprocal value brought to the interface of 
bureaucracy and community by communities and grass-roots workers themselves. 
Admittedly, governments and their bureaucracies bring certain kinds of tangible 
and intangible resources to problem-solving. But they must recognise that 
communities also contribute the wisdom and knowledge won from the struggle 
with daily life within their communities. This social capital is equally important. 
Local knowledge has hard cash value. Without it programmes fail, often at great 
expense. It is still an open question, and one on which we may remain somewhat 
sceptical, whether governments and their bureaucracies are capable of recognising 
the equal value of each side’s contribution, since the government parties make 
clear in the Agreement that they will keep control over funding decisions.2 After all, 
money talks. The potential for governments to revert to type and use their funding 
power to influence the composition and effectiveness of partnerships is great, 
particularly in their intervention in the second major worry of the Agreement – the 
talismanic grasping at the power of plans.

Arguably, the Agreement stipulates too many plans. Each partner to a partnership 
needs a plan; each jurisdiction needs a plan; each programme or intervention 
must have its plan; and they are all required to be detailed and public. Plans clearly 
have a lot of popular attraction. The idea that good, qualified people can take time 
out from the day to day of ordinary work life to sit and hammer out with each 
other what is needed and how to achieve it is highly compelling. With the plan in 
hand, the thinking goes, all parties can check if it is being rolled out properly, and 
with the right timeframes, and identify quickly who is not performing and where. 
Ultimately, because the plan had such immaculate conception, if it is followed 
properly, success must follow. Against the grain, I would like to suggest here that 
this is bunkum. Highly rational bunkum, but nevertheless equivalent to repeating 
the same process over and over again while hoping for a different result.

2 The agreement says, on page six at Clause 32 “Decision-making is shared between government and 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. Shared decision-making is … where relevant funding for programs 
and services align with jointly agreed community priorities, noting governments retain responsibility for funding 
decisions”.
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I acknowledge that there are extrinsic processes at work here that make this kind of 
planning seem absolutely necessary to governments and bureaucracies. This comes 
from the risk-averse character of both these institutions. If they do not achieve 
the results required, they can fall back on the argument that they did everything 
correctly, according to plan. So, it must be somebody else’s fault. Probably it’s the 
intransigence of the programme’s beneficiaries that has caused the plan to fail. 
Alternatively, if, counterintuitively, detailed planning and strict policing of a plan’s 
rollout is abandoned in favour of some alternative approaches, then when things 
go wrong politicians and bureaucrats are left highly exposed. Note that the upshot 
in both cases is failure. But, I would argue, the second approach at least holds out 
the possibility of success.

Perhaps the most succinct counter-argument to command and control planning 
came from Prussian Field Marshal Helmuth von Moltke who wrote in 1871 “No plan 
of operations extends with any certainty beyond the first encounter with the main 
enemy forces”.3 This is not just a fun fact. It points out what should be obvious to 
planners with whiteboards in airless rooms – the target of their endeavours does 
not stay still in any sense. It evolves over time, its players change in relation to the 
programme and in relation to each other, and the programme acts on itself to 
change the environment in ways that cannot be foreseen as it rolls out. All this 
without considering the impact of untethered external processes such as changes 
in government, societal attitudes or media attention. 

The dialogues in these pages, and the summary of issues in this post-script, show 
that neo-liberal managerialism is not only inefficient, it is downright harmful in the 
quest for adequate Aboriginal development in the remote regions. Unquestioning 
commitment to remote planning will lead inevitably to more managerialism, to 
targets and KPIs, and therefore to excessive remote administrative control that is 
incapable of dealing with local diversity, particularly the impact of immeasurables, 
such as cultural values, that contribute to Aboriginal wellbeing. There is an 
alternative to the ‘plan and deliver’ command and control approach. It requires 
local level planning with plenty of room for adaptation within broad, framework-
type, agreements, free of the straight jacket of prescriptive performance contracts.4 
The National Agreement on Closing the Gap, with its clear intention to mandate 
new ways of doing things, lays potential ground work for this new approach. While 
its commitment to co-design sits uneasily with its reliance on plans and planning, 
local wisdom may yet win out. One thing that stands out in all the contributions 
to this volume is the good will and personal commitment of those that work at 
the local level, whether for government, NGOs, or the Aboriginal community-

3 https://quoteinvestigator.com/2021/05/04/no-plan/
4 Dwyer, J., O’Donnell, K., Lavoie, J., Marlina, U., Sullivan, P. 2009 The Overburden Report: Contracting for 
Indigenous Health Services, Cooperative Research Centre for Aboriginal Health, Darwin.
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controlled sector. Their frustrations are produced by the structures that they are 
condemned to work within. If local voices are to be truly empowered to co-design 
their own path forward, it is time, once more, for the radical restructure of both 
national and state Indigenous affairs frameworks, even more fundamental than the 
administrative revolution heralded by ATSIC in 1990. At this juncture the stark fact 
of Indigenous unceded sovereignty, and demands for its recognition, which will 
not retreat, must be the underpinning of a new relationship. As one Aboriginal 
community sector leader put it in this volume:

I think it does come back to political power ultimately. I know it’s not 
very fashionable to talk about power and control anymore, but it is 
fundamentally what this is about. And until [there is] a treaty at the 

national level which sets up the relationship between the Australian 
government and the Aboriginal polity, and does it in a respectful way, 

we don’t even have the right conversations going on. We have a system 
of patronage – a system of patronage which makes it difficult for those 

conversations to happen. Fundamentally it’s because our establishment 
documents don’t set up the correct relationships.

If there is one underlying fundamental fact that gives rise to all of the frustration 
with the progress of Aboriginal development in this volume it is the imbalance of 
power between Aboriginal people and settler institutions. Redressing the balance 
of power will not fix all the problems, but without it, certainly, so the voices in this 
volume tell us, nothing can be fixed.
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